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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the uses of Story Test Driven Development in Agile
software development teams. There are three main research questions: 1) What problems
are faced by Agile teams in practicing Story Test Driven Development? 2) Investigate the
relationship between stories, teams and defects. 3) What are the factors that lead to
successful adoption of Story Test Driven Development? In this dissertation, we explore
these questions using four case studies.
The main contribution of this research is to approach Story Test Driven
Development as a knowledge building process rather than as a software testing process.
The studies suggest that Story Test Driven Development is particularly useful for
communicating domain knowledge between customers (domain experts) and the
developers. The automated testing aspect of the story tests allows developers to implicitly
learn and directly validate their understanding of the domain knowledge and the
requirements. Story tests are not a software testing tool, but a validation tool about how
domain knowledge and other requirements should be implemented in software.
In addition, we discovered that the main bottleneck in the successful adoption of
Story Test Driven Development is the customer participation. Story Test Driven
Development is a way for customers to engage in software product creation in a much
more direct way. There should be a community of contributors and personal rewards for
contributing the story tests. The contributors exhibit “selfish altruism” in their motivation
for participation. The success of Story Test Driven Development is not in producing
better software testing methods but in fostering the community of contributors.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
This dissertation investigates the uses of Story Test Driven Development in Agile
software development teams. Story Test Driven Development (STDD) or Executable
Acceptance Driven Development (EATDD) is a way of communicating requirements
through automated tests. It belongs to the Agile software engineering methodology and
its purpose is to communicate requirements more effectively using specifications that can
be automatically tested against the code. Currently, Story Test Driven Development is
still in its formative stage and many ideas are being put forward by the community. This
concept is called by many names - customer tests [B99], functional tests [K11], story
tests [K11], executable acceptance tests [K11], example-driven development [Ma11],
scenario tests [K03] and specifications by example [Fo11] among many more. This
dissertation will refer them as story tests and Story Test Driven Development where story
tests are the artefacts for communicating requirements and Story Test Driven
Development is the process of using these artefacts to facilitate the software
development.

1.2 Definitions
Before we begin, we need to introduce the following key terms as they will be
used often in the dissertation. They have specific meanings in Agile software
engineering. Therefore, we need to make sure that these terms are applied within the
context of Agile software engineering.
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•

Acceptance Test: Another name for Story Test. These tests are written by
customers to convey the software requirements in a form of tests that can
either pass or fail. The developers create the automated tests to show that
the code passes these tests according to the way customers specified them.

•

Business Experts (Domain Experts): The person who has the customer’s
domain knowledge. They are often just referred to as customers.

•

Customer: People who are responsible for representing the end-users
and/or sponsors who are paying for software development. Or they are the
actual end-users and/or sponsors who are paying for the software
development. They may also refer to any stakeholders who are not part of
the development team. They are responsible for writing the story tests.

•

Developer: They are responsible for producing software. They are
responsible for writing the code that automates the story tests and passing
the story tests.

•

Executable Acceptance Test: Another term for the automated story tests,
These are acceptance tests with the executable test code. Often people just
called them acceptance test for short.

•

Executable Acceptance Test Driven Development: Another term for
Story Test Driven Development. It is the process of using story tests
facilitates the software development. The customers write the story tests
and the developers write the code that can pass the story tests.

•

Story (User Story): The user story is a feature that can be implemented in
software written from the customer’s point of view. It can contain
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functional and non-functional requirements. Each story is estimated by the
developer who will implement the feature. See the detailed discussion on
its definition in Chapter 2.4
•

Story Test: These tests are written by customers to convey the software
requirements in a form of tests that can either pass or fail. The developers
create the automated tests to show that the code passes these story tests
according to the way customers specified them.

•

Story Test Driven Development: It is the process of using story tests
facilitates the software development. The customers write the story tests
and the developers write the code that can pass the story tests.

•

Test Driven Development: A software development process where the
developers write the tests first then write the code that passes the tests. The
process usually refers to the unit tests.

1.3 A Brief Introduction to Agile Methodologies
Agile methodologies have grown and matured very quickly within the last decade.
Story Test Driven Development is a new requirements engineering technique within
Agile software engineering. We collected the community’s vision for the Story Test
Driven Development in Chapter 4, but it still lacks the foundations to solidify what Story
Test Driven Development is and how one can practice it. Story Test Driven Development
is not about competing with traditional requirements engineering methodology. Rather,
the focus is on accommodating requirements engineering methods for teams that practice
Agile methodologies and its principles. Despite some confusion, Agile methodologies
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have different management theories behind their principles and practices than traditional
methodologies. Therefore, it is inherently difficult to compare and contrast requirements
engineering methodologies that are meant to be applied in different team organizations,
different development practices, and different principles.
Requirements engineering has been one of the most misunderstood parts of Agile
methodologies, mainly because the Agile principles state that their values working code
over documentations. Some people interpreted it to mean that there is no requirement
engineering in Agile methodologies, because there is no documentation, which is simply
not true. Requirements engineering is less formulated and still a less researched part of
the Agile methodologies, but it has a set of theories that guide how requirements should
be solicited. The fundamental difference between traditional software engineering and
Agile software engineering is that Agile methods do not approach requirements
engineering as a separate task and a separate phase of the development. Rather,
requirements engineering is embedded in the overall practice. Therefore, in order to
explain how requirements engineering works in Agile methods, we need to explain the
whole methodology. In Chapter 2, we will provide a more in-depth review of how Agile
methodologies came about and how requirements engineering is viewed within the Agile
context. However, for now, we introduce the topic briefly.
The methodologies that fall into Agile methodology category uphold the Agile
principles as they are stated in Agile Manifesto [A11]:
•

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

•

Working software over comprehensive documentation

•

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
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•

Responding to change over following a plan

The Agile methodologies are designed to check and balance through their
iterative and interactive approaches with these principles in mind. The problem is that
people try to apply these principles selectively on traditional methodologies, while the
traditional methods are not designed with these principles in mind.
There is also more than one way of doing things in Agile methodologies, as
evidenced by many methodologies that comprise the area. Compared to other software
engineering methodologies, Agile methodologies are much newer. For example, the
Agile manifesto has not been formed and published until 2001 [A11]. However, during
the last decade, it proliferated in the industry quickly and a lot of practitioners embraced
the Agile methodologies. It is important to view Agile methodologies as a group of
methodologies in evolution - changing as they are constantly being applied on many
different teams and projects.
Agile methodologies have some techniques that were instant hits with industry
practitioners. For example, test-driven development, Scrum and iterative development,
just to name a few. The surprising part of their success is the simplicity of these
techniques, but the benefits they provide were far greater. One of these simple but
profound techniques is the use of stories. Stories are the main artefacts produced for
communicating requirements. Stories contain just enough information to start the
conversations on what needs to be developed. It can be written by anyone. At the start of
the iteration, some of these stories are chosen, discussed and estimated before they go
into development.

5

1.3 Research in Story Test Driven Development
Story tests are a set of tests that customers provide to the developers. The
developers can make sure that they understood their customers’ requirements correctly by
testing their code against these story tests. This will ensure that software is delivered
according to the way customer envisioned it. However, story testing has been met with a
lot of confusion and met with limited adoption in the industry so far. Moreover, not many
empirical studies are done on Story Test Driven Development and it still requires more
scientific understanding of its process. Our research is to find out and offer a solution as
to the uses of Story Test Driven Development in Agile development and how one may
need to practice Story Test Driven Development.
The Agile methodology is based on the assumption that requirements will
constantly change and that developers must be prepared for the changes at any point in
time of the software development. Therefore, being able to quickly figure out how the
requirement is changed and how this reflects on the code is important. Current research
interest in Story Test Driven Development, unlike other Agile methodologies, evolves
heavily around tools for writing and maintaining story tests. If the story tests fail, it
means the requirements are misunderstood by the developers or another part of the
requirements is broken due to the new changes in the code. By writing the requirements
in a testable way that can either succeed or fail, all of the stakeholders can get the state of
the software development progress automatically at any time by running these automated
story tests. It is an attempt to apply test-driven development to the requirements
specifications. Much like how xUnit tests [J11, N11, F11] are a vital part of the TestDriven Development [B02], a tool is required to automate these executable
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specifications. Therefore, much of the recent focus has been about developing tools for
story testing [AA11].
The tools for Story Test Driven Development are influenced by software testing
tools and testing approaches. Riding on the success of the test-driven development [B02],
many Agile software engineers saw an opportunity to integrate all stakeholders to
participate in the test-driven development process. The idea behind Story Test Driven
Development is to write requirements in a testable way to minimize miscommunication
between customers and developers. The automation of these specifications into tests
would ensure that the implementation is verified continuously and let the customers know
about the implementation progress. There are currently several tools to facilitate Story
Test Driven Development, but the most popular are Fit [Fit11] and Fitnesse [Fitn11].
The Agile community has identified recently that existing tools do not support
Story Test Driven Development very well [AA11]. One of the main problems we see is
that these tools do not have a clear focus on what problem they are trying to solve. People
wished for better tools, but the community discovered that finding the right requirements
for the new tool is actually very difficult. There are many conflicting ideas and wish lists
for the tool [AA11]. To find the requirements, one must analyze what kind of problems
Story Test Driven Development is trying to solve in agile software development and then
discover how a tool can help solve the problem.
It is fundamentally different to get testers to write the test specifications and to get
requirements engineers to write the requirements in a testable form. From the testers’
perspective, even if they are thinking about testing from the requirements engineering
stage, their purpose of writing the tests is to find and prevent the defects at the end. From
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the requirements engineers’ perspective, the purpose is about communicating the
requirements to the developers. Writing requirements in a testable way is not about
finding the location of the code defects, but communicating whether the requirements are
correctly translated into functionalities. The other obvious difference is that the people
who occupy these roles have different backgrounds and trainings. People who occupy the
testing roles have different set of skills than those who occupy the requirements analysis
roles or customer roles. Therefore, it is important to look at Story Test Driven
Development from a holistic view.

1.4 Problem Statement
A fundamental research question is what is a story test and what can we do with
it? The dissertation is an exploration to discover different interpretations of story tests
and how people practice Story Test Driven Development. In order to do so, we need
better understanding of the people for whom these story tests are meant for and how story
tests benefit their software development process. In Agile methodologies, the teams are
categorized broadly into the developers and customers. The developers are the ones who
write, maintain and test the code; customers are rest of the people. Story tests are
supposed to be written and maintained by the people who fall into the customer category.
We need to figure out the main problems and challenges that these customer groups are
facing before we suggest how story tests should be written.
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1.5 Research Questions
The research goal is investigate why people use Story Test Driven Development
in Agile software development. There are three main research questions:
Research Question 1: 1) What problems are faced by Agile teams in
practicing Story Test Driven Development?
Story tests are requirements that are specified in a testable form that can
either pass or fail. The idea of using story tests to communicate
requirements has been around for many years in the Agile community, but
it is having problems being adopted by practitioners unlike other Agile
methods. Tools such as Fit [Fit11]] were developed, but the community is
still unsure how story tests should be implemented in real life situations.
In order to suggest how story tests should be written, we need to collect
more information on how practitioners wrote their Story Tests and find out
what were some of the problems that they encountered.
Research Question 2: Investigate the relationship between stories, teams and
defects.
We need to figure out the relationship between team members and Agile
development artefacts such as code, defects and stories. Story Tests are the
links between stories to the codes and eventually they serve as artefacts to
discover defects through the automation of story tests. We need to analyze
what factors have direct correlation between the stories and defects,
because these attributes may be important in the overall understanding of
what story tests are.
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Research Question 3: 3) What are the factors that lead to successful adoption
of Story Test Driven Development?
Story Test Driven Development is the process of using story tests to drive
the software development. We need to understand the core benefits of
Story Test Driven Development that no other practices can provide. One
of the best ways to understand the uses of Story Tests is to observe how
real life Agile teams adopted Story Test Driven Development and analyze
the motivation of using Story Tests in their development process. We also
need to compare and contrast different Agile teams and see how the
differences in their organizations and processes led to the overall success
of practicing Story Test Driven Development.

1.6 Organization of the Dissertation
We organized the Chapters as follows. We present the literature survey in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3, we discuss the research design and research methods. In Chapter 4, we
provide the survey done on the issues in Story Test Driven Development. We analyzed
the Agile community’s response on what they view to be the goals, problems and their
visions for STDD. In Chapter 5, we present a quantitative case study on how
requirements can be traced all the way to the defects and whether the social networks of
the organization has an influence in the defects trace. In Chapter 6 and 7, we offer two
qualitative case studies of companies who practiced Story Test Driven Development. In
In Chapter 8, we synthesize the findings. In Chapter 9, we conclude the dissertation with
final thoughts.
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1.7 Contribution to the Academic Body of Knowledge
The main contribution of this research is to approach story testing using examples
and think of Story Test Driven Development as a knowledge building process rather than
a software testing process. To elaborate, the knowledge building process means
transferring the domain knowledge from the business experts to the developers through a
series of domain examples that can be tested against code. The test ensures that the
developers acquired the necessary knowledge to implement the code correctly and
validate their implementation against the customer-specified tests. The examples are
collected iteratively as the development progresses. Therefore, the repository of examples
will grow as the development progresses iteratively and the collection of these examples
will grow over time. This process of collecting, testing and communicating their
requirements iteratively through example-driven story tests is what we refer to as the
knowledge building process.
What do we mean by example-driven story tests? We identified that the existing
interpretation of story tests tend to write the story tests like test cases – a set of tasks that
can either pass or fail. This view of story tests bias the test specifications toward software
developers and software testers and these tests look like unit tests (but just using different
tools). The problem with the developer/tester-centric view of story tests is that unit tests
and story tests eventually serve similar functions. If there is a lot of overlap between unit
tests and story tests, the team would lose the need to maintain story tests. Therefore, it is
better if the customers provide the test values using examples right out of their domain
using the formats and tools of the domain. The developers can extract values from these
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examples to setup their automated tests. This is what we mean by example-driven story
tests.
Story tests are communication tool between customers and developers, not a
testing tool. From customer’s point of view, story tests are their way of communicating
their knowledge. We identified that customers are much better at communicating their
story tests using examples from their domain, instead of trying to communicate them
using software testing tools. In addition, these tests should not be organized like unit
tests, which tend to be organized based on how the code is organized. Story tests need to
be organized based on how the customers see to be their problems. Therefore, the process
of collecting these examples turns into a knowledge building process rather than a
software testing process.
In this dissertation, we present four case studies that suggest that story testing is a
way of communicating domain knowledge and a story test needs to be written in the
formats and tools of the domain. Story testing is an Agile requirement engineering
practice and not a software testing practice. We identified that the main hindrance of
adopting Story Test Driven Development is that the customers need to learn the tools of
the technology. Compared to the challenges of getting the customers to write the story
tests, extracting data out of the examples to write automated tests is relatively easy task
for developers. By using the examples of the domain as the story tests, we not only
improve the communication between customers and developers, but also communicate
the business context in which these software functionalities need to work. We also
identified that there needs to be rewards and motivations for the customers to contribute
these story test. One of the best ways to do so is if there is a community of contributors
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who want to build a knowledge repository of examples. It not only solves the story
testing issues, but it can also serve as documentation for software.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE SURVEY
In this Chapter, we present a literature survey on Story Tests and Story Test
Driven Development and related background for our research. We start by providing an
introduction to requirements engineering from an Agile software engineering perspective,
followed by a literature survey on Story Test Driven Development. We also give an
overview of the principles behind Agile development and how these are reflected in the
team organization and project management. We explain the differences in terminologies
between traditional software engineering and Agile software engineering.
We provide a literature overview of the papers published in the area of Story Test
Driven Development and categorize them into different views. We think it is important to
see how each view is different even within the Agile community and we think the
categorization will highlight the different problems that Story Test Driven Development
needs to solve. In addition, the categorization will highlight the different approaches
within the community.

2.1 Theory of Management
Agile software engineering is built on a different philosophy than traditional
software engineering. It is inherently impossible to interpret and analyze Agile teams by
directly comparing them with traditional software engineering teams. In order to figure
out how Story Tests fit into the Agile software development process, we need to first
figure out the fundamental philosophical differences that guide these two software
engineering methodologies.
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There are two types of management theories that mainly influence the Software
Engineering methodologies: Taylorism and Lean Production. The difference between
traditional and Agile software engineering methodologies is actually an argument about
these two different management theories. The traditional software engineering
methodologies are based on Taylorism and Agile software engineering methodologies are
based on Lean Production.

2.1.1 Taylorism
Frederick Taylor produced a theory of management called Scientific Management,
otherwise known as Taylorism. It is much better known as Fordism after its successful
adaptation in the automobile industry by Henry Ford. The principle behind Taylorism is
to apply ‘scientific methods’ to improve efficiency, mainly through labour productivity,
which led to mass production. In his publication, The Principles of Scientific
Management [T11] published in 1911, he states that the solution is not in finding
extraordinary people, but in managing the inefficiency that lies in the lack of systematic
management. If his principles are applied correctly, he assured that extraordinary results
can be achieved even with people with little or no skills. He argued that his management
philosophy can be applied by any organization.
Taylor believed that the vast majority of workers are incapable of management
[M03] and managers did not have enough control over the production process. He
believed that their lack of control was the main cause of the inefficiency. In addition, he
believed that workers have natural tendency to fool around and expect the same pay
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[M03]. Therefore, Taylor proposed a scientific approach to managing the processes and
workers.
The first aspect to Taylorism is interchangeable people. The organization needs to
find work that the worker is naturally good at and maximize his/her abilities by making
him/her focus on that single task only. In addition, the supervisor must provide each
worker with training and assessment based on how well the worker does that specific
task. In turn, everyone can be replaced with another person at any time, because the
knowledge is embedded in the process, not in the individuals. The second aspect is to
replace the ‘rule of thumb’ work methods with scientific approaches that measure the
efficiency based on what is produced and observed. The assumption in Scientific
Management is that there is a single “best way” to do a job, because the best method is
the one that optimizes the assessment metrics. The third aspect is to divide the workers
into managers and workers, such that managers can plan the work and the workers
perform the tasks as they are planned. In this way, the managers can focus on planning
only, rather than be overwhelmed with both the tasks of producing and planning.
In 1912, a year after his publication, the Congressional committee invited him to
defend his theory, suggesting that his approach is dehumanizing. However, the success of
his methodology was hard to argue. The application of his methodology in labour
specialization and mass production was a huge success, especially how his theory was
applied successfully in Ford Automobiles. Even though Fordism became much more well
known to most people due to his fame, Taylorism is the actual underlying theory. Rifkin
suggests that “Taylor has probably had a greater effect on the private and public lives of
men and women of the twentieth century than any other single individual”[K97]. By
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1950s, and even most people who grew up in our times, would not second guess whether
there is even any other way of managing people than Taylorism as it is engraved in our
society in how we manage people and processes. In addition, it is hard to argue against
Taylorism because how could anyone argue against optimization for efficiency using
scientific approaches.
However, Taylorism has problems in modern day organizations, especially in
software development management. Taylor used a reductionist approach, which
decomposes the production into discrete processes and tries to optimize each discrete
process. However, individual optimization of parts may not always lead to the overall
efficiency as it sometimes led to overproduction of one part only and thus leading to
wasted resources. It assumes that the problem is static and there is only one best solution
to each part of the problem. It worked in the manufacturing industry at Taylor’s time
when there was little competition and the business environments did not change quickly.
The tools and technologies stayed longer and did not become obsolete in a few years. In
short, Taylorism assumes that 1) the problem is predictable; 2) the problem is
controllable and 3) the focus should be on optimization [M03]. When we mention
traditional methods in software engineering, we are referring to methodologies that are
based on Taylorism. An example of the Tayloristic approach would be the Waterfall
model [B83].

2.1.2 Lean Production
The other management theory is now known as Lean Production methods or Justin-time approach. The history of Lean management begins in 1927 at Toyoda Automatic
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Looms, which manufactured automatic power looms. However, the machine was
complex and difficult to maintain without very highly skilled weavers. Toyoda decided to
invite an American engineer, Charles Francis, to help him manufacture his looms and
Francis introduced interchangeable parts to the manufacturing process. Due to the
complexity of the machine design, there was no room for interchangeable people [PP06].
The machines required highly skilled weavers to keep the machines running and even
more highly skilled people to build and maintain the machines. Therefore, Toyoda only
hired the most capable engineers to work on his looms and focused on recruiting skilled
workers who can produce these complex parts.
In 1936, the company decided to get into the automotive business. To do so, the
owner toured Detroit to learn how to build cars. However, he quickly realized that it was
impossible for him to duplicate the mass production model for his company. His
company did not have the resources to mass produce thousands of identical parts for it to
be economical. Taiichi Ohno, a machine shop owner at the plant, learned about Ford’s
production system, but he was rather fascinated with the American supermarkets
inventory system. He noticed that the shelves were always filled just-in-time before it
was completely empty. In 1978, he published Toyota Production System [O78], which
was based on the principle of elimination of waste and ‘autonomation’. According to
Ohno, ‘autonomation’ means automation with people. All work will stop even when
slight abnormalities are detected. All workers will converge to fix the problem and the
assembly line will resume only when the problem is solved. It is otherwise known as
‘stop-the-line’ or ‘zero-inspection’ approach [PP06]. It means there is no sole inspector at
the end of the line who is specifically tasked to find mistakes. Rather everyone is always
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looking out for mistakes and solving the problem instantly as they are found. Therefore,
the system will fix mistakes before it reaches the end. In addition, the waste is identified
as the weakest point in the system that needs to be improved. The assembly line is only as
good as the slowest moving part. Instead of trying to optimize every part of the system
individually like in Taylorism, Ohno wanted to improve one weakest point at a time. In
1990, the book The Machine that Changed the World gave another name for the
approach, Lean Production [WJR90], otherwise known as just-in-time production.

2.1.3 Comparison of Two Management Theories
If you compare the two approaches between Taylorism and Lean, the Lean
approach values people. Unlike Tayloristic approaches that emphasized interchangeable
people, the Lean approach emphasized interchangeable parts. In Tayloristic approaches,
the efficiency is obtained by optimizing the individual parts of the process, but the Lean
approach focuses on eliminating wastes. While Taylorism focused on specialization of
labour, the Lean production implements the zero-inspection approach, which gave all
workers the power to check for the quality and stop the production at any time instead of
waiting for their managers. The fundamental difference is that Taylorism assumed that
people are not skilled and need to be given specific instructions on how to do their job.
Lean production assumed that people are highly skilled and everyone is capable of
producing quality work as well as detecting and problem-solving on their own. The lean
production approach is what Agile methods are based on.These management theories
originated from the manufacturing industry. However, over time, these two opposing
views of management were adopted in all industries.
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The literature suggests that in order to develop a practice that belongs to Agile
software engineering, we need to look for three key aspects: People-oriented approach
rather than an interchangeable people approach, focusing on eliminating waste instead of
optimizing efficiency, people are highly skilled that they will solve the problem on their
own without the centralized management. In the next section, we will describe the
different interpretations of how Lean principles are applied in Agile software
engineering.

2.2 Requirements Engineering from the Agile Perspective
Requirements engineering is not a distinct phase in Agile software engineering.
Instead, requirements engineering is embedded in the overall iterative development
process. The chronological view that requirements must begin at the start and the
development must end with testing is a Traditional perspective of software development.
Story Test Driven Development is a requirements engineering approach in Agile software
engineering. Therefore, we need to discuss what requirements engineering is from Agile
perspectives.
Highsmith states that “agility isn’t a one-shot deal that can be checked off the
organizational initiative list”[H02]. Rather, “agility is a way of life, a constantly
emerging and changing response to business turbulence.”[H02]. Despite some critics,
“agile organizations still plan; they just understand the limits of planning” [H02]. Anyone
who has worked on a real life software development project would know that plans are
rarely realized exactly. It is not because the people in the team are incapable or lack
discipline. Real life projects are always faced with unforeseen and unpredictable
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problems. If the team is dealing with a very large project, a large team, or an
experimental project with a lot of cutting-edge technologies, the team will more or less
hit some unknown barriers that cannot be planned ahead exactly. It is inherently
impossible for individual companies to predict how the economy will be in two years
ahead, what kind of competition they will face in a year or what will happen to their
employees in the next month. Therefore, Agile means planning for and reacting to the
changes.
The Traditional software engineering literature suggests that requirements-related
defects are a very costly problem to fix. According to Fairley’s estimation, the cost of
fixing requirements defects may rise by 20 to 50 times if the defects are fixed in the later
stage of the development [F85]. Boehm and Basili put that number as high as 100 times
[BB01]. Up to 85% of the defects are estimated to come from the requirements [HF01].
Literature states that requirements changes or introducing new requirements increase the
defect rate to about 50% [J97]. However, Agile development works within the
environment where requirements are constantly changing and it is meant to be applied in
such development projects. In an Agile development environment, preventing
requirements change is not the solution, but rather adopting to the changes. Therefore, the
challenges associated with requirements engineering create very complex issues for Agile
software engineering research.
In Agile software engineering, the separation of different stages of the software
development lifecycle is also blurred. There are no definite phases for requirements
engineerin, coding and testing. Rather, they are combined within an iteration. Agile
methods are based on iterations more than phases of software development lifecycles.
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Therefore, discussing requirements engineering as a separate topic in Agile software
engineering is often difficult and may even be impossible.

2.2.1 Different Agile Methodologies
As mentioned earlier, the Agile methodology is made up of many methodologies,
which came about separately in mid to late 90s and early 2000s. They all shared common
principles [A11]. Kent Beck published Extreme Programming in 1999 [B99]. Schwaber
published Agile Project Management with Scrum in 2004 [S01, S04]. Cockburn
published his Crystal Clear methodology in 2004 [C04] and Poppendieck et al. published
Lean Software Development in 2003 [PP03]. Dynamic Software Development Method
Consortium produced their methodology called DSDM [D11]. Feature-Driven
Development was published in 2002 although the concept was devised by Jeff de Luca in
1997 [PF02]. Ambler’s Agile Unified Process is published in 2011 [L11], which is a
modification of IBM Rational Unified Process [I11] to fit Agile principles. However, by
far, the most popular methodologies among them are Extreme Programming, Scrum and
Lean Development. However, recently, people do not practice these methodologies
separately. It is hard to find an organization that is truly devoted to only one type of Agile
methodologies. Instead, they combined the development techniques from various
methodologies. For example, Agile methodologies include test-driven development
[B02], retrospective meetings [DL06], continuous integration [DMG07], user stories
[C04], scrum meetings [S01, S04] and code refactoring [F99].
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2.2.2 Agile Team Organizations
In order to discuss who is responsible for requirements engineering, we need to
discuss the roles of the people who are involved in the software development. In Agile
software engineering, the stakeholders are roughly divided into ‘customers’ and
‘developers’. There are no strict guidelines on who falls into what category, but generally
developers deal with the technical side of software engineering and customers deal with
the business side of the development. However, it does not mean there is no division of
roles in Agile software engineering.

2.2.2.1 Team Organization in Extreme Programming
In Extreme Programming, Beck divided the team into 10 roles: testers, interaction
designers, architects, project managers, product managers, executives, technical writers,
users, programmers and human resources [B04]. However, Beck states that XP team is
not fixed and rigid. The goal is to have everyone contribute to the success in whatever
form they can. In addition, there is no one-to-one mapping from a person to a role.
Project managers can work on architectures and programmers can create stories – if that
made most sense for the team at the time and they have the skills to do so. Or a
programmer can both code and architect if they have the skills and knowledge to do so.

2.2.2.2 Team Organization in Scrum
In Scrum, the stakeholders are divided into three core scrum roles. The core
scrum roles are the product owner, the team and a Scrum Master [P10]. Schwaber defines
the product owner as “the one and only person responsible for managing the Product
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Backlog and ensuring the value of the work the team performs” and “maintains the
product backlog and ensures that it is visible to everyone” [S09]. This is the person who
speaks for the customers and prioritizes the to-do list, so that the functionalities with the
most business value get implemented. Sometimes a person may be a product owner and a
Scrum Master.
Scrum Master is the person who is responsible for removing any obstacles that get
in the way of delivering the software at the end of the sprint (which is the term used in
Scrum methodology in lieu of iteration) [P10]. This is the person who acts as the buffer
between the developers and any outside influences and also enforces the rules of Scrum.
The Team is the rest of the people who actually develop the software product.
They are everyone who analyze, design, develop, test and document the software product.
The team is self-organizing. In addition, people who do not belong to any of the three
roles above are called stakeholders. They may be the customers who will pay for the
software product at the end or the actual end users. Or they may be sponsors for the
project.
Scrum likes to use the chicken and the pig analogy to explain their role division.
In the story of the chicken and the pig, a chicken and a pig are trying to open a restaurant
that serves ham and eggs. In such situation, the pigs are committed, but the chickens are
merely involved [K10]. The pigs are the members of a Scrum team who are committed to
the work in the sprint and chickens are the customers and stakeholders who do not have
the personal commitment to the work. Chickens can influence the project direction, but
pigs need to commit to implementing the features. As such, the chickens, namely the
customers, cannot change their goals and interfere with the development within the time
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period of a Sprint. A Sprint is usually defined as a period of two weeks to a month.
Therefore, in Scrum, the division between the developers and customers are their level of
personal commitment to the project.

2.2.2.3 Team Organization in Lean Software Development
However, Lean Software Development does not believe in just ‘self-organizing
teams’ [PP09] – a manager is still required. Poppendieck writes, “when the work system
is the problem and the manager has little understanding of how it works or why it is not
working, self-organizing teams may help, but only if they have the skills to see and solve
the problem in the work system” and adds, “this may happen with mature teams, but
certainly not with every team” [PP09]. Lean Development states that line managers are
needed, but they need to have good knowledge of the work they manage and understand
how work should get done. However, Poppendieck writes, “managers do not focus on
achieving goals and they do not tell people what to do”, but rather they “focus on
improving the system whereby the organization’s work gets done” [PP09]. Lean Software
Development argues that there is a need for a manager and workers, but the manager’s
job is about “helping everyone learn how to see problems, solve problems and spread the
knowledge” [PP09].
Schmidt and Lyle compared Lean teams like a Jazz band. A musician has a
mastery of his/her instrument, but also must work within the team. It is important to have
an empowered team that works in synergy and synchronicity and develop leadership for
all team members [S10]. In addition, the methodology recommends that team members
be rotated into the customer’s shoes. A developer who does not have the business
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perspective cannot develop good software. It is not enough to just be told what the
customer needs. It is more important to have “some sort of intuitive, common sense grasp
of what the customer might want, although this must never be completely substituted for
constant interaction with and feedback from real customers” [S10]. Second, the team
members need to grow their skills constantly. Poppendieck states, “deskilling workers
creates interchangeable people while upskilling workers creates thinking people” [PP06].
Therefore, Lean Software Development avoids explicit partitioning of the team into
specific roles. Rather, it is a task that each team needs to figure out on their own.
Agile methods have a lot of different interpretations on how each Agile team
decides and divides their work. There are a lot of variations on how one can go about
organizing their teams. However, all of the methodologies agree that constant interaction
with the customers is important in order to make sure that the software development is
going in the right direction.

2.2.3 Requirements Artefacts
Agile methods communicate requirements through tasks that are broken down
into smaller workable pieces. All of the Agile methods agree that these tasks need to be
broken down in consultation with the customers and the developers. However, there are
also differences in how these tasks are composed. Most literature uses the term story or
user stories to refer to these tasks.
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2.2.3.1 Stories in Extreme Programming
In Extreme Programming, stories are defined as “plans using units of customervisible functionality” and small enough to estimate the development effort [B04]. He
observed that usually even just implementing 5% of the requirements would provide all
of the business benefits of the whole system; the rest of the ‘requirements’ are just niceto-have’s [B04]. Requirements that are not estimated or prioritized are not useful.
Therefore, the main difference between stories and requirements is that stories are
requirements that are broken down in a way that can be estimated. Beck states that
“estimation gives the business and technical perspectives a chance to interact ”[B03] and
prioritize ideas that have most potential for business value and technical feasibility. Beck
states that “when the team knows the cost of features it can split, combine, or extend
scope based on what it knows about the features’ value” [B04]. Therefore, unlike
requirements that are instructions that are handed down by the customers, stories are
tasks that can be estimated and evaluated for both technical feasibility and business value
by both customer and developers. Because the estimation and technical feasibility is
coming from the customers and the developers, both parties have come to conclusion
about what is really possible and arrive at more realistic outlook on their development
plans. There is no specific guideline on how these stories need to be broken down, but
they must be small enough that developers can estimate in terms of a hours and nontechnical enough for customers to understand what the stories are about [C04]
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2.2.3.2 Stories in Scrum
Scrum also communicates using stories. The requirements are broken down into
stories and they are put into Product Backlogs. Schwaber uses the term Product Backlog
items instead of stories in his books. He defines Product Backlog items as “a prioritized
list of functional and non-functional requirements and features to be added to an existing
product” and “are granular enough to be readily understood by the Scrum Team and
developed into an increment within a Sprint”[S07]. In each Sprint, which lasts two weeks
to a month, all stakeholders gather to figure out which product backlog items need to be
implemented. Mike Cohn’s explanation of Scrum uses the term, user stories, instead of
product backlog items [C09]. Cohn defines user stories as “a short, simple description of
feature told from the perspective of the person who desires the new capability, usually a
user or customer of the system” and “are often written on index cards or sticky notes,
stories in a shoe box, and arranged on walls or tables to facilitate planning and
discussion” [C09]. The most important aspect of Cohn’s definition of the user stories for
Scrum is that they are conversation starters, not the detailed documentation for the
requirements. He recommends the following template for writing the user stories: “In
order to <achieve value>, as <type of user>, we want <some goal>” [C09]. He said the
most common mistakes that people make who are new to Scrum is that they try to write
everything down on the index cards and they are only written by a subset of business
analysts. These are often mistakes from people trying to bring their practices from
traditional software engineering into Agile methods. Conversation is more important than
documents in Agile methods.
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2.2.3.3 Stories in Lean Software Development
Lean software development also uses the term, stories, to denote requirements.
Stories are “units of development that can be estimated reliably and completed within a
few days” [PP06]. Lean software development also uses the term, product backlog, which
is defined as “a prioritized list of desirable features described at high level” [PP06]. The
main difference between Scrum and Lean Development for the product backlog is that
Lean Development considers backlog items as “large-grain bullet points”, or “epics”
rather than “stories”, because it believes that “detailed analysis must be delayed until the
last responsible moment”[PP06]. Instead of the term, Sprint as in Scrum, Lean
Development uses the term, Iteration. Therefore, in each iteration, these backlog items
are broken down into more manageable stories. The stories are “analyzed by team
members who understand the customer domain and the technology” [PP06], which
emphasizes that generating the stories are a team effort. Poppendieck states that “a good
story is a well-defined unit of implementer work, small enough so that it can be reliably
estimated and completed within the next iteration”[PP06].
In summary, Agile methods like to break down requirements into stories. Stories
are conversation starters or reminders, rather than an artefact that contains complete
requirements information. Stories need to be written in such a way that both developers
and customers can understand and estimate them and both parties can write new stories.
Agile methods are meant to be applied in a development environment where
requirements are constantly changing, thus stories are meant to facilitate such transient
business context.
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2.2.3.4 Requirements Artefacts in Traditional Software Engineering
We have been frequently challenged by others for these definitions of
requirements and stories, as these definitions are quite different from the definitions used
in traditional software engineering. First, the definition of requirements is much more
complex in traditional software engineering. Sommerville and Sawyer defined
requirements as [SS97]:
A specification of what should be implemented. They are descriptions of how the
system should behave, or of a system property or attribute. They may be
constraint on the development process of the system.
IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology defines a requirement as
[I90]:
1. A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem or achieve an
objective.
2. A condition or capability that must be met or possessed by a system or system
component to satisfy a contract, standard, specification or other formally
imposed document.
3. A documented representation of a condition or capability as in 1 or 2
In traditional software engineering, requirements engineering has levels of requirements:
business requirements, user requirements and functional and non-functional requirements
[W03]. The term, system requirements, refer to “the software functionality that the
developers must build into the product to enable users to accomplish their tasks, thereby
satisfying the business requirements” [W03]. Requirements do not include design
information, implementation details, project planning information or testing information
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[L00]. Traditional software engineering also defines how these different requirements
must be gathered and written down. Compared to these processes, Agile doesn’t have
specific definitions of requirements such as these. The term, requirements, are used more
or less to describe the customer’s wishlist. As mentioned above, these differences arise
from fundamental differences in the management theory: processes over people. Agile
does not believe in compartmentalizing the requirements engineering into processes or
phases. It simply starts its development from what the customers wanted and narrows
down the requirements through conversations and development iteratively.
In addition, the term, stories, as used in Agile methods seem to confuse people to
think that it is same as use cases and stories in Rational Unified Process (RUP). RUP uses
the term, Storyboard, which is a way communicating a specific story “to understand the
overall flow and interactions” and “conception description of system functionality for a
specific scenario”[SK07]. In RUP, the term story refers to a specific scenario – one
possible narration of how the system could be used. This scenario can be communicated
through a use case and RUP also has a specific guideline on how it should be written. In
Agile, the term, story, should be understood more as the start of a conversation, not as
one possible scenario of how system could be used.
Due to the underlying philosophical differences between traditional and Agile
methods, people coming from traditional approaches may find Agile approaches
somewhat lacking in details and oversimplified, especially in terms of processes. But this
is the fundamental difference: traditional methods value processes and Agile methods
value interactions.
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However, how does one know whether the stories are communicated clearly? In
traditional methods, many layers of guidelines and processes ensure that as many errors
are found in the requirements stage as possible. However, such processes are not in place
for Agile methods. Thus, there has been talk of Story Test Driven Development. In
addition to the stories, STDD is a way to ensure that the requirements are implemented
correctly using test-driven development method.

2.3 Fit
Before we discuss the existing literature on story tests, we need a brief
introduction to the conventional way of doing story testing. The original tool that started
story testing (or acceptance testing) is Fit [Fit11]. This is the tool that inspired other tool
development and the discussion on what Story Test Driven Development is. Cunningham
and Cunningham who maintain the tool and the site state:
Fit is a tool for enhancing collaboration in software development. It’s an
invaluable way to collaborate on complicated problems – and them right- early in
development. Fit allows customers, testers, and programmers to learn what their
software should do and what it does do. It automatically compares customers’
expectations to actual results.

Here is a diagram of how Fit specification looks like as taken from their website [Fit11]
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: A Fit document showing how the tests are specified. The green cell means
the test passed .The red cell means the test failed.

The table contains examples of how the function needs to be written. The first row tells
what kind of format is being used to write the table. The second row gives headers. The
remaining rows provide example values. The developers would write fixtures using Fit
framework. The fixture tells Fit how to extract data and use them to write the acceptance
test (story test). Once you execute the test that is written using Fit fixtures, the test would
return a result (such as one shown in Figure 1) highlighting the output columns with
either green or red. The green cell means the output value from the test corresponds to the
expected value that is specified in the specification. The red cell means the output value
from the test did not correspond to the expected value.
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The main problem with Fit is that it is an incredibly useful tool for the developers
in terms of making the test automation easy, but it is not easy to write the example
specifications because it needs to follow strict rules on how these examples can be
specified. As we will present in this dissertation, many examples in different domains
cannot be specified according to the strict rules of how Fit tables need to be specified.

2.4 Story Tests
The first problem is in the terminology that is used for Story Test Driven
Development. This section will begin with the definitions of story tests as defined in
different agile approaches. We list the definitions here to sort out what people determined
to be the scope of story tests, because different papers provide different characteristics
about story tests.

2.4.1 Story Tests from Business Perspectives
The first category of definitions of story tests refers to business aspects of the
specification. For example, Read et al. states “acceptance tests are high level tests of
business operations and are not meant to test internals or technical elements of the code,
but rather are used to ensure that software meets business goals” [RMM05] and
“acceptance testing is a formal technique to ensure that a system satisfies the expectations
of the customer who commissioned the software. Acceptance tests verify code against the
requirements and act as a type of check of contractual obligation between customer and
developer” [RMM05]. Read et al. also states that “these tests are written from the
perspective of the user, and test the system as a whole (as opposed to unit testing, which
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tests technical detail)” [RMM05]. Melnik et al. state “acceptance testing must proceed
from the user’s perspective (not the developer’s)” [MM05].
The story tests describe the functionalities from business perspectives. For
example, Read et al. state “the motivation for acceptance testing is to demonstrate
working functionality rather than to find faults (although faults may be found as a result
of acceptance testing” [RMM05b]. It also states that “they are traditionally specified
using scenarios and performed by quality assurance teams together with the user or
representatives (eg. Business analysts). [RMM05b]
Story tests are also to be written by the customers. “Acceptance test are different
from unit tests in that the latter (unit tests) are modeled and written by the developer,
while the former is at least modeled and possibly even written by the customer.”
[MRM04]

2.4.2 Story Tests as Examples
Some definitions state that story tests are about providing examples. Mugridge
states that “in Executable Acceptance Test Driven Development, customers write
Executable Acceptance Tests – executable, business oriented examples – for each
scheduled story. The goal is to encourage clear communication of essential business
needs (and ways of meeting those needs) using concrete examples.” [M08] and
“executable acceptance tests evolve through collaboration and thus clarify the domain and
scope for all project participants, enabling conversations that build shared understanding
among team members” [M08].
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2.4.3 Story Tests as a Project Management Tool
Story tests are also used to report the project progress to the customers. For
example, Melnik et al state that “acceptance testing is conducted (preferably by the
customer) to determine whether or not a system satisfies its acceptance criteria. The
objective is to provide confidence that the delivered system meets the business needs of
the customer” [MM07]. “Acceptance test-driven development is a software development
methodology that emphasizes acceptance tests as a main project artifact. These tests are
used both to represent software requirements and business rules and to guide software
development via frequent test runs.” [SN08]

2.4.4 Story Tests as a Quality Assurance Tool
Story tests are also used for quality assurance. “Functional tests no longer merely
assess quality; their purpose now is to drive quality”[A07]. Sauve et al states that
“acceptance testing is a validation activity, performed by the customer, on the entire
system, just before the system is delivered and aimed at judging if the software is
acceptable” [SN08]. Mugridge states that “executing Executable Acceptance Tests as
automated tests can help developers determine when new functionality is complete as
well as if any existing functionality has been broken” [M08]
Frequent testing can prevent accumulation of defects before they become
impossible to fix. However, software testing is double-checking. There needs to be a
method of preventing defects, which is where Test Driven Development comes in. Beck
proposed writing two types of tests: programmer perspective tests and customer
perspective tests. Programmers can write the tests, but it will only show the
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programmer’s perspective of the system. Therefore, another set of tests must be written
from the customer’s perspective. These tests can also help double check the two types of
tests against each other to see if there are problems that are uncaught.

2.4.5 Story Tests from Different Perspectives
Kerievsky describes story tests from more of developer and testing perspective
[K11]. Kerievsky describes story testing as “the process of providing the input data,
initiating a process that corresponds to a story being tested and comparing the actual
output with the expected output at the end of the process. Kerievsky also states that story
tests are “most useful when automated, as this empowers customers and developers to
launch them at the press of a button and discover the system’s state. Kerievsky suggests
that finding the right input and expected output data requires the domain knowledge, but
turning them into tests requires testing knowledge. Therefore, story testing may require
domain experts/subject matter experts and quality assurance experts. Story testing
involves identifying the minimal tests that will cover all boundary conditions.
Unlike Kerievsky who states that minimal boundary values must be tested,
Marick suggests that these tests are for exploration [M11]. Therefore, he likes to call
story testing as example-driven development or business-facing tests instead. The purpose
of the tests is to create examples that will help all stakeholders understand the domain
(not so much about covering test values). Getting the tests precisely right isn’t the point
in the beginning, because coming up with tests may require more understanding. The
Executable Acceptance tests evolve with better understanding as the implementation
begins.
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Fowler likes to call this process, ‘Specification by Example’ [Fo11]. Fowler
suggests that specifications convey the connotation that they should be general and cover
all cases. On the other hand, specification by examples mean highlighting only a few
points and “you have to infer the generalizations yourself”. Fowler suggests that the
dominant idea with rigorous specification (formal specifications) is that pre- and postconditions must be explicitly stated in the requirements. However, Fowler found that prepost conditions are very difficult to write in many situations. But asking for examples is
much easier in some situations. Fowler stated that specification by examples is “less
valuable in theory but more valuable in practice”.
For people who approach from more traditional software engineering perspective,
story tests may go by the name, scenario tests [K03]. Kaner states that “a scenario is a
hypothetical story used to help think through a complex problem or system”. As the
name suggests, scenario tests are tests based on scenarios. However, unlike traditional
testing practices, Kaner states that “scenarios [in his perspective] are meant to help you
learn the product”.
In more traditional testing practices, testers are given a checklist to test, because
the belief is that the best way to learn software for testers is to run software “keystroke by
keystroke”. However, Kaner found that testers actually find more defects and learn the
software better if they are given a set of scenarios to investigate. Scenarios can also turn
into documentation about software. Scenarios are also good for identifying the experts,
because they will use software differently as they gain experience with software.
Scenarios are also good for “surfacing requirements-related controversies” because
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people bring in different views about solving the scenarios. Kaner also states that good
scenario tests must be motivating and credible.
Crispin and Gregory used the word, “Agile Testing” instead – to mean customer
facing and business facing tests. They state that testing in agile software engineering is
different from traditional testing in that everyone is involved in testing [CG09]. The
teams are divided into a customer team and a development team only. The business team
includes business experts, product owners, domain experts, product mangers, business
analysts and anyone who is on the business side of the project. The developers write,
design and maintain the automated tests and the code. The testers belong to both groups
because they help customers write tests and help developers maintain quality. Crispin
and Gregory also state that the purpose of the business facing tests (or story tests) are to
help elicit examples and context for each story, so that these tests can help guide
programmers as they write the code. Crispin and Gregory also like to use the term
coaching test because these tests can help developers understand the domain. Once the
examples are acquired, tests can be created from the examples. The tests are an
executable format of the examples.
To summarize, one of the key viewpoints that keep appearing in most of the
literature is that the purpose of story testing is to understand and explore the domain.
Most of them emphasized that story tests help people learn about people’s expectations,
business priorities and the domain knowledge. Thus, these three keywords, understand,
explore and learn about the domain, form the key motivations for the research topic.
Story tests examine the business operations, business goals and business needs.
Story tests ensure that the system fulfills customer’s expectations and the tests need to be
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written from the customers’ perspective. The tests provide business oriented examples.
The purpose of automating story tests is partly to serve as a project management tool,
particularly to report the progress of the development. The story tests are also used for
demonstrating the working functionality. Finally, the definitions suggest that Story Test
Driven Development is a validation activity. However, there are still many variations on
what story testing is and these claims still need to be backed with empirical evidences.

2.5 Literature Survey of Story Test Driven Development1
As shown in chapter 2.3, there are many interpretations on what Story Tests are.
We needed to look the knowledge gap from the existing literature and categorize them
into what is known and analyze different views on story tests and Story Test Driven
Development. We collected papers (to the best of our effort) related to story-test driven
development that are published in peer-reviewed conference proceedings, magazines and
journals from 2001 to 2010. We collected 49 lessons learned papers, 8 tool development
papers and 8 research papers. 2001 had the earliest paper that we could find. Then we
categorized these publications into lessons-learned experience reports, tool development
and research papers. To be categorized as a research paper, it needs to pass a quality
threshold regarding the evidence included in the paper. Any papers that cannot pass the
quality threshold are considered non-research papers. From these non-research papers, we
divided the papers into lessons learned papers and tool development papers. We included

1

This section appeared in the following paper: Park, S., Maurer, F., A Literature Survey on Story Test
Driven Development, Proc. Of 11th International Conference on Agile Processes and eXtreme
Programming, Trondheim, Norway, 2010. The copyright release form is attached in Appendix II.
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both qualitative and quantitative studies for the research papers. We excluded papers that
did not focus on agile software development or the automation of story tests.
We searched the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect,
SpringerLink and Google Scholar. We also manually searched the conference
proceedings for XP, XP/Agile Universe and Agile conference. We also searched the web
pages of the researchers and practitioners who previously published papers in story-test
driven development to find any papers that were published outside of these venues.
Quality criteria are important in order to provide inclusion/exclusion criteria, to
provide a weight for the importance of the study’s results, to guide the interpretations of
the findings and to guide recommendations for further research. Dyba and Dinsoyr used
the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP)[G01][DD08]. The criteria are composed
of 11 dimensions. They are as follows:
1) Is the paper research or a lessons learned report based on expert opinion?
2) Is there a clear statement of the aim of the research?
3) Is there an adequate description of the context in which the research was
carried out?
4) Was the research design appropriate?
5) Was the recruitment strategy appropriate?
6) Was there a control group?
7) Was the data collected in ways that address the research issue?
8) Was data analysis sufficient?
9) Has the relationship between researcher and participants been considered to an
adequate degree?
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10) Is there a clear statement of findings?
11) Is the study of value for research or practice?

We only included papers written in English. We categorized all of the literatures
published that are related to Story Test Driven Development into 7 themes: cost, time,
people, code design, testing tools, what to test, and test automation issues. We extracted
the purpose, settings, research methods, findings of the research. We extracted the
motivation for story-test driven development, proposed benefits and issues encountered
from the lessons learned and tool development papers. The clarity of the defined criteria
was evaluated by comparing the evaluations of a few randomly assigned papers between
other research collaborators. After describing the points from the lessons learned and tool
development papers, we also describe the findings from the research papers. We describe
whether the research papers support the points described in the lessons learned papers.
We also describe whether the research paper supports the points described in the lessons
learned papers.

2.5.1 Cost
Budget is an important aspect of software development projects, especially when
one needs to justify the cost of introducing a new process such as STDD into a
development team. We first present the points from the lessons learned papers and tool
development papers. Authors in [F01, SSO05, HH08] suggested that the benefit of STDD
is to help keep the project within budget. Finsterwalder states that “the concrete feedback
about the current state of the system is priceless [F01]. The team’s continual small
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adjustments (on time) keep the project on course on time and on budget”[F01]. Schwartz
also states that the automated story tests can “run often and facilitate regression testing at
low cost”[SSO05].
Four papers [F01, SSO05, CH01, CHW01] stated that STDD may not pay off
because the cost of writing and maintaining the tests is high. For example, Crispin states
that the QA’s are “paid to be cost-effective, [but] there are cases where automating a test
and running it repeatedly will not pay off in the form of defects found.”[CH01]. In
addition, four papers stated that their teams did not have the budget necessary to
automate the tests [CH01, CHW01, A04, A07]. Andrea stated that “given the size and
complexity of the system, this budget was not sufficient to automate acceptance tests for
the entire system, so the developer and customer collaborated to define smallest possible
set of representative tests for the highest priority.”[A04].
There were no research papers that explicitly analyzed the cost and budget aspect
of STDD process or the tools. However, we assume that given an appropriate tools and
practice, the benefit of STDD will outweigh the cost.

2.5.2 Time
Time is important for project managers, because it has impact on the amount of
resources required to complete the project. Five points were discussed in the lessons
learned papers as the benefits of STDD process: 1) The STDD can help check the overall
progress [F01, HH08, CH01, CHW01, A07, WL04, R04, M08, TD09, HH09, St09,
KPGM09, MM05]; 2) adapt to requirements changes with the help of instant feedback,
which can help keep the project on time [CH01, HH09, MM08]; 3) continuous
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verification (test anytime, more often, repeatedly)[HH08, M08, HH09]; 4) better
estimation of the stories [WL04, OP09]; 5) immediate defect fixes [St09, K06]. For
example, Rogers [R04] states that “showing the results of these tests is still important for
the customer so that she can track the progress of development”. Hanssen and Haugset
[HH09] stated that the motivation for their STDD process was that “the paradigm of agile
development relies on instant feedback and short development cycles; automation of
acceptance tests may thus be seen as a promising initiative to ease and speed up this
process”. Kongsli [K06] stated that STDD is “excellent for regression testing and allow
for continuous integration, in turn enabling issues to be handled immediately when they
appear”, which would serve similar purpose as unit testing but now the results would be
meant for the customers.
However, some lessons learned papers identified three issues related to time: 1)
writing and maintaining tests took considerable time [HH08, St09, KPGM09, A04,
GHHW05, TKHD06], 2) it can take long time to execute the tests [R04, GHHW05,
ABS03, MC05, HK06], and 3) there can be a lack of time to build the necessary testing
tools and infrastructures [St09]. For example, Ghandi et al. [GHHW05] found that they
had “an imbalanced team, and this forced our analysts to focus all their effort on just
doing enough to keep the developers busy; and as our schedule tightened, the
management team began to speculate about moving the story test writing and automation
until after the story implementation.” Andersson [ABS03] discovered that “because
running all tests at every build would take too long, developers pick a time up to 15
minutes and run all tests that take less than that time, before checking in”. Stolberg [St09]
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stated that he “worked on a small team and didn’t seem to have any ‘extra’ time for [him]
to work on the infrastructure [he] needed”.
There were two research papers that dealt with time. The research paper,
[MMC06], discovered that the test subjects were able to write and test using story tests
within an expected amount of time. They originally expected each person to contribute
about 4 hours a week and most people were able to do so within the allotted time frame.
It suggests that time may not be an issue if the developers allocate appropriate time and
have the guidance to complete them. The research paper, [MM07], discovered that timing
was a matter of discipline more than an actual timing problem.

2.5.3 People
Software is developed by people. Their commitment, skills and collaboration are
important in the success of the development project. The lessons learned papers suggest
there are five benefits: 1) better communication with the stakeholders [HH08, M08, OP09,
HK06, SP04, ARS07, GBGP07, KNR09, CD07, PM08], 2) confidence about the progress
and deliverables [HH08, CHW01, St09, K06, HK06, R04, ARS07, MLSM04, ABL09],
3) better awareness for testing in the team [R03, TKHD06, MS07, HH08, St09, MM05],
4) encouragement of collaboration between right people [R04] and 5) anyone can quickly
understand what’s been developed [GHHW05, TKHD06]. For example, Abath [ARS07]
states that “the approach presents a number of benefits, which include an effective
bridging of communication gaps between clients and developers, synchronization
between changes in requirements and the code written, a boost of confidence in the
software that is being developed and automatically enforced focus on the client’s interests,
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preventing feature creep.” Talby et al. [TKHD06] states that “because developers were
responsible for writing tests for each new feature, their test awareness increased and they
prevented or quickly caught more edge cases while they worked.” Ghandi et al.
[GHHW05] stated that “midway through our project, the number of developers increased
from 6 to 24 in approximately 4 weeks; this massive scaling was surprisingly successful –
we think in part due to our use of FIT documents.”
The lessons learned papers also identified two problems related to people. 1) The
STDD affects everyone, which made the adoption difficult [R04]. [R04] states
“acceptance testing is especially challenging because of the size and scope of its impact
on all members of the team.” 2) Some papers identified that there was no direct contact
between developers and customers because the tests were too good and too explicit
[GHHW05, ARS07]. For example [GHHW05] states that unintended side effects of
STDD were that developers “will write code simply to make the tests pass without
closely collaborating with the original customer to deliver the story’s business value”.
In addition, there were some papers that discussed about the people’s skills. Some
papers argued that it took too long to learn the testing tool or the specification language
[HH09, ABL09, K07]. For example, [GBL+04] states “we have had, and continue to
have, problems in automating acceptance tests; this is partly due to the nature of project,
but also due to both unfamiliarity with the technique and lack of appropriate testing
infrastructure”. Some authors identified that lack of test automation experience in the
team was the barrier [M08, KNR09, GBL+04, Su07, RMM05], but most of them
overcame the problem quickly. For example, [M08] states it is difficult to “assemble a
team with all the needed skills to support high-quality story test development”.
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In terms of the responsibility of writing and maintaining the story tests, there were
teams where the whole team was equally responsible for the tests [CHW01, TD09,
TKHD06, Su07], or a separate group of dedicated developers/testers were created for
STDD [CH01, GHHW05]. One team used pair story testing method [CH01]. In terms of
who writes the tests, there were many variations. Some stated that the customers wrote
the tests with the help of the developers and testers [WL04, R04, M08, HH09, MM08,
ABS03, GBGP07, MT03, DWM07]. In some cases, developers wrote the story tests with
the customer collaboration [A07, TD09, HH09, MMR03]. In some teams, the QAs wrote
the tests in collaboration with the customer [CHW01, MLSM04].
We found seven research papers that looked into people related issues. [MRM04]
performed an experiment on how quickly developers can learn to use a STDD tool.
[MRM04] discovered that “FIT[MC05] tests describing customer requirement can be
easily understood and implemented by a developer with little background on this
framework”. They discovered that 90% of the test subjects delivered the Fit tests.
However, the researchers in [RMM05] discovered that there was difficulty in learning
some of the Fit fixtures, because the test subjects only used a very basic and limited
number of fixtures types.
The experiment performed in [MMC06] suggests that there was no difference in
the quality of story tests produced by business graduate students or computer science
graduate students. However, the computer science graduate students produced much
more negative tests. Both business and computer science graduate students struggled with
learning Fit initially and there was no correlation between prior work experience and the
ability to learn Fit. However, once they learned Fit, both types of students used the tool
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easily and produced good quality specifications. One finding from [MMC06] is that the
team where the business and computer science graduate students were put into one team
produced much better specifications than the teams with only computer science graduate
students. We suspect that the combined team produced more comprehensive tests because
different perspectives were represented.
On the contrary, the research in [RPT+08] suggests that experienced developers
gain much more benefits from Fit tables in software evolution tasks, suggesting that
previous experience does matter. It suggests that existing skills do influence the amount
of benefits one can get from story testing tools.
The research in [MM07] found that story tests alone could not communicate
everything, because it didn’t provide the context. The story tests, however, encouraged
more collaboration and encouraged “continuous learning about the domain and the
system through testing”. The researchers in [PM09] found that the story tests are the
medium for communicating complex domain knowledge, especially in a very large
software development team. It is impossible to teach the developers complex domain
knowledge, but the story tests can guide the developers to implement correct
functionality and seek out the necessary domain experts when the need arises.
The researchers in [RTCT07] discovered that story tests written in Fit actually
were more ambiguous to untrained test subjects, because they didn’t know how to
understand the Fit tables. The research participant also took more time than expected to
understand the requirements written in Fit. Therefore, story testing tools, such as Fit, do
not necessarily guarantee improvement in communication if the users are not trained in
the tool.
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The research done in people-related issues on STDD at the moment provides a
mixed result. However, the research tends to support the notion that the existing tools are
not intuitive to use without some training. The research also seems to confirm that
collaboration between subject matter experts and developers is a good practice.

2.5.4 Code Design
The lessons learned papers identified five benefits for code design. They stated
that there is 1) a better design of the code for testability, such as separation of backend
functionality from the user interface code [F01, CH01, A04, GHHW05, HK06, PW03,
M05, PM08, K07]. For example, Kongsli [K07] stated that “using fully automated
acceptance tests entails a particular style of development that produces ‘testable’ code.”
2) Some discovered that the team produced quality code the first time and discovered that
STDD can drive quality [A07, S03, ARS07, YRG09, SNC06]. For example, [ARS07]
found that “fewer bugs were discovered when the system was placed in production.” 3)
The STDD can drive the overall code design [HH08, M08, YRG09] and 4) developers
had a better understanding of their code [ABL09]. For example, Abbattista [ABL09]
found that the team had “better understanding of the system to be migrated and a valid
starting to point make a migration plan” because of STDD. 5) Some papers argued that
STDD also helped developers think about the user experience early [St09, M08]. There
were no papers that identified issues or concerns related to code for STDD.
There were four research papers related to the code design. The researchers in
[RMM05] discovered that more quality code is produced the first time. The research in
[RPT+08] suggests story testing tools can help with software evolution, especially for
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more experienced developers who are coding alone. However, the benefit of Fit tables in
software evolution tasks decrease when the developers are working in pairs. As to what
was written for Fit tests is not explained and no examples were provided in the paper.
The researchers in [RTD+08] confirmed that Fit tables can help developers perform code
maintenance tasks correctly, because it ensures that requirements changes are
implemented appropriately and the regression tests ensure that the existing functionalities
are not broken. However, the experiment performed by [MMC06] showed that there was
no correlation between the quality of the story tests and the quality of the code. It
suggests that story tests are not a good tool for controlling the quality of code.

2.5.5 Testing Tools
Many papers deal with tool support for STDD. The papers suggest that there is a
lack of tools that can help facilitate STDD effectively. First, we present the discussions
related to the types of tools that were used for STDD. Some used capture/replay tools
[CH01, MM08, MMR03, AB04, ABV05]. However, there are clear disadvantages with
these tools because the GUI must exist in order to create the tests. Most people voiced
that the capture/replay tests are easily broken even with a minor/cosmetic changes in the
user interface. In addition, these tools are unsuitable for gathering requirements as GUI
would not be developed yet. Instead, some people use unit testing tools such as jUnit and
nUnit [F01, St09, ABS03], because they give a lot of power to the developers for
automation. Some people used word processors or spreadsheets for acquiring the story
tests from the customers [F01, CH01, A04, ABL09]. Some people used XML for the test
specification [CH01, A04, KNR09, MT03, NM05]. Some people preferred scripting
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languages or API based tools such as Selenium [CH01, St09, K06, HK06, KNR09, K07,
ABV05]. But most people used tabular and fixture based tools such as Fit [SSO05, HH08,
S03, M08, HH09, MM08, A04, GHHW05, MC05, R04, KNR09, MLSM04, ABL09,
GBL+04, Su07, MT03, DWM07, NM05, CSGM06, MS07, PM08].
In terms of ways people use these tools, some people argued that customers and
developers ended up using different tools based on their familiarity of the tools [A07,
R04, KPGM09, HK06, ABL09, CSGM06]. For example, [R04] states “customers,
however, do not use an IDE; now while you can teach them to use an IDE, which is
something that we have tried on a previous project, it is advisable to enable customers to
use a tool that they are familiar with or that is easily accessible to them.” Some people
also integrated other testing, bug tracking, and/or domain-specific productivity tools
[GBGP07, KNR09, CSGM06, CD07]. For example, [CSGM06] integrated MatLab to
work with Fit and [CD07] integrated wiki and Mantis to their STDD tool. Some people
felt there was a need to integrate with distributed automation framework such as STAF
[St09, KNR09]. In summary, it seems that there is a need for STDD tools to be integrated
with many different types of tools so that users can define tests in their familiar tools.
In terms of features that people thought were important in story testing tools are
automated test generation [KPGM09, ABS03, MMR03, ABV05], automatic test data
generation [TKHD06, ABV05] and automatic documentation generation [R04, OP09,
PW03]. Automatic test generation could mean automatically creating test fixtures from
Fit tables [KPGM09] or creating tests from sample web pages by tracing user inputs from
a web page [MMR03]. For automatic test data generation, [ABS03] tried to mine input
data provided by the customers and feeding them into the tests automatically. Some
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people argued that story tests could automatically be turned into user manuals. [PW03]
developed a tool that can automatically output an “English translation” of the tests into an
HTML file.
In addition, some people thought important tool features include viewing the test
result history [KPGM09], refactoring of the tests [CH01, A07, M08, KPGM09, OM08]
and test organization features [R04, M08, KPGM09]. For example, [OM08] provides an
ability to automatically refactor story tests. [M08] desires that tools could “manage and
organize very large suites of story tests to make it easier to find those that are relevant to
a particular persona, user task, interaction context, use cases, or domain object for
example; keeping the story tests consistent with the underlying assumptions”.
In terms of research papers, [CKM09] analyzed whether annotated documents in
story testing tools can help write better story tests. The annotations are pre-defined
keywords that must be used for the testing tool for parsing out the tests properly. The test
subjects had a central tendency to agree mostly. The researchers in [CMK09] also
performed an annotation experiment on a medical domain. Their findings suggest that the
participants who were given an annotation to follow created story tests with less missing
elements than those groups that did not. The research supports the use of annotations in
the story test tools.

2.5.6 What to Test in Story Test Driven Development
We found that there are surprisingly many variations on what to test using story
tests. They include the graphical user interface in order to simulate how user will interact
with the system [S03, ARS07, MMR03, AB04, ABV05], web services, web applications
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and network related issues [K06, KNR09, MT03], backend functionality (functional
requirements) [OP09, ARS07], performance [CHW01], security [CHW01], stability
[CHW01], non-functional requirements [OP09, ABS03], end-to-end-customer’s
perspective of the feature [HH08, MMR03], regression testing [F01, A07, S03, R04, St09,
K06, A04, MC05, KNR09, Su07, DWM07, MMR03, MS07], user interaction [A04, R04,
M08, AB04], concurrency [ARS07, KNR09], database [KNR09], only the critical
features as judged by the developers [HH09], and multi-layer architecture of software
design [PM08]. Finally, most people thought the purpose is not so much about testing,
but to communicate the requirements with the customer in an unambiguous way [HH08,
R04, M08, HH09, KPGM09, MM08, 31OP09, HK06, K07, YRG09, PM08].
No empirical evaluation of this question exists.

2.5.7 Test Automation Issues
Finally, we analyzed the issues involved with automating story tests. Some people
identified that there is difficulty in maintaining the tests especially in large projects [A04,
R04, St09, KPGM09, ABS03, MMR03]. For example, [A04] states that currently story
tests “don’t have the same type of regression safety net as production code”, which
makes it difficult to safely make changes to the story tests without introducing
unintended interactions between the tests. Similarly, there is difficulty in organizing and
sorting the tests in order to see the big picture [A04, A07, An04, 38]. For example,
[HK06] states “we found that keeping all of the tests in one Suite was the easiest way to
manage the tests, but that frequently we wanted to group the tests in other ways (by story,
by iteration, by functionality set)” but they discovered that moving around a large set of
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stories was difficult. The paper did not specify how many stories were involved.
Similarly, [GHHW05] discovered that “moving the documents around different
directories had its drawbacks; firstly, it was prone to error, with people forgetting to
commit both the removal and addition of a moved document; this led to a confusion and
time spent sorting out which was correct”.
Some found that it is difficult to locate defective code [CH01, A04, A07, R04],
because a story was concerned with a bigger scope of a feature. There is a desire to
automate at the user interface level, but the authors of the papers couldn’t because these
tests break down easily [CH01, A07, M08, HK06, SP04]. One author desires for better
usability of the testing tools [A04]. Some people desired for more readable test
specifications [HH08, A07, R04, M08, A04, GHHW05, ARS07, GBGP07, AB04,
GMS05, R03]. Some people thought keeping track of the history of the tests is important
[GHHW05]. One author worried that the team ignored the tests because there were too
many false alarms [HK06], mainly because the tests relied on the GUI, which broke the
tests easily even with only small changes to the user interface.
Another concern is a lack of readily usable testing tools that can accommodate
specific needs [HK06, ABL09]. One author argued that the problem is with the
incompatibility of different platforms and languages for the tests [GBL+04]. Some people
emphasized tests should be written using more reusable objects and services [GHHW05,
ABL09, MS07]. Some people argued for separation of test data and test code and that the
tool should help with the separation of test and data better [CH01, K06, M05].
No research paper analyses these issues.
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2.6 Analysis of the Literature Survey
The number one question that arises from the literature survey is what are story
tests? The results from 2.5.5 suggest that people are using different testing tools to
specify story tests, but these testing tools are unsuitable for specifying story tests. As
much as there are different tools for specifying story tests, we are also noticing different
uses of story tests. For example, literature in 2.5.3 suggests that people used story tests
for communication with stakeholders about the development progress and deliverables, to
improve awareness for testing in the team and finding the right people for collaboration.
On the other hand, literature in 2.5.4 suggests that story tests are used to improve code
design. There is clearly a lack of understanding on the purpose of Story Tests. Literature
in 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 suggest that the main hindrance to practicing Story Test Driven
Development is finding ways that will not be too costly and time consuming. We need to
discover the uses of Story Tests and figure out ways in which the benefits of practicing
Story Test Driven Development will outweigh the cost and time that are involved.

2.7 Summary
In this section, we presented the literature survey on management theories, Agile
software development and Story Test Driven Development. In the next Chapter, we will
present the research goals and research methods used to conduct our research.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH APPROACH
In this section, we present the research goal, research methods, research design
and the evaluation criteria that we used to conduct our research. We present the research
goals and the objectives for each of the case studies as well. In this Chapter, we explore
research methods and explain how and why we employed those methods to conduct
research. As most of our research is qualitative in nature, we go into more depth on the
limitations, assumptions and the reasons how we overcame the challenges of conducting
qualitative studies in software engineering.

3.1 Research Questions
The main goal for research is to investigate why people use Story Test Driven
Development in Agile software development. There are two main research questions.
Research Question 1: What problems are faced by Agile teams in practicing
Story Test Driven Development?
Research Question 2: Investigate the relationship between stories, teams and
defects.
Research Question 3: What are the factors that lead to successful adoption of
Story Test Driven Development?

Currently, there are many ideas on what Story Tests are and how to practice Story
Test Driven Development, but there is no analysis on why people practice Story Test
Driven Development and what works. The first goal is to gather different ideas and
strategies that people came up with for Story Test Driven Development. The second goal
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is to figure out what Story Test Driven Development can actually offer to Agile teams.
The next goal is to observe teams that are actually practicing Story Test Driven
Development and analyze our observations with another team that practiced story test
development in a similar way but failed to make it work.
Table 1 outlines the overview of the research questions, objectives for each study
and the outcomes of the study. Figure 2 outlines the overview of the outcomes and the
emerging questions for each study and how those questions were used for the next study.
With Table 1 and Figure 2, we are attempting to provide an overview of research and
how these studies relate to each other. In chapter 4, we discovered 22 uses of story tests.
The power of Story Tests comes from its ability to link from stories and codes and to the
defects. Therefore, in chapter 5, we performed a case study where such tracing is possible
and we discovered two attributes that have high correlation with stories and defects. We
discovered that the attributes with high correlation are communication related attributes
such as the number of indirect stakeholders and number of related stories. The result
suggests that the occurrence of defects is highly correlated with the increase in the
number of indirect stakeholders and number of related stories.
Therefore, in chapter 6 and 7, we performed case studies on why people practice
Story Test Driven Development and how they used story tests. It confirms out hypothesis
that stories are indeed a communication tool to discover hidden requirements and hidden
complexity in finding related stories. But we also discovered that story tests are an
excellent medium for transferring customer’s domain knowledge to the developers.
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Table 1: Research Questions and Summary of Outcomes
Research Questions
Addressed

Phase

Objective

Method Used

1) What problems are faced
by Agile teams in practicing
Story Test Driven
Development?

1

Study of existing body
of knowledge

Literature review

2

Investigate the the
problems faced by
practitioners in
practicing Story Test
Driven Development

Survey

AAFFT Forum
analysis (Ch. 4)

2) Investigate the
relationship between
stories, teams and defects

3

Investigate the
traceability from
stories to defects

Quantitative
case study

A Large Software
Development
Project using Jazz
(Ch. 5)

3) What are the factors that
lead to successful adoption
of Story Test Driven
Development?

4

Investigate the factors
that lead to successful
adoption of Story Test
Driven Development

Observational
case study

Investigate the factors
that lead to adoption
failure of Story Test
Driven Development

Observational
case study

5
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Study

Outcome
•
•

Problem statement
Initial research questions

•

An initial list of problems
related to practicing Story Test
Driven Development

•

We found two attributes that
show high correlation between
stories and defects.

Production
Accounting
Software
Development
Team (Ch. 6)

•

STDD is used to communicate
domain knowledge
Use of formats of the domain
for writing the story tests

Economic
Reserve Analysis
Software
Development
Team (Ch. 7)

•

-

•

STDD requires a community of
story test contributors

Figure 2: Summary of Studies and Emerging Research Questions

Study

Ch 4: Explore the Issues

Outcome
Identified 22 problems related to
practicing Story Test Driven
Development

Emerging Questions

Are there other techniques or tools
that can trace from stories to
defects?

Ch 5: Traceability from
Stories to Defects

We found two attributes that
show high correlation between
stories and defects

What is the reason for practicing
STDD that other techniques cannot
replace?

Ch 6: A Case Study of a
Successful Application of
STDD

STDD is used for
communicating the domain
knowledge

How can a team fail to apply
STDD?

Ch 7: A Case Study of a
Failed Application of
STDD

Lack of participation and
commitment from the domain
experts

Synthesis of Findings
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3.2 Research Methods
Unlike other science disciplines, software engineering research does not have one
standard paradigm that can fit all of the research types within the software engineering
discipline [S02]. One of the reasons is because software engineering has a lot of human
factors and must deal with qualitative results that are often hard to compare and duplicate
exactly. Therefore, there are many ways to approach software engineering research.
Our research faces two main challenges: adoption of Story Test Driven
Development in real life situations and the evaluation of how the observed techniques or
organizational methods worked for their practice of Story Test Driven Development. We
employed several case studies. However, case studies using real life software projects
have many difficulties and may not provide ideal situations for observations. As such, we
can only observe how teams do their work and it is often not practical to ask the
participants to change their work environments or processes just to fit our research better.
Therefore, we included a detailed summary of the context in which these teams worked.
In addition, the adoption usually happens gradually within the company over a long
period of time while they juggle all the politics and resources. There are often a lot of
human factors that cannot be controlled or even predicted in real life adoption process. In
our research, the difficulty is heightened even more because Story Test Driven
Development is a very new technique and not many teams are practicing it currently.
The most difficult part of pursuing research into adoption of new development
techniques is the difficulty with evaluations. Because we are entering into the real life
situation as an observer, it is impossible to predict what kind of results we will get or
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even what kind of processes we may end up observing. Therefore, we employed
qualitative observational case studies for three of four case studies.
In our research, we used empirical methods. The empirical methods are concerned
with understanding and identification of relationship between different variables through
observations and experimentations [WRH+00]. If an existing preconceived idea exists,
then the investigator is interested in confirming whether it is true. These types of
questions and their subsequent experimentations can help improve our understanding of
software engineering. Therefore, the main research strategy that will be used in our
research will be empirical methods.
There are two types of research paradigms for collecting research data in
empirical methods. Qualitative analysis “is concerned with studying objects in their
natural settings”[WRH+00]. A qualitative researcher attempts to interpret a phenomenon
based on explanations that people bring to them. It attempts to analyze what the subjects
in the study feel to be the cause of the phenomenon and understanding their views of the
problem. Qualitative methods, especially the exploratory kind, aim to “develop pertinent
hypotheses and propositions for further inquiry” [Y94] or develop of a set of ‘theories’
based on supporting evidence. The word, ‘theories’, is used in the context of a set of
plausible and consistent hypothesis, not ‘theories’ as in unifying and undeniable force of
natural law as used in math or physics.
In contrast, quantitative analysis deals with “quantifying a relationship or to
compare two or more groups”[WRH+00]. Quantitative methods look for statistical
significance. Quantitative research is usually performed through controlled experiments.
The advantage of quantitative data is that statistical analysis can be used.
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Generally, quantitative methods such as controlled experiments are appropriate
for testing the “effects of treatment” and qualitative study is used to find out “why” the
phenomenon occurs or to develop a hypothesis to test. The two approaches are
complementary. There are three major types of strategies that can be used in empirical
studies [WRH+00, R93]. In the following sections, we discuss the three methods used for
the purpose of conducting our research and which studies employed these methods.

3.2.1 Survey
A survey research method is used for the study presented in Chapter 4. A survey
is done in retrospective of the usage of tools or practices [P94]. Data can be obtained in
both qualitative and quantitative approach either through interviews or questionnaires.
The responses can be open ended or close ended. The point of the surveys is to analyze a
sample that is representative of the larger population. The surveys can be used to draw
descriptive, explanatory and exploratory conclusion [WRH+00, B90, R93]. However,
surveys do not provide the investigator with the ability to control the execution or the
measurement, but the investigator can evaluate by comparing results [WRH+00].
There are two types of surveys. The purpose of descriptive surveys is to
understand characteristics or attributes about some populations. This type of surveys
shows that the observed distribution of characters exists in the population, but not why it
exists. The purpose of an exploratory survey is to conduct a pre-study to more thorough
investigations. It is to find out what are important issues that were unforeseen at the start
of the study. It is designed by providing loosely structured questionnaires to the
participants. It does not start with a specific research question, but the researcher begins
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with open mind about finding possibilities [WRH+00]. We employed the exploratory
survey method in Chapter 4 to generate an initial set of research questions. We gathered
22 factors that people thought were the main issues involved in Story Test Driven
Development. These 22 factors became the basis for further studies in subsequent
Chapters. Further details about the specific research design for the survey is included in
Chapter 4.

3.2.2 Case study
The case study method is employed in Chapters 5 to 7. Case studies are used for
observing projects over a longer period of time on a single entity or phenomenon
[WRH+00]. Data is collected with a specific purpose in mind within the observational
settings. Some case studies that are quantitative in nature can use statistical methods to
derive conclusions [WRH+00]. Case studies are different than experiments in that case
studies are observational studies [ZW98]. The purpose of a case study is to find key
factors that may have influenced the outcome [Y94, St95], but the investigator cannot
isolate these factors into controls and treatments like in experimentations. Case studies
are much more suitable for industrial evaluations, but their observations are harder to
generalize to every situation.
We performed both qualitative as well as quantitative case studies. The benefit of
quantitative case studies is that unit of analysis is usually easier to define and arriving at
mathematical analysis is easier. On the other hand, the benefits of qualitative case studies
are that they examine the process holistically. There is no recipe for qualitative analysis,
but there are some guidelines. For example, qualitative analysis uses inductive methods
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in the early stages, especially when codes are being generated for content analysis or
figuring out the categories or themes. Strauss and Corbin call this process open coding
[SC98]. The Grounded Theory technique by Glaser and Strauss emphasizes being
grounded in data and embedding meaning and relationships from data through open
coding [GS67]. Once the categories and themes emerge from data, a hypothesis can be
generated. Once the hypothesis is generated from the inductive analysis, deductive
analysis can follow [SC98]. Strauss and Corbin state “at the heart of the theorizing lies
the interplay of making induction (deriving concepts, their properties and dimensions
from data) and deductions (hypothesizing about the relationships between concepts) “
[SC98]. We employed grounded theory for the study in this Chapter.
Case studies are used in Chapter 5, 6 and 7. Further details about the specific
research design for these projects are included in their respective Chapters.

3.2.3 Experiment
Experiments are done in a highly controlled setting where treatments are given to
random test subjects. The objective is to manipulate one or more variables and arrive at
the conclusion based on statistical analysis [M97, SC88, R93]. Experiments can be used
to confirm existing theories or hypothesis. They can also be used to explore relationships
between specific variables or to evaluate the accuracy of models [WRH+00].
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CHAPTER 4: PROBLEMS WITH PRACTICING STORY TEST DRIVEN
DEVELOPMENT2

Chapter Overview
Study 1: Explore
Study 2: Traceability
Study 3: Successful
Application of STDD

Objective:
Investigate the
the problems
faced by
practitioners in
practicing Story
Test Driven
Development

Study 4: Failed
Application of STDD

Problem: What problems
are faced by Agile teams in
practicing Story Test Driven
Study: Analyses of
community discussions of
STDD in AAFFT Forum
Outcome: An initial list of
problems related to
practicing Story Test Driven
Development

4.1 Problem Statement
As stated in Chapter 2, there are many different interpretations on the uses of
Story Tests. There is some consensus that Story Tests should be used to communicate
requirements. However, much is up for interpretation, such as how much testing it should
contain, how it should be written, who should write it and its role in quality assurance as
we have already shown in chapter 2.5. There are also different takes on what is required
for story testing tools. We mention the story testing tools in this chapter, because story
tests cannot exist without the tools. The tool not only influences the way customers write
their story tests, but it also influences the way the test automation happens.

2

This Chapter appeared in the following paper: Park, S., Maurer, F., A Network Analysis of Stakeholders
in Tool Visioning Process for Story Test Driven Development, IEEE ICECCS 2010 15th International
Conference on Engineering of Complex Computer Systems, St. Anne’s College, Oxford, United Kingdom,
March 22-26, 2010. The copyright release form is attached in Appendix II.
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As mentioned in chapter 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, the main hurdle of adopting STDD is
cost and time - how you choose your story testing tools contribute in a large part of how
the story tests will be written and executed. Unlike requirements engineering in
traditional software engineering, the tools in Story Test Driven Development play an
important role in how the story tests are written and tested due to the automation aspect
of the story test, much like unit tests in Test Driven Development. Depending on the
choice of the tools for writing the story tests, the overall practice of Story Test Driven
Development could be affected. Therefore, in order to discuss the uses of story tests, we
cannot ignore the discussion on the roles that the story testing tool will have in the overall
STDD process as well.
As stated in chapter 2, Agile software engineering does not view software
development in phases. Therefore, it is inherently impossible to talk about only the
requirements engineering side of Story Test Driven Development without the testing
aspect as well. It is inherently impossible to talk about the test automation without some
mention of the tools. It may sound strange for someone from traditional software
engineering to hear that these concepts are all fused in Agile software engineering, but
this is the reason why I started my dissertation with the overview of the philosophical
differences. Therefore, we will discuss the artefacts, tools and the process in order to
answer the objective of this chapter.
The purpose of this section is to take a sample of a wide selection of the different
views on the problems that practitioners face when they try to practice Story Test Driven
Development. The research is also an attempt to generate hypothesis for the rest of
research. This is an inductive qualitative analysis.
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In this Chapter, we present a research project which attempts to collect and
analyze different experiences and evidence of Story Test Driven Development. We
analyze the discussions on Story Test Driven Development from an online forum where
people offered their experiences, their solutions and their view of the problems that Story
Tests can solve. Analyzing these opinions and visions provides a better overview of wide
array of views within the community than looking only at the published literature,
because not all industry practitioners publish their experience.

4.2 Background
The Agile Alliance3 organized workshops to envision what Story testing tools
should behave like [AA07,AA08], because practitioners feel that the existing tools are
inadequate for effectively facilitating STDD. Unlike Test-Driven Development that is
primarily meant for developers, STDD must involve all stakeholders including customers,
domain experts, developers and testers. People from different backgrounds and skills
have different expectations about how one should create story tests and communicate the
requirements to each other. Therefore, the issues involved in STDD are much more
complex than unit testing. While such collaboration between different people has a high
potential for productive and innovative outcomes, chances for misunderstanding can also
be very high..
A group of Agile practitioners pursued the discussions over several face-to-face
workshops [AA11]. However, coming up with a good list of requirements for the future
STDD tool was a very challenging task. Therefore, a forum was created to gather

3

The Agile Alliance is a nonprofit organization that is formed to support the advancement of Agile
development principles and practices
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experiences and visions of story testing tools from the community [AA11]. This is a
forum where people can offer any stories, tools or visions as long as they were related to
Story Test Driven Development. We analyzed the discussions in the workshops and the
online discussion forum for their view on STDD. The analysis gathered about 300
features, issues, concerns and wish lists for Story Test Driven Development. There are
over 350 members who are following the discussions. From this huge list of features and
community members, we wanted to find out if there is a core set of concepts that are
linking all of these opinions in these discussions. In addition, we analyzed the network
graphs of the people with their proposed ideas to see if certain ideas have consensus in
the community. The analysis could provide a guideline as to which discussion topics are
popular and which may be ignored in the discussion.
The purpose of this project is to understand whether there is consensus within the
STDD community. Because there are a lot of variations on the ideas, it is extremely
difficult to get a big picture of what is being discussed. The motivation for our research is
that the anecdotal evidence, opinions and their visions provided by the industry
practitioners may provide interesting insights into Story Test Driven Development. The
justification of driving innovation through online forums is the Wisdom of Crowds
[W04]. The anecdotal evidence provided by expert groups is an alternative way to create
insights. We can use social network analysis to extract this meaning and validate it in part
by determining how consensus is reached.
This Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3, research methods are
presented. In section 4.4, the research design is presented. In Section 4.5, the research
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results are presented. The implication of our research is presented in Section 4.6. The
threats to validity of research are presented in section 4.7.

4.3 Research Methods
We used a qualitative research method for analyzing the opinions presented by the
participants in the discussion forum. Strauss and Corbin state that qualitative research is a
“nonmathematical process of interpretation, carried out for the purpose of discovering
concepts and relationships in raw data and then organizing these into a theoretical
explanatory scheme” [SC98]. Qualitative findings can be done with three kinds of data
collections: (1) open-ended interviews, (2) direct observation and (3) written documents.
In this research, we are using written documents for our analysis. We used a hybrid
method that is inspired by grounded theory, but we also added social network analysis.

4.3.1 Grounded Theory
One of the methods used for reduction of text to code is grounded theory [GS67].
In order to build our network graph, we need to generate a set of manageable core
concepts from text available on the online forum [AA11]. We used grounded theory
[GS67, S87] to analyze and to reduce the discussion text to code. Grounded theory is a
bottom-up research process where we start with data and see what theories/concepts arise
out of that data. There are three types of coding: Open coding, Axial coding and Selective
Coding. Open coding is the process of developing categories of concepts and themes
emerging from data. This phase is about exploring data. Axial coding is to build
connections between categories. Selective coding is to refine coded data into structured
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relationships and categories. Our coded data is used along with the social network
information to discover whether there is a core concept that is driving the community. A
few researchers have combined grounded theory and a network analysis before [SP07,
AD06]. Different disciplines use different methods for the network analysis. We decided
to combine grounded theory with more rigorous network analysis based on graph theory
for our purpose. Therefore, our approach is inspired by grounded theory, but we did not
adopt the practice in its purest form.

4.3.2 Network Centrality
In addition to the coding, we wanted to find out how many people share similar
ideas or stories. In this way, we not only get the core concepts, but how people support
these concepts. We applied network analysis on our coded data based on who reported
the concepts [AA07]. We used Degree centrality and Betweenness centrality to obtain the
network measures. Centrality is an important concept that assigns “an order of
importance on the vertices or edges of a graph by assigning real values to them”. The
purpose of centrality indices is to quantify an intuitive feeling that some vertices or edges
on a network are more central than others [BE05]. In Centrality analysis, we are trying to
discover the vertex central from vertex peripherals. In order for a graph to be analyzed for
centrality, the vertices must be reachable. Reachability is defined as “the number of
neighbors or the cost it takes to reach all other vertices from it” [BE05], which is also
called the degree centrality. It measures how many neighbors are connected to the vertex.
For a graph G = (V , E ) with n vertices, the degree centrality C D (v) for vertex v is:

CD (v) =

deg(v)
, where deg(v) is the number of vertices to which the vertex is linked by
n −1
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an edge. The minimum possible degree is 0 and the maximum possible degree is n-1The
definition of centrality for a graph is: Let v' be the node with the highest degree
centrality in G . Let G ' = (V ' , E ' ) be the n node connected graph that
|V '|

maximizes: H = ∑ C D (v' ) − C D (v j ) , where H is centralization of the vertex. The
j =1

centralisation is the degree to which the node is central to its surrounding vertices. Then
|V |

the degree centrality of the graph G is C D (G ) =

∑C
i =1

D

(v ) − C D (v i )
H

. The centralisation of

the graph determines the degree to which the centrality of the most central vertex exceeds
all other vertices. We used degree centrality to find a group of central people who are
facilitating the communication and influencing this community either as an idea leader or
an idea radiator.
Clustering is a method of decomposing a set of entities into natural groups [BE05].
Cluster analysis is used when one is dealing with the types of problems where one wants
to explore scattered data to discover whether a pattern of a structure exists in the data.
Cluster analysis allows the researcher to discover the patterns even with the most general
problem statement and measurement techniques because its main aim is to reduce the
“feature dimensionality” of a search space [D00]. We used the Betweenness Centrality
metric for clustering analysis [NG04]. For a graph G = (V , E ) with n vertices,
betweenness C B (v) for vertex v is: C B (v ) =

σ st (v)
where σ st refers to the number
s ≠ v ≠ t∈V σ st

∑

s ≠t

of shortest paths from node s to t and σ st (v) refers to the number of paths that passes
through node s and t and also passes through v. We used Edge-Betweenness algorithm, or
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also known as Girvan-Newman algorithm [NG04]. We used this algorithm because it is
an algorithm that is used often in a social network analysis and serves our purpose. We
used a cluster analysis to discover a set of core concepts that are important to all
stakeholders.
In an open source community, people do not always engage in all discussions and
they do not openly reach consensus on what is important to everyone. Often, some people
are simply silent about their opinions. Therefore, simply counting the frequency of topics
does not provide a good indication of consensus reached by the community. We
hypothesize that we can gain much better insight on issues using a social network
analysis, because stakeholders with similar backgrounds could have similar wish lists.
Additionally, people’s wish list may be influenced by who they interact with more often.
Most network analyses are based on the Power Law [Ba02]. The Power Law
assumes that there is a strongly connected core in the network. It means there are several
core concepts that connect most people. The other concepts are peripherals in the network.
In our case, we suspect that the participants emphasize different issues based on what is
more relevant to their current job. People with similar background and job functionality
may think alike and group together more, because they tend to share similar experiences.
Therefore, each of these groups may have a core idea that is different from other people.
We expect that there are multiple clusters of concepts, each with a core concept
that is important to a particular group of stakeholders. People will naturally align
themselves to these clusters of concepts by their job functions.
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4.4 Research Design
Our research began when we participated in the first Agile Alliance Functional
Testing Tool workshop [AA07, AA08]. This community keeps track of each other’s
progress mainly through forums [AA11] and then meet once a year. We started our data
collection by going through the entries in the message board. The very first message
starts on Sep 28, 2007. The data collection ended on December 2, 2008. At the time,
there were a total of 536 messages.

4.4.1 Important Categories of Story Test Driven Development
First, we performed open coding on the message entries. We found that there
were 226 articles that discussed important issues or concepts. The remaining articles were
about announcements, workshop organizations and messages with no important
discussions. The collection of these messages constituted over a thousand pages. Out of
that list, we generated about 300 open codes to describe the contents. However, these 300
open codes were too granular and described too many details about the specific tool
implementation features that we need to do further coding to reduce down to big concepts.
Through axial and selective coding, we reduced the discussions down to 22 categories
that can explain most of the contents discussed in the mailing list. The 22 categories are
presented in section 4.5. And then we assigned 226 articles into 22 discussion categories.
One article may be assigned to more than one category. We decided to work with 22
broader categories, because we wanted to discover a general trend in the discussion rather
than specific features that people proposed.
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We called the people who proposed and discussed the 22 topics as “experts” in
those categories and we discovered that there are 36 “experts”. We use the term “expert”
loosely. It simply means they are interested in the topic and they hold some kind of
opinions on that topic. Some people appeared in more than one category, but nobody
appeared in all of the categories.

4.4.2 The Research Design for Degree Centrality
Next, we were interested in finding a person who proposed the highest number of
ideas that were also shared by others. The reason for this analysis is to find the person
who proposed the most common ideas and analyze his/her vision for Story Test Driven
Development. In other words, we want to figure out the person (or people) with the
highest degree of centrality. The purpose of the degree centrality analysis is not
necessarily to find the person with the most of new and innovative ideas, but the person
who has the most critical social connections to help communicate the ideas across
different disciplines, or to find the “deal breaker” in the community. This person would
have ideas that connect with ideas that most number of people have also proposed in the
community. It is also equally possible that the people who are occupying the central
position are simply well versed in many disciplines and share a lot of interests with many
people. We may also find whether we can use degree centrality to discover concepts that
are more polarizing than others due to the division in peoples’ opinions.
The 36 “experts” are represented with vertices. These 36 “experts” are chosen,
because they frequently participate in the discussion. Each time a person shares the same
interest as another person, we connected two people with an undirected edge. We
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performed Degree Distribution Ranking on the graph [J08]. This algorithm measures the
strength of connections. It returns a local measure of the connectivity to its neighbors.
The graph of Degree Distribution Ranking on our data is available in section 4.5.

4.4.3 The Research Design for Cluster Analysis
Next, we wanted to find out which categories as they were discovered in section
4.4.1 have most supporters. To obtain the core underlying concepts that are relevant to
everyone in this community, we used 22 categories to form a network graph. 22
categories are used as vertices and the edges represent people’s interest. Then we
performed the Edge-Betweenness algorithm on the graph. The tool we used is called
JUNG [J08]. This algorithm iteratively removes edges from the graph and reveals more
strongly connected vertices. As we perform more iteration, we eliminated vertices with
lower centrality. Semantically, it means each time we apply the next iteration of the
algorithm on the graph, we eliminate less interesting concepts. The final remaining
clusters of vertices are referenced and cross-referenced by most of the participants in the
community either directly or indirectly through other issues. Therefore, these final
clusters are the concepts are relevant and interesting to most people in the social network.
The aim of the cluster analysis is to figure out which of 22 categories are relevant
to most people in the online community. We want to discover the underlying concepts
that are fundamental to all of the discussions in this community. If we find that there is
more than one cluster of categories, then it means the community is separated by
different interests and expertise. If there is only one core cluster, then it means most
participants share similar ideas and interests.
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4.5 Results
In this section, we present our results. We are going to first present our codes
from the text analysis and then show the results for the degree centrality and the cluster
analysis.

4.5.1 Coding Results
In this section, we are going to present 22 categories that were derived from the
300 features/issues derived from the coding process. These categories summarize the
major issues that were discussed by the people in the online forum. We introduce these
concepts with the support of the quotations from the forums. The number at the end of
the quotation is the message number in the forums.

Team Involvement
Description:

Because Story Test Driven Development involves more than just
developers, many contributors voiced that figuring out how to entice the
rest of the stakeholders, including the developers, testers, project managers,
business analysts and customers, to participate in the Story Test Driven
Development is difficult.

Sample Quotations:

“How to get different parts of the organization - PM, devs, testers engaged. And how I failed in this” #2
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Adoption
Description:

Simply building a tool or buying a tool does not always mean all of the
stakeholders will use the tools. The tool alone does not make Story Test
Driven Development work, but it must accompany the practice.

Sample Quotations:

“Selling such a kind of tool is like attempting to hit two balls on
the same ‘swing’. You have to sell the practices and sell the tool at
the same time” #41

Test Maintenance
Description:

Maintaining story tests in a very large project is extremely difficult. It
requires additional human resources to organize these story tests, because
there is no tool that can efficiently organize them automatically.

Sample Quotations:

“I think teams need to understand the importance of
maintainability in both their product code and their test/fixture
code.” #247

Economic Value
Description:

In addition to writing stories and unit tests, it is sometimes hard to justify
writing and maintaining story tests, which can add up to a significant cost
for a large project. Without economic justification, it is very difficult to
sell the idea to the management and to the team to practice Story Test
Driven Development.

Sample Quotations:

“There were a couple of anti-patterns that tended to tip the ROI
into negative territory.” #249
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Regression Testing
Description:

One of the many benefits of test driven development is automated
regression testing. Then how do we perform regression testing using story
tests and reap the same benefit as test driven development?

Sample Quotations:

“You see the focusing benefit sooner - during the implementation
of a story. Whereas the benefit comes after the story has been
implemented.” #263

Compatibility/Integration
Description:

Story testing tools need to be compatible with other testing tools and easy
to integrate with other testing tools.

Sample Quotations:

“A shared vision of the most important next steps is… Better IDE
integration? More "productized" tools ([…] RubyFIT with
Fitnesse on a Mac […])” #30

Usability
Description:

Story testing tools need to be able to support and communicate usability
testing and its results effectively. The community used the term usability
testing to refer to the automation of the user interface testing as well as the
usability testing (at the mock-up prototyping stage).
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Sample Quotations:

“[I’m] a proponent of paper prototyping and wizard of oz testing
on agile projects (code isn’t the only thing that can be tested!)”
#391

Communication
Description:

Story testing is about improving communication of requirements between
different types of stakeholders, especially when these stakeholders do not
hold the same kind of technical or domain knowledge.

Sample Quotations:

“Communicate and Learn seems to me most important project
goals and tools on the project should support them.” #169

Business vs. Technology Solutions
Description: Story testing is not a technological problem, thus trying to find a
technological solution for building a better tool will not solve the problem.
We need to define what can be solved by the story testing tools and what
should be solved by a better business analysis
Sample Quotations:

“I think it's important that acceptance tests be expressed in
language, diagrams, whatever, that are independent of the
technology.” #131

Knowledge Representation
Description:

We need a better way to represent domain knowledge in story tests.
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Sample Quotations:

“There are two types of knowledge: you can ‘know how’ to act or
you can ‘know that’ a fact is true. Computers deal in the latter;
experts deal in the former” #5

Notation/Language
Description:

How do you write story tests using the notations of the domain, but also in
a way that can turn into automated tests?

Sample Quotations:

“I’m heavily influenced by Brian’s use of dynamic language for

testing.” #23

Graphical Visualization
Description:

Non-developers may prefer to write, view, organize and communicate
better graphically. However, how do you integrate graphics into
automated tests?

Sample Quotations:

“We were trying to make the graphical specification more
specific…and made it executable…” #58

Architecture
Description:

The tests should be able to test all parts of the architecture: data, model,
user interface, etc. As story testing is meant for all stakeholders, different
stakeholders may want to view how the story is implemented in different
layers of software architecture.
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Sample Quotations:

“It seems that we could run some parts of the ATs at the unit level,

could be at the services level, could be at the GUI level. Each has their
benefits and drawbacks.” #217

Completeness
Description:

How do you know whether you have enough story tests or covered all of
the testing scenarios? Does such concept have completeness apply in story
testing?

Sample Quotations:

“I think that implying logical completeness is asking for trouble.”
#61

Distributed Tests
Description: How should story testing tools support distributed development teams and
how does story testing work in distributed environment?
Sample Quotations:

“To mitigate these issues a variety of strategies and tools have
emerged. They primarily fall into three areas: 1. Distributed and
incremental compilation and code generation grids. 2. Distributed
test execution grids. 3. Selective testing tools that can dynamically
construct an appropriate smoke test suite.” #466

Different Perspectives/Skills
Description:

The stakeholders have different skill sets and abilities. How do you work
with these different groups of people?
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Sample Quotations:

“I really think it's a better perspective for looking at the problem.
To see it from a requirement perspective, not a test perspective.”
#79

Exploratory vs. Test Automation
Description:

How much of story testing should be automated and how much should be
done manually? How does exploratory testing apply in story testing
context?

Sample Quotations:

“I do not think the skills [in TDD] are the same as traditional
testing skills, nor the same as exploratory testing skills.” #222

Workflow
Description:

What is the workflow for Story Test Driven Development in Agile
development environment?

Sample Quotations:

“We instead should focus on building tools that support a
workflow. When faced with dilemma between making a tool more
flexible or more simplistic, we choose a path by asking ‘which
support the Agile workflow better’? #131

Abstraction
Description:

Be able to capture the knowledge using the tests at different knowledge
abstraction levels.

Sample Quotations:

“This is all to do with the continuum between data, information,
knowledge and potentially even wisdom.” #198
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Terminology
Description:

What is the best terminology for Story Test Driven Development?
Different words for story testing mean different concepts to different
people. We need to use terminologies that are clear

Sample Quotations:

“On the other hand, we shouldn't eliminate the word 'test' from our

vocabulary, because the 'executable examples' generally aren't sufficient to
be considered a full test suite.” #196

Reporting
Description:

How to report the test results to the stakeholders? What is the best way to
communicate the story test results and development progress using story
tests?

Sample Quotations:

“Difficulty ensuring sufficient visibility and repeatability of results
across the organization - Inadequate reporting, meaningless
failures,…, need for archival and comparison of historical test
result….” #104

Validation vs. Verification
Description:

Story Tests can be used for validation and verification. Which process
should STDD support more?

Sample Quotations:

“System and Integration testing, however, are more concerned
with the issue of 'Verification' than 'Validation'” #200
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The quotations represent one of the opinions from the participants. Some are
anecdotal evidences based on their experience or just a person’s opinion on why he/she
thinks the concept is important for Story Testing. We are not arguing for or against
whether the opinions are correct.
Because this is a discussion forum with no restrictions on who participates, some
topics had a very biased representation. For example, Economic Value was worded
negatively only. They were suggesting the difficulty of justifying STDD to the team. No
one gave a counter argument. However, some topics were given both sides of an
argument. For example, Exploratory vs. Test Automation had a very heated discussion
about what is test automation and how much should be automated. Some topics were
proposed, but they were simply ignored by the community or misunderstood, such as
Validation vs. Verification. The community quickly moved onto another topic before it
received much recognition.

4.5.2 Degree Centrality Analysis
The second aspect of the research was to find the person with the most commonly
shared ideas with others. The purpose of the degree centrality analysis is to discover how
central a person is in the discussion if we form a network based on who proposes the
similar concepts. As mentioned before, we wanted to find the people who are connected
to the most people.
The vertices are the “experts” and the edges are their interests. The bigger vertices
mean two things: (1) they are connected to most people due to their vast breadth of
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interests; or (2) they are critical in spreading ideas because of their highly focused and
specialized interest. Therefore, this graph is not measuring the persons’ innovativeness of
his/her ideas. As seen from the graph, this community is very tight with a lot of
connections in the group. Due to the possible breach of privacy and to avoid any
discomfort by the people who participated in these discussions, we withheld their names.
We identify these participants through numbers and by their initials. However, because
the information is available publicly, we do not feel that we had to anonymize their
identity too much. The initials inside the brackets are the initials of their names.
Highest Degree Centrality: There are about a half dozen people with a highest
degree of centrality. They are V1 (A.B.), V3 (B.S.), V5 (B.M.), V20 (K.J.), V26 (N.J.),
V27 (N.), V28 (P.L.), V30 (P.V.) and V34 (S.T.). These are top 25% of the population.
Most people who are ranked at the top only participated in the discussions a few times
and expressed a narrow set of interests in the discussion forum. For example, the
following is the list of their interests for each of these participants. V28 (P.L.) only
appeared in Compatibility/Integration category and V34 (S.T.) only appeared in Test
Automation. V27 (N.) only appeared in two of the most highly discussed topics:
Compatibility/Integration and Different Perspectives/Skills. Only V5 (B.M.) is unique
from this list because he was the only person who had a vast breadth of interests and
contributed frequently. For example, V5 (B.M.) appeared in 18 categories out of 22
categories. As a group, the people in this top tier of degree centrality measurement are
interested in Different Perspectives/Skills and Compatibility/Integration. Some of these
participants have already built STDD tools previously (A.B., B.M., P.L).
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Middle of the Degree Centrality: The people who are ranked in the middle of
the degree centrality are the idea leaders due to their frequent participation. They are V6
(E.H.), V8 (D.V.), V11 (E.P.), V14 (G.W.), V16 (J.M.), V18 (J.S.), V19 (J.A.), V21
(K.L.), V22 (L.C.), V24 (M.L.) and V25 (M.H.), V33 (W.C.) and V35 (M.S.). This group
consists of about 40% of the population. This is a very large list of people and they
together have a large range of influence in the community. Most of these people are very
vocal about their opinions and they participate often. However, their influence is often
counter balanced with another strong idea leader. The competing interest with another
contender puts them in the middle of the degree centrality. We couldn’t find dominant
concepts in this ranking.
Low Degree Centrality: The people who are grouped in the lower degree
centrality are due to (1) their lack of participation or (2) a lot people already share the
same view. The rest of the population belongs in this category. Their ideas are shared by
many people in the community or there is no strong conflict with their proposal so far.
Most notably, V13 (G.M.) is categorized in this category. If you look at his posting in [3,
#460], he was already able to get consensus for his ideas by the community on the test
automation. V2 (A.M.) appeared in this category due to his vast breadth of interest in
many topics. He has 14 interested categories. Unlike V5 (B.M.), V2 (A.M.) seemed to
have many overlapping ideas with rest of the community. These people are likely to be in
a good position to facilitate consensus in the community, because they do not have
opposing influences in the network. However, there is no dominant concept in this
ranking either, because there is no one who particularly stood out and championed for an
idea.
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We find that degree ranking is influenced by one’s number of interested topics in
the discussions rather than by their job functionality. Based on the participation in these
discussions, we find that the problem is getting the support from the middle-ranked
participants who are in a deadlock due to their differing ideas. If the participant had a
focused set of interests in the tool building discussion, they tend to rank higher. Some
participants in the lower-ranked degree centrality (eg.V13) were also able to obtain a goahead from some people in the community although rare. It seems that consensus
building is most likely to be led by tool builders at the top with a specific interest.
However, the motivations and ideas tend to come from the people in the middle of the
degree centrality ranking.

4.5.3 Cluster Graph Analysis
In this section, we are going to show what kind of consensus is reached in the
social network analysis by analyzing which of the 22 categories were supported by most
number of people. First, we counted the number of times these concepts were discussed
in the forum. The frequency is available in Table 2 under the “number of messages”
column. Different Perspectives/Skills appeared the most frequently with 34 appearances.
This is also the topic most discussed by the people in the high ranking degree centrality.
However, simply counting the number of occurrences may not provide deeper insights
about the community consensus as not everyone may be participating in these discussions.
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Figure 3: The graphs showing how the graph was transformed after iterations of
Edge Betweenness algorithm. The left graph is the initial graph, and right graph is
the final graph showing that only three categories remained

The results are found in Table 2. A lack of sub-clusters means the entire
community is actually very homogeneous in terms of what they desire. Unlike our
hypothesis where we assumed that people from different backgrounds will cluster around
different concepts, the group shares the same visions. We did not have a threshold value,
but we were interested to see what kind of clustering would emerge as we remove more
edges. We determined at the end that only three categories remained: Exploratory vs
Automated Testing, Communication and Business vs. Technology Solutions.

Table 2: Ranked Order of Important Concepts Using Edge-Betweenness Algorithm
Rank

Rnk by
Freq

Concept

# of Msg

# of Edges
Removed

1

2

23

204

1
1

4
18

19
3

204
204

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11

3
8
18
13
1
5
10
6
12

Exploratory vs.
Automated Testing
Communication
Business vs. Technology
Solutions
Usability
Abstraction
Distributed Tests
Graph. Visual.
Diff. Persp./skills
Adoption
Workflow
Compatibility/Integration
Architecture

22
16
3
8
34
17
12
14
8

202
199
197
192
188
179
173
165
154
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

16
9
17
6
7
9
15
8
14
11

Valid. vs. Verification
Team Involvement
Reporting
Terminology
Economic Value
Completeness
Test Maintenance
Notation/Language
Regression Testing
Knowledge
Representation

5
12
4
19
15
14
5
14
6
11

141
132
119
102
87
72
57
37
19
9

It is also interesting to note that these vertices left the core cluster one at a time as
we applied subsequent iterations of the algorithm. It means there is a clear ranking of
“interestingness” in the community. The lack of sub-clusters in our graph (Figure 3)
shows that there are no strongly divided sub-groups of individuals who are interested in
specialized topics. An extremely homogeneous group means that the group should be
able to come to consensus easily, but it also means the group lacks the diversity and no
focus groups exist in this community to deal with sub-topics.

4.6 Implication
The purpose of the analysis is to determine the problems that pratitioners face
when they practice Story Test Driven Development, but in the process we also discovered
problems with tools and processes. The analysis can provide better insights into what
type of people are joining the discussions, what kind of topics are being discussed and
provide some insights as to what or who may be missing in the discussions. The analysis
was broken down into three sections: finding out the important categories of issues in
Story Test Driven Development, degree centrality analysis of people who hold most
commonly shared ideas and cluster analysis to find the most popular ideas.
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4.6.1 Categories of Issues in Story Test Driven Development
The analysis categorized the discussions into 22 categories. There is a wide array
of topics that people felt were relevant for Story Test Driven Development. It is
interesting to note that many people applied testing concepts into Story Test Driven
Development and instead of requirements engineering concepts. As one of the categories
mentioned, perhaps terminologies are one of the biggest problems in Story Test Driven
Development as the word, ‘testing’, seems to suggest to people that Story Test Driven
Development should be approached with more of testing concepts.
However, in general, the categories show that people are mostly concerned about
issues that arise from working with different stakeholders. For example, some of the
categories that voiced such issues include communication, business vs. technology
problems, different perspectives/skills, reporting, knowledge, notation/language, adoption
and graphical visualization. The other categories are concerned with how to automate
these story tests that may not be written in most test-friendly notations. For example,
some of the categories that voiced such issues include exploratory vs. test automation,
usability, workflow, compatibility/integration, completeness, test maintenance and
regression testing. Finally, people voiced concern that the practice has to make sense
economically. It really does not matter how good the practice is in theory if the
practitioners cannot afford the resources to practice them.
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4.6.2 Degree Centrality Analysis
The purpose of the degree centrality analysis is to determine if there are people
with more influence in the STDD tool visioning community and then find out what their
message is. The people who appeared at the top ranking of the degree centrality built
their tools or expressed only a focused interest in certain aspects of the tool. The result is
suggesting that perhaps the best way disseminate the practice is identify or build a story
testing tool to the community, which is currently the dominant way to disseminating
information on how practice Story Test Driven Development. The best example would be
Fit [Fit11]. Because the practice is closely linked with the tool, the assumption is that the
process will follow in the manner in which the tool can facilitate the process. These
discussions emphasize the challenges of finding the right tool for writing and testing
Story Tests.
The network analysis can show which ideas currently have champions. The social
network analysis can show which ideas have champions through the degree centrality
analysis. In our result, the top tier groups clearly suggested that there were champions for
Different Perspectives/Skills and Compatibility/Integration. As shown in Table 2, the
lower extreme of the ranking shows that Knowledge is lacking champions. Our findings
suggest that we need to seek more information from customer’s domain knowledge
experts because their views are least represented in the community. It is possible that the
problem is unsolved because of their lack of participation in these discussions. In addition,
the champions also suggest that the biggest problem is the different skills, because not
everyone, especially customers, has the necessary software engineering background to
use these story testing tools. It is difficult to make customers to use story testing tools if
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they do not have the same kind of skills as the developers. If the customers cannot use the
tools, they will not be able to specify the story tests.

4.6.3 Cluster Analysis
We hypothesized that there will be clusters of concepts that define this
community due to the diversity of stakeholders. However, our results show otherwise.
There is only one core cluster with three highly ranked concepts (See Table2).
Semantically, it means this is a very homogenous group and there is not much diversity in
the community. Or everyone in this community believes in the same thing. What our
analysis is suggesting is that despite a large diversity of individual ideas, the community
tends to steer the discussion into a common theme over time based which ideas get
champions.
The cluster analysis reveals interesting phenomena. First, the people in this
community share similar “expertise” and interests to the point where their degree of
interest can be ranked (See Table 2 for the ranking), which is certainly an unexpected
result. However, we didn’t expect this community to be homogenous. The community
doesn’t have many domain knowledge experts, which explains why knowledge is
represented least in the product visioning discussion (See Table 2). The workshop attracts
a lot of developers and testers, but it does not attract the domain experts (or the people
who occupy the customer role). Therefore, we suspect that the workshop does not
provide the customer’s view of story testing. It was made especially apparent from the
social network analysis. It suggests that we need to seek opinions from the domain
knowledge experts more.
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4.7 Threats to Validity
In this section, we are going to discuss the validity of our findings in respect to
internal and external validity. The study was performed on an online discussion forum
organized by the Agile Alliance. Therefore, there is a risk of single group threats, which
applies when the result looks at a single group. More empirical studies are needed to
generalize our result with other similar discussion forums. The research also looks into
one type of qualitative analysis: written documents. The written documents may not
express the participant’s desires very well because some people may not have
participated fully in the discussions due to their busy lives. Therefore, we cannot
generalize what people have written on the forum as their final words. In addition, the
discussion forum tends to attract certain types of people - in this case, testers and
developers. The self-selection may lead to a biased view of the software requirements.
We used our coding in a consistent manner, but other researchers may derive
different codes. As Strauss and Corbin suggest, qualitative analysis is an analysis of the
interpretation, but a systematic one. Therefore, we will not generalize our findings
beyond what the qualitative analysis can provide to us: insights. For conclusion validity,
we have shown that our network analysis has shown interesting trends as shown by the
graphs and tables. However, as this was not a quantitative experiment, we present our
result only as an explorative insight into the current state of STDD tool visioning process
in the community. A qualitative analysis is important, because it can provide a bigger
picture for phenomena. As online collaboration grows, we may be able to make better use
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of the online community for gathering requirements and we propose that social network
analysis may be one of the methods for analysis.
Basili et al. stated that drawing a conclusion from one empirical study in software
engineering is very difficult, because any number of context variables could have
influenced the result [BSL99]. For this reason, we cannot assume that results from this
forum can be generalized into an ideal STDD tool. One criticism of empirical studies is
that the result may seem obvious after the fact, but this is a misguided belief as some
important facts are discovered through the evidence collected.

4.8 Summary
In this section, we presented research that was done to explore different issues
related to Story Test Driven Development by analyzing feedbacks from the Agile
practitioners. The research has discovered that there are largely three issues:
communication due to the wide array of different stakeholders, test automation issues and
economic issues. The research has also analyzed the community’s social networks to see
if there are popular ideas within the community. Through the cluster analysis, we
discovered that three categories were very popular in the community: exploratory vs.
automation issues, communication with stakeholders and business vs. technology
solutions. However, some ideas were less represented in the community such as
notation/language problems, regression testing and knowledge representations. We
suspect that the forums had a biased representation of people in terms of their job
functionalities and skill backgrounds. Therefore, we suspect that certain concepts were
given much more emphasis than others.
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CHAPTER 5: STORIES AND DEFECTS4
Chapter Overview
Study 1: Explore
Study 2: Traceability

Problem: What is the use
of story tests?
Objective:
Investigate the
traceability
from stories to
defects

Study 3: Successful
Application of STDD

Study: A Large Software
Development Project
using Jazz
Outcome: We found two
attributes that show high
correlation between
stories and defects

Study 4: Failed
Application of STDD

5.1 Problem Statement
The use of stories to communicate requirements has been widely adopted by the
Agile practitioners and it is also very popular. Test driven development, where the
practice of writing the tests first, then writing the code and automating the tests against
the code, has been very widely been accepted within the software developer community.
Given that we are seeing thousands of new software being developed for all kinds
of industries and disciplines, perhaps creating a universal story testing tools that all of
these different stakeholders can use may be impossible and difficult to implement in
reality. There are simply way too many variations in skills and backgrounds. In addition,
Story Test Driven Development states that story tests need to be written by customers
[B99]. We have to assume that most of these people who occupy the customer’s role will

4

This section appeared in the following paper: Park, S., Maurer, F., Eberlein, A., Fung, T-s, Requirements
Attributes to Predict Requirements Related Defects, 20th IBM Annual International Conference Centre for
Advanced Studies Research, Toronto, Canada, Nov. 7-10, 2010. The copyright release form is attached in
Appendix II.
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not have software development experience or training. Their backgrounds and training
will be very diverse.
Another way that we may want to approach in our research is to analyze the
linking aspect of story tests exclusively. One of the benefits of STDD is the traceability
from stories, code and tests, which is one of the reasons why STDD is a powerful
technique. The traceability from requirements to code and to the tests using fixtures (such
as Fit fixtures) allows the team to identify the issues early on by identifying the relevant
stakeholders, requirements, code and defects. The link between these artefacts allows the
emergence of communication in regards to the design and technical issues. The link is
done by writing the automated story tests using tools such as Fit[Fit11]. Therefore, we
decided to approach our research by looking at what a tool with traceability capability
can achieve. If we have the artefacts that represent the beginning (stories) and ending
(defects), then what software development attributes would link these two factors with
highest correlation. The attributes with highest correlation is what we may need to
optimize with Story Test Driven Development, because story tests are the link between
the two. Finding such attributes may give more insights into the relationship between
stories and defects. The analysis may be able to provide insights into the hidden factors
that we need to optimize using story tests.
To facilitate this research, we analyzed data from a development team that used
stories, test driven development and an organizational tool that has the capability to trace
from stories, code to defects, but they did not use Story Test Driven Development. In our
case study, we used the Jazz development tool as our study object [Ja11]. The Jazz
functionalities have the potential to address the problems that people mentioned in
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Chapter 4 either directly or indirectly, such as Abstraction (organize the project based on
teams and components), Communication (dashboard), Exploratory vs. Automation
Testing (unit testing and creating work items for each test), Compatibility/Integration
(though Jazz APIs), Architecture (component view), Validation vs. Verification
(dashboard), Team Involvement, Reporting, Economic Value (easy to buy the Jazz
platform, intuitive to use and it can be readily used out-of-the-box), Distributed Tests
(Jazz is a server based technology), Graphical Visualization (Jazz comes with a user
interface), Completeness (integration with the unit tests), Test Maintenance and
Regression Testing. Validation vs. Verification or Exploratory vs. Automated Testing
would be embedded in the workflow process rather than functionality of the tool.
However, it is something that can still be addressed within this type of work environment.
Jazz offered a lot of attributes that can be data mined to get better understanding
of the development progress. We want to find out if stories can be linked all the way to
the defects and vice versa. If so, then we want to find out whether a tool such as Jazz can
tell us which attributes are most relevant for the number of defects at the end. Our
research will help shed more insight into what traceability alone can achieve and what
Story Test Driven Development should achieve in addition to traceability in order to
stand as a separate but critical technique that no other techniques can replace.
The organization of the Chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 motivates our research
with the background information. Section 5.3 describes the development project, the data
of which we analyzed. Section 5.4 describes the research design. Section 5.5 describes
the results. In Section 5.6, we discuss our findings. Section 5.7 describes the threats to the
validity of our research. Section 5.8 summarizes the findings from this section.
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5.2 Background
The aim of the research project is to data mine a structure on the relationships
among requirements, people and software defects in large software development project
that used stories, test driven development and a project dashboard.
The discipline of statistics and data mining are both concerned with discovering
structures in data [H99]. A large body of data may contain some valuable information
which may provide more interesting or useful insights into a phenomenon under study.
Statistics is generally concerned with how to make statements about a population by
examining a sample of the population. On the other hand, data mining is concerned with
an entire population. In such situations, statistical model building is used to find
significance of the model fit rather than the probabilistic statement about the
generalization ability from a sample [H99]. Data mining deals with searching for
variables that may have good predictive abilities and try to find potential explanatory
variables. In data mining, we are more interested in the exploratory aspect of discovering
potentially interesting relationships between many variables. In contrast, statistics is a
confirmatory analysis that builds a model derived using theoretically selected variables
applied on a sample [H99].
In this Chapter, we report the results of data mining a software repository of a
team that uses stories for communicating requirements. We data mined their development
repository covering over a year of project lifetime to find out if any interesting structures
or patterns exist on the relationships among requirements, people and defects.
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We aimed this part of research at defect prediction and decided to work from
defects to requirements backward to find out if defects can be traced to specific stories.
Once we have the defect prediction model, we can determine which attributes have the
highest correlation when they are traced from defects to the relevant stories.
Our aim of producing the defect prediction model is different from traditional
defect prediction research that is based on code. Defect prediction is a research area with
a long tradition that aims to find metrics that are available in the early phase of software
development and that are good defect predictors [MPS08]. However, defect prediction
research tends to evaluate defects from the coding stage onwards using attributes that are
available at the coding stage, such as code churn, lines of code or the number of file
changes [NB05]. Our purpose is to find the relevant attributes at the requirements stage
that are related to stories in order to find out whether such attributes may also have
relevant in STDD environment.
Based on the Jazz system’s change history and the people who work on the
project, we hypothesized that easily attainable requirements-related attributes could exist
in our data that have high correlation with defects count. Our reasoning is that
stakeholders may hold tacit knowledge about a project’s health, which may manifest
itself in some human-based attributes that can be measured at the time of the
requirements specification. Therefore, our hypothesis is that there are measurable story
attributes that can provide reasonable defect prediction. We are interested in what these
attributes are in order to investigate whether and how they are related to Story Test
Driven Development in our subsequent research.
In the following sections, we present two approaches to this particular research.
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5.2.1 Defect Prediction
A defect is a common terminology for a fault in a program [Ma08]. However, in
our study, we simply identified defects to mean the defect workitem. Any work items that
were labelled as defect work item by the team is considered a defect.
Defect prediction is a research area that aims to answer the following questions
[ME98]: 1) Find metrics that are available in the early phase of software development
that are good defect predictors; 2) Develop models that can be used for defect prediction;
3) Evaluate the accuracy of the model; 4) Calculate the cost of utilizing the model in a
software organization. Defect prediction requires various kinds of knowledge repositories
that can be easily mined for obtaining the status of the project at a given point in time.
People have used fault databases, code repositories and feature request databases for their
defect prediction analysis based on code [ME98]. For example, some of the work done in
defect prediction includes [ME98, NB05, K93, OWB04, KAGNM96, ZN04]. Currently,
the estimation for these code-based predictors for defects has reported success rate of up
to 70% to 89% [NB05, ME98]. Nagappan also examined the rate of code churn on
Windows Server 2003 code and determined that it can predict with 89% success rate
where defects will be found.
Unlike these research projects, our aim is to find out whether there are attributes
present in the requirements specification, particularly stories, that can be used to trace to
the defects using stories and their relevant attributes. Our aim is not about deriving a
defect prediction model that can predict better than code-based models. We are simply
inspired by their research models and applied their methods to our research. As far as we
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know, defect prediction using requirements specification attributes available in stories
has not yet been attempted.

5.2.2 Network Analysis
The motivation behind network analysis is to understand the structure and
evolution of the relationship between entities. Part 1 of our research suggested that there
is a strong correlation between the number of stakeholders and the defects at the end,
which we will explain further in the subsequent Chapters. Therefore, for part 2 of our
research, we wanted to understand better the relationship between these people based on
the trail of artefacts that they left behind and their team organizations. Our main interest
in employing network analysis is to analyze the chronology of how the stories eventually
created defect work items and then discover which network attributes had the closest
network distance linking these two artefacts.
Many natural networks have a few nodes that have many more connections than
the average node has. Therefore, most real world networks emerge using the Power Law
[Ba02]. Network analysis can also be performed on software engineering artifacts.
Zimmermann et al. performed a network analysis on binaries of a single project [HH04].
Hassan et al. looked into research trends by performing network analysis on the reverse
engineering community [JSG+06]. Jacovi et al. identified sub-communities within the
CSCW research community using network analysis on published research papers in the
past CSCW conferences [S66]. The network of how people are related to each other
based on their team organizations and work items may provide better insights into
whether social networks contribute to the defects in some predictable ways.
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One of the important concepts in network analysis is the difference between ego
network and global network. An ego network is concerned with its immediate
neighbours. Each node in the network has an ego network. A node is often called “ego”
in network analysis [F07]. The global network looks at the entire nodes. We want to find
out which type of network is more relevant for the relationship between stories and
defects.

Figure 4: The nodes inside a large circle are the ego network for the node located in
the middle labelled as ego node. A global network refers to all the nodes in the
picture.

5.3 Case Study
We used the data large software development project from a company that we
will only identify as Company A for our analysis [CHRP03, CHS+03]. We obtained a
large repository of data that contained information on how Company A produced their
product. The repository has many variables that can be explored, which provides an
interesting case study for data mining. As mentioned, data mining is an exploratory
analysis. Our aim is to find out whether any interesting structures or patterns exist in the
given data that may provide insights into the relationship between requirements (stories)
and defects and whether such information is embedded in the repository produced by the
Jazz team.
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In the rest of the section, we will explain the Jazz tool Jazz is a development
environment produced by IBM to support collaboration on software development. The
Jazz system includes an integrated programming environment as well as communication
and project management tools [CHRP03]. Company A had a substantial repository of
development data that was created during their development project using Jazz. We data
mined their repository for our study. The data we extracted includes data from December
8, 2006 to June 26, 2008. 151 contributors (user accounts) exist in our data, but only 93
unique users were relevant to our study because others did not participate in the project
during our time frame in terms of work items that can be traced from stories. The active
users are anyone who were part of the development team and held a user account to
access the repository. The teams are distributed over 16 different sites, including the
United States, Canada and Europe. Seven of these sites were active in the development
and testing. The development project had 90 components.
Company A used the “Eclipse Way” methodology for their development
[CHRP03, CHS+03].. Each iteration consists of six weeks. A project management
committee sets up a goal for each iteration and breaks down the goal into features, called
work items. A work item represents an assignable and traceable task that can be
categorized into different subtypes, such as defect work items, story work items,
enhancement work items or retrospective work items. Each work item was then assigned
to a development team. In addition, each work item had a specific owner who tracked the
work item from the beginning to the end. However, many people could contribute to the
work item, such as contributing to its implementation, joining discussions and
subscribing to the work item to keep an eye on its progress. Developers who are only
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“subscribed” to a work item do not contribute to its implementation but they keep track
of its development because it might be relevant to their own work. Each work item
contains information about its time of creation, its time of completion and the person
assigned to deal with it. The team coordinates the implementation effort by commenting
on work items.
One of these work item types is Story. This is the work item that specifies a goal
(or a requirement). Another type of work item is Enhancement. When we mention a
story, we mean both Story and Enhancement work items. If a defect is found, a work item
of type Defect is created. Here is an example story.

Provide an integration option for the Visual Studio client:
Our current option for writing an SCM client is to use a combination of server
REST and command line tools. It turns out that the command line (CLI) is both too slow
and far from feature complete. In addition, calling the CLI and parsing stdout isn't an
option for providing a rich integration into another IDE. This story is about enhancing
the client side integration to allow:
- a rich and feature complete visual studio client or any other client written in Java or
another language.
- an integration which is as fast as the current RTC UI client.
- an integration architecture which ensures that feature X added in the RTC UI
can easily be leveraged in client Y.
- a CLI with feature parity with the RTC UI for improved command line usage
and scripting.
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In the case of a defect, the team goes through a short discussion phase to make
sure the work item is indeed a defect before it is assigned to a team member who will fix
the defect. If the work item is vague, the team members can ask questions for
clarification. The Jazz system allows work items to be linked to each other if they are
conceptually related. For instance, if a defect can be traced to a requirement, these two
work items can be linked. We use these links to determine if a defect is a requirementsrelated defect. i.e., for each individual requirement (work item), we measure the number
of linked defects. The developers may not have included all links, but our data size is
large enough to have significant results despite possible missing links.
In our research with the Jazz development data, defect refers to any work items
that are labeled as defects in the repository. Requirements-related defects are defect work
items that can be traced to a story work item. We noticed that 94% of the defects can be
traced to one or more of the story work items. The rest of the defects appeared without
any relationship to stories. In the Jazz repository, a story work item can be – and often is
– linked to several defect work items. The process of linking can lead to very complex
links of defect fixes. The Jazz system maintains these links as a part of the tool’s
functionality. What we are interested in is whether there are some overarching structures
or patterns that arise from these individual links between work items.
Developers report the relationship between work items because they think that
knowledge about the existence of other work items may help solve the problem. In other
words, the links between story work items and defect work items are based on human
understanding of the problem, not an automatic association generated by the code. In this
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sense, the linking between defects and story work items is different from linking of the
change sets to the bug reports or linking of bug reports to failed tests, which are
automatically generated by Jazz through code submissions. Because the linking of stories
to defect work items represents a human understanding of the problem, there is no
absolutely right or wrong way to interpret what the linking may mean other than that the
developers who were assigned to the task thought that they were relevant and important.
When individual developers make these links to help solve one’s own problem, it may
eventually emerge into a network of linked work items that may together have greater
meaning. In addition, there is no valid instrument to check whether these links are right
or wrong. These networks are different from networks that you would generate from code
dependencies or other code-based metrics, because the links are inherently based on
qualitative reasoning that came from each developer.
Once the work items are generated and assigned, the code must be submitted and
managed through Jazz. To coordinate the implementation integration, each team commits
their source code to their Stream. Streams allow each team to keep different versions of
components in order to make their implementation independent of other teams’ changes.
A continuous integration process takes place at a team level. Each team makes changes to
the code using Change Sets. Once the team has a stable version of source code within
their stream, they commit their work to the Project Integration Stream. A build can be
produced from each of these streams according to set periods of time. We combined all of
these workspaces and obtained the latest state of the code as well as the code history for
our analysis. The entire data, including work items, any file attachments, code base, all
of their history, is about 21.3 GB. The code base consists of 2.34 GB of data. Our
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extracted data includes data from December 8, 2006 to June 26, 2008 with a total of
2,860 story and enhancement work items and their 215,099 related defect work items.

5.4 Research Design
We modeled our research similar to [NB05, ZN08]. However, we looked
specifically at non-code attributes and considered the types of information that are
available at the requirements level. We used the Jazz web interface as well as Jazz Team
Concert (which are tools within Jazz) to extract data relevant for our analysis. Then we
built a script that calculates the metrics used in our investigation.
We present all the variables that we explored whether they had correlations or not.
Data mining is about exploration; thus, negative correlations are as interesting as positive
correlations. As mentioned previously, data mining is about discovering relationships.
We categorized our variables for the purpose of obtaining explanatory power, but the
results were originally obtained from an exploratory process.
For the purpose of presentation, we categorized the attributes into point and
aggregate variables. The point variables are attributes whose values can be obtained from
a single story. For example, a time estimation to implement a story is available from a
single story. The team may decide to change the time estimate at a later time if new
information becomes available but the estimation information is still available from one
story.
On the contrary, aggregate variables are values that are accumulated across
multiple work items. Therefore, it is not possible to obtain these values using only one
value from one story. For example, the number of related stories may change over time as
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new requirements are added to the project. Therefore, a story with only one related story
may have two or more related stories at a later point in time as additional requirements
are added to the project.
In our study, the dependent variable is the number of defects and the independent
variables are the point/aggregate variables that we are going to present below. We are
trying to map one-to-one relationships between each of these variables to the number of
defects. In other words, we are measuring whether these independent variables have an
influence over our dependent variable, the number of defects.

5.4.1 Point Variables
For the point variables, we have the following attributes for each story:
1) Time Estimates: The time estimates are developers’ estimation of how long a
story will take him/her to implement. Not all of the stories had time estimate information
available. Our assumption for data mining the time estimates is that some tacit knowledge
about the difficulty of the implementation may be reflected in the time estimates; some
structures or patterns may arise from the estimation trends. For example, stories that are
expected to take longer to implement may be more difficult (e.g. more complex or simply
more comprehensive), thus could be prone to more defects. Since we do not have code
complexity information at the requirements stage (as we stated that we designed our
research to only consider information available prior to coding), time estimates may
provide an alternate way of predicting the developers’ projection of the possible code
complexity.
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2) Priority: Priority is measured as “Unassigned”, “Low”, “Medium” or “High”.
This measurement is the stakeholders’ view of when the story should be implemented in
comparison to other stories. A story that is assigned a high priority should be
implemented before a story that is assigned a low priority.
3) Ownership: Each work item usually has an owner who makes sure that the
work item is finished. This is usually the person who finally signs off the work item as
resolved, although not always. We can interpret the correlation to mean that someone
who owns many work items may have better knowledge about the stories’ health because
he/she has an understanding of how different work items are integrated together. Or
he/she may have a better idea where defects come from, which may not be so obvious in
a large project. On the contrary, a person may get overwhelmed by many work items and
then make mistakes. Either a positive correlation or a negative correlation would confirm
that prediction can be made based on this variable. No correlation means the ownership is
a poor predictor for the possible number of defects.

5.4.2 Aggregate Variables
1) Number of Indirect Stakeholders for the Story: We define a stakeholder as
any user who had an account in the project repository. This includes developers, user
interface designers, requirements analysts, testers, project managers, etc. We define
indirect stakeholders as people who report defects but have not been involved in the
initial definition of the story. For example, a story work item has owner and people who
contribute to the discussions. If the related defect work item is reported by someone who
did not appear in the story discussion, this person is identified as the indirect stakeholder.
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If there is a positive correlation, it suggests that defects arise due to not recognizing the
true extent of the indirect stakeholders. It could also suggest that people did not realize
how the introduction of the new story will influence someone else’s work. A negative
correlation would suggest that having more indirect stakeholders actually leads to less
number of defects. If such a trend does appear, we may have to investigate more as to
why. No correlation would mean that this variable is not a good indicator for obtaining
defect predictions.

2) Number of Related Stories Based On Shared Defects: We identified those
defect work items that are linked to two or more story work items. We interpreted these
defects to mean that there were unexpected interactions between requirements. If there is
a positive correlation, there is strong support that defects arise due to unexpected
interactions between requirements or a larger network of interactions between work
items. If defect fixes require knowledge about other story work items, the person who
implements the fixes needs to consult with other team members. The need to be aware of
many work items could mean that there is more potential to change the behavior of
requirements that someone else wrote in an unintended way. If there is no correlation, it
suggests that story interactions do not provide a predictable trend that can be used for
defect prediction.
3) Story Creation Time in Relation to Defects: We decided to test whether
introducing a story at a later time (after some iterative code implementations) leads to
more defects. We measured the time when a story was introduced to the project and
measured the subsequent number of related defects. While introducing new stories later
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in the development stage does not directly measure requirements change, it does
represent a lack of such requirements information before they were introduced. Since
some implementation had already happened before these new stories are introduced to the
team, the developers may have designed code without the knowledge that such
requirements may be coming up in the future. Three possible scenarios could exist. First,
stories that were introduced earlier in the project could end up getting more related
defects as time progresses, because new requirements may undo the original
implementation. Second, the new stories could have a higher number of defects, because
the new implementation has conflicts with the older implementation. Or there may be no
correlation. Again, a correlation can provide some clues as to whether the “Story creation
time in relation to defects” provides trends for the purpose of predicting defects.

5.4.4 Null Hypothesis
The null hypothesis states that there is no correlation between any of the six
attributes suggested above and requirements-related defects. Literature suggests that a pvalue below 0.05 is considered to have high statistical significance [FPP98]. If the
statistical significance is below 5% [W71], we are going to suggest that the alternative
hypothesis, which is that there is a correlation between the selected attribute and the
occurrence of requirements-related defects, is supported. Based on our data, we cannot
absolutely prove the relationship between the attributes and the occurrence of
requirements-related defects, but it may suggest that there may be a strong relationship.
We are looking at the attributes individually without considering possible interactions
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between attributes. Therefore, we are going to perform the analysis on each attribute
separately.

5.4.5 Network Analysis
For Part II of our analyses, we look at the network patterns in our data based on
the attributes that show the highest correlations. These associations between work items
and people are drawn up into a large network graph. The purpose of the network analysis
is to provide explanatory patterns as to how attributes are related to each other. We
measured the following attributes for ego networks:
Size: The size is the number of nodes in the ego network. It includes nodes that
are one step away from the node, ni.
Two-step reach: The two-step reach measures the percentage of nodes that can be
reached in two directed steps from the node.
Brokerage: The brokerage is the number of times the node appears in other
nodes’ connection paths. The brokerage value would be high for a node that is connected
to many nodes, because it can play the role of a broker in connecting two unconnected
pairs. The measurement is obtained for each ego node.
Effective Size: The effective size is measured by the number of its neighbours
minus the average number of directed ties between these nodes. Let’s suppose there are
three nodes, n1, n2, n3, and n2 and n3 have a directed connection and n1 has a directed
connection to n2. The effective size for n1 is 2-1=1.
We measured the following attributes for the global networks.
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Degree Centrality: The degree centrality measures the number of dependencies
for each stakeholder. For ego networks, we measured In-Degree, Out-Degree and InOutDegree of a node. In-Degree measures the number of incoming connections to the node.
Out-Degree measures the number of outgoing connections to the other nodes. The InOutDegree is the sum of In-Degree and Out-Degree.
Betweenness Centrality: The betweenness centrality measures how many times
the node appears in the other nodes’ shortest paths calculations. First, we need to
calculate the probability index of communication paths between two nodes. If the
network offers more than one shortest paths between two nodes, nj and nk, then all of
them have the same probability to be chosen. Suppose one of these shortest paths contain
the node, ni and let gjk(ni) be the number of shortest paths linking nj and nk., then the
probability that ni is beween nj and nk is gjk(ci)/gjk. Then the betweenness centrality is
measured using the following formula:

∑g
C B (ci ) =

jk (ni ) / g jk

j <k

( g − 1)( g − 2)

, where

CB is the degree centrality and g is the number of nodes in the network.
Finally, we are interested in the team assignment of the stakeholders. Instead of
categorizing developers individually, we put them into teams. There are 90 project
components. Each component is assigned to a team. Each team has its own stream. A
stream is a workspace with a separate branch in the source repository. Each team
commits their code into their stream only. We wanted to see if dependent defects are
found by the members inside the team or members outside of the team.
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Percentage of People Outside of the Team: In the ego network, we want to find
out how many of these connections are with people outside of their team. If this value is
high, it denotes that requirements-related defects are mostly found when there is an
interaction with outside teams.
Associated Team Areas: A person is assigned to many team areas or none at all
depending on their job description. We want to know if a person assigned to many teams
and overseeing many projects could detect more requirements-related defects.

5.5 Result
In this section, we describe the results of the case study performed on a large
development project in Company A that used Jazz. Section 5.5.1 presents the correlation
analysis between the requirements attributes and the code attributes. Section 5.5.2
presents the regression analysis and section 5.5.3 presents the data splitting in order to
measure the ability to predict system defect density.

5.5.1 Correlation Analysis
We used Pearson correlation coefficient [FPP98] to verify the correlation between
the specified attributes and defect occurrences. Pearson correlation is preferred when we
are working with raw data. The closer a correlation value is to -1 or +1, the higher the
correlation between the two attributes: +1 means they are perfectly positive correlated
and -1 means they are perfectly negative correlated. A value of 0 indicates that the two
measures are uncorrelated.
The Pearson correlation values are shown in Table 3. We based our threshold on
Colton’s rule of thumb for interpreting the size of correlations, which is follows [C74]:
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Correlations from 0 to 0.25(or -0.25) indicate little or no relationship; those from
.025 to .50 (or -0.25 to -0.5) indicate a fair degree of relationship; those from 0.50 to
0.75 (or -0.50 to -0.75) a moderate to good relationship; and those greater than 0.75 (or
-0.75) a very good to excellent relationship.

While the correlation coefficient measures the strength of the relationship, the
significance measures the probability of an event occurring by chance only. The
significance is measured using a probability level denoted as p. A smaller p means that
the result is unlikely to be caused by pure chance. As defined in the research design
section, a p value that is smaller than 5% is considered significant for our research and
we will reject the null hypothesis [C74].
The result is presented in Table 3. To summarize, we observe that there is a strong
correlation relationship between the number of defects and the
•

Number of Indirect stakeholders

•

Number of Related Stories

The significance value for Story Creation Time in Relation to Defects is higher
than our threshold of 0.05; therefore, we cannot make any general conclusion about this
variable and it is eliminated from the candidate variable. However, the other variables
provide high significance values.
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In terms of Time Estimates, Priority and Ownership, our data shows that there is
clearly no relationship between these variables and the defects count. They all show high
statistical significance to support our observation. See Table 3.
Based on our result, the two variables in the aggregate variables category, the
Number of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number of Related Stories, both show high
correlations with the number of defects. The point variables all show no correlations with
the number of defects.
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Table 3: Correlation coefficient between the specified story attributes and the
number of defects
Attributes

Pearson

R2

coefficient

Significa

Mean

Variance

Std. Dev.

nce (p)

Std.
Err.

(r)
Time Estimates

-0.0222

0.001

<0.01*

1119.83

1,463,879.2

1209.91

110.91

Priority

0.0602

0.004

<0.01*

2.04

0.07

0.27

<0.01

Ownership

-0.0316

0.001

0.04*

772.86

1,302,499.28

1141.27

21.31

Number of

0.9048

0.819

<0.01*

5.36

37.56

6.13

0.11

0.7591

0.576

<0.01*

17.01

1,417.89

37.6

0.70

0.0144

0.001

0.22

332.41

22,465.18

149.88

2.8

Indirect
Stakeholders
Number of
Related Stories
Story Creation
Time in Relation
to Defects

*Significant at alpha=0.05 level
Table 4: Regression Analysis
Attributes

Regression Model

MMRE5

PRED6 (0.3)

0.30

0.27

0.76

0.37

0.20

0.87

Standard Error
of Estimate

Number of Indirect
y=
Stakeholders
Number of Related

x1.56
3.55

y=(0.009x +1.244)6

Stories

5

MMRE: Mean Magnitude of Relative Error
PRED(p) : Prediction at level p where p is a percentage. It refers to the number of cases in which the
estimates are within the p limit of the actual values, divided by the total number of case.
6
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5.5.2 Regression Analysis
The purpose of a regression analysis is to develop an equation of a line that best
fits most of the data points. The Standard Error of Estimate is calculated to check for the
discrepancy between the data and the regression model [W71]. This is the distance
between the actual data points and the regression line.
At this point, we narrowed down our analysis to the two variables that have
shown high correlation coefficients: the Number of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number
of Related Stories. Therefore, we performed the regression analysis for the two attributes
that show statistical significance and strong correlation.
Our analysis shows that a power regression and a polynomial regression fit our
data best as seen in Table 4. The number of indirect stakeholders has a good regression
model with a relatively small Standard Error of Estimate. The correlation analysis and the
regression analysis both confirm that there are indeed positive trends in the relationship
between these two variables and the number of defects that are beyond a random
occurrence of events. MMRE of <0.25 and PRED (0.3) of >0.75 are considered to be
highly acceptable model of accuracy [PK08]. The MMRE and PRED(0.3) in our analyses
are both in the range of highly acceptable numbers, which suggests that our regression
model can fit our data with good accuracy.

5.5.3 Data Splitting
Based on our analyses, the variables that show consistently high correlation with
the defects are the Number of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number of Related Stories.
Therefore, we used the data splitting technique on the Number of Indirect Stakeholders
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and the Number of Related Stories. Data splitting [NB05] is a technique to independently
assess the ability to predict from a population sample. We randomly select two thirds of
the stories (1906 stories) from a population to build the prediction model and then use the
remaining one third (954 stories) to verify the prediction accuracy. Then we find out
whether our variables still hold the prediction ability even with different training and
evaluation values.
Using the regression equation, we estimate the defect density for the remaining
third of the stories. Then we compare the estimated values with the actual values for the
remaining one third of the stories that were used for the evaluation. We ran the
correlation analysis between the estimated and actual values. A high positive correlation
coefficient means there is a positive relationship in the attributes being measured and the
estimated defect density.
All trials show consistent positive correlation and statistical significance as shown
in Table 5 and 6. The magnitude of the correlation provides the sensitivity of the
predictions. A higher correlation means the prediction has a higher sensitivity. The result
shows that the Number of Indirect Stakeholders is a very good predictor of defect density
and the Number of Related Stories is a moderate to good predictor.
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Table 5: Data Splitting Regression and Correlation Analysis for Number of Indirect
Stakeholders
R2

Trial #

Significance
(p)

Random 1

0.8248

<0.01*

Random 2

0.8102

<0.01*

Random 3

0.8199

<0.01*

*Significant at alpha7=0.05 level

Table 6: Data Splitting Regression and Correlation Analysis for Number of Related
Stories
R2

Trial #

Significance
(p)

Random 1

0.5432

<0.01*

Random 2

0.5628

<0.01*

Random 3

0.6294

<0.01*

*Significant at alpha=0.05 level

5.5.4 Networks of People and Stories
The result so far suggests that the two variables, the number of indirect
stakeholders and the number of related stories, can predict the number of defects very
well. From a statistical perspective, it suggests that these two variables are good
predictors of the number of defects. The next question is how these two variables relate to
the number of defects and provide some characteristics about their relationships. To

7

Coefficient alpha is the probability that you will wrongly reject the null hypothesis. It is also referred to as
a false positive.
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evaluate the nature of their relationships between the stakeholders and stories, we
analyzed how each person (stakeholder) is linked to stories. Two people are linked on a
network if they both share some work for the same story. Table 7 shows the statistical
analysis of how these values relate in terms of the network measures.
As shown in Table 7, size, two-step reach, brokerage and effective size are
showing high correlation. Table 7 also shows that the betweenness measure shows very
high correlation, but the degree centrality measure does not. What this means is that the
person who can explain the most number of related stories using the smallest number of
related stories (in other words, shortest path between stories networks) is the most
important person, not the person who is linked to the most number of stories. Finally, the
Percentage of People Outside of the Team and Associated Team Area show moderately
positive correlations. It means that there are some reasonable trends that defects are
discovered by people outside of the immediate core team and more likely to be detected
by people who are working on multiple teams.
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Table 7: Correlation Analysis on the Network Measures for Stakeholders and
Related Stories
Measures

Pearson

Significance

Coefficient

(p)

(r)
Size

0.9182

<0.01

Two-Step Reach

0.9367

<0.01

Brokerage

0.9096

<0.01

In Degree Cent.

0.4356

<0.01

Out Degree Cent.

0.26625

<0.01

InOut Degree C.

0.2617

<0.01

Betweenness

0.5130

<0.01

Effective Size

0.9182

<0.01

%Outside Team

0.6775

<0.01

Associated Team

0.5475

<0.01

5.5 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the results of our analyses. We have shown through our
analyses that the Number of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number of Related Stories can
predict the trends in the number of defects. In addition, we have shown that stakeholders
and stories are related in terms of size, two-step reach, brokerage, effective size and
betweenness centrality. In addition, we have also discovered that people outside of the
core team may find more defects (than the original team members) as well as people who
participate in the development of more than one component.
The other attributes, such as time estimation, priority and ownership, did not show
that they were good predictors for the number of defects. The “Story Creation Time in
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Relation to Defects” did not meet the significance threshold; thus, this value is
inconclusive. However, what is important from our findings is that trends for the number
of defects can be predicted from requirements attributes. In this section, we are going to
discuss the implication of our findings in terms of what this could mean for defect
prevention.

5.5.6 Indirect Stakeholders and Related Stories
The two attributes that show very high correlations with the number of defects are
the Number of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number of Related Stories. Both of these
numbers are quantitative; therefore, they can be measured at any given point in time.
However, both of these are aggregate variables, which mean these values cannot be
measured alone or only at one point in time. Rather, they grow and change as more
stories and people are added to the project.
The findings can be interpreted in many ways. Our result suggests that the
interaction of people really matter in explaining the number of defects. There is no doubt
that people are important in requirements engineering. Cheng and Atlee states that
“successful RE involves understanding the needs of users, customers and other
stakeholders; understanding the context in which the to-be-developed software will be
used; negotiating and documenting stakeholders’ requirements and validating that the
documented requirements match the negotiated requirements” [MR96]. This definition
emphasizes that there are a lot of human social activities involved in RE, such as
identifying the needs and negotiating for agreements.
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Other literature suggests the importance of stakeholders by proposing various
methods which are designed to reduce conflict between ideas of different stakeholders.
They include group elicitation techniques, such as brainstorming [D92], prototyping
when dealing with a great deal of uncertainty [SRP07], cognitive techniques, such as
think aloud [SRP07], card sorting [S01, S04] and contextual techniques, such as
ethnographic studies [SRP07]. The study confirms existing knowledge that there are
relationships between stakeholders, stories and requirements-related defects.
Our analysis suggests that we need more studies in identifying and understanding
the stakeholders on how they communicate and how they are involved in the teams.

5.5.7 Network Analysis
The second part of the analyses is to find out how these two variables, the
Number of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number of Related Stories relate to each other.
To understand the characteristics of their relationship, we measured 10 network
attributes. As shown in Table 7, four attributes show very high positive correlations and
three attributes show moderately positive correlations. Other attributes do not show any
correlation.
First, the ego network values all show very high correlation values. This suggests
that one’s own knowledge about the people who are working on the related stories is very
important in predicting the number of defects. If a person is working on a story that
associates a lot of people, then it is likely that this story is also related to many defects. It
shows the need for developers to find people who are working on similar or related
stories in the team as early in the development as possible.
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A person may be assigned to multiple team areas depending on their functional
specializations or their breadth of knowledge. Our result suggests that most of the defects
are discovered by people who did not belong to the same team as the person who created
the story. A moderately positive trend shows that defects are sometimes discovered by
people outside of the team. Finally, we measured the total number of teams represented
per stories. Our result moderately supports the proposal that a component with people
from many different teams do end up with more defects.

5.5.8 Predictability
The result does confirm our hypothesis. There are requirements attributes that
have strong correlations with the number of defects. Even at the requirements stage, the
number of indirect stakeholders plays a crucial role in the defects count. Making sure that
everyone knows how changes will impact their part of the work may be important.

5.6 Threats to Validity
In this section, we discuss the validity of our findings with respect to internal and
external validity.
For conclusion validity, we have shown that our result has very high statistical
correlations. We are not arguing for multivariate statistical significance of our result.
Each attribute is measured independently from other attributes. We are only working with
one project, so there is no risk of random heterogeneity of subjects. It also means that the
statements are valid for the project under study, but we cannot generalize our result to all
projects without further studies.
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We assumed that the team members in the project made their best effort to link
the defects to the requirements and documented all of their effort. However, human error
may have led to excluding some defects because the developers may not have linked the
defects to the requirements. However, we believe that the data is sufficiently large
enough to warrant statistical analysis of our result. We also assume that everyone in the
team consistently used the repository to communicate and record their development
progress.
For construct validity, we made considerable effort to discuss the limitations of
our attributes and any assumptions we made to obtain the measurement. We measured
multiple attributes in both point and aggregate categories. There is no participants’ bias
toward the research by the people who participated in the project, because the data
represents their normal development progress, rather than a response to a research study.
The selection of measurements was based on a literature survey as well as on what was
available in the data set.
Depending on when a feature was developed, some data might not be available.
Before the concept of Story work item was introduced, Jazz was already keeping track of
some defects. We ignored these defects from our analysis if they did not relate back to
one of the Stories or Enhancements. However, 94% of the defects are accounted for
through the relationship between Stories and Enhancements. In terms of the population
selection, our data had 93 unique contributors, which is large enough to account for any
natural variation in human performance.
One of the threats to internal validity is the interpretation of the causal influence.
Based on our analysis, we can state that there is a strong correlation between the Number
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of Indirect Stakeholders and the Number of Related Stories to the number of defects, but
we cannot suggest that these attributes can cause defects. In addition, defect prediction
using knowledge, code, or defect repository does not show any social dynamics that may
exist in the team under study. There may be other social factors that are invisible from the
knowledge repository that may account for the numbers.
For the external validity, the study was performed on a single, large development
project. Therefore, there is a risk of single group threats, which applies when the result
looks at a single group. More empirical studies are needed to generalize our result. The
size of the code base and the development organization are at a much larger scale than
many commercial products. Therefore, it may be that smaller projects may not show
similar trends. We also cannot generalize our results to software using other languages or
platforms. More replication studies are needed for other types of development projects.
Our data spans almost 1.5 years of development work. The time scale is large
enough to compensate for any unusual events that may skew the result. If there were any
special events that may have influenced the result, it is unlikely to have contributed to a
significant deviation of our data.
Finally, Type I error occurs “when a statistical test has indicated a pattern or
relationship even if there actually is no real pattern” [BSL99]. Type 2 error occurs “when
a statistical test has not indicated a pattern or relationship even if there is a real pattern”
[BSL99]. Our use of statistics was to support data mining. As such, an entire population
was used as discussed in the introduction section. Type I and Type II errors become a
concern if a random selection of samples were used from our population. Because we
used the entire population from our data, arriving at a wrong conclusion based on random
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selection of samples does not exist in our case study. We also supported our result using
data splitting.
Basili et al. stated that drawing a conclusion from one empirical study in software
engineering is very difficult, because any number of context variables could have
influenced the result [BSL99]. For this reason, we cannot assume that results from this
project can be generalized beyond a similar project. One criticism of empirical studies is
that the result may seem obvious after the fact, but this is a misguided belief as some
important facts were discovered and/or reconfirmed through the evidence collected.
Furthermore, we need to perform more empirical research and replication studies if we
are to gain a better understanding of software development practices.
A correlation analysis cannot define the causality of the relationship without
further experiments. Therefore, we invite other researchers to validate our results with
additional project data. Our empirical study can contribute towards a better understanding
about collecting measurable attributes for controlling and monitoring requirementsrelated defects. We also discovered that data collected by tools, such as Jazz, can provide
a good basis to point to potential requirements defects and can rationalize decisions on
where to spend inspection and testing effort.

5.7 Summary
Our study suggests that the number of related stories and the number of indirect
stakeholders are very important in the relationship between stories and defects. In
addition, we discovered that one’s own knowledge of who works on what work items that
is immediately related to one’s own work is more important than one’s breadth of
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knowledge on what the entire team is doing. Our study suggests that we may need to look
further into how people communicate between team members, especially on one’s
knowledge about who is working on what. What the result suggests is that perhaps story
tests are best at making these two attributes much more noticeable throughout the
development progress. If story testing try to minimize defects at the end by linking
stories, code and the tests, perhaps it is trying to solve the complexity of discovering
related stories and identifying indirect stakeholders as early as it can. The other attributes
did not have any correlation when linked them to stories and defects. This particular
study is only meant to provide insights and not to be used as a definite answer to the
overall research question that we are trying to solve.
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CHAPTER 6: A CASE STUDY OF SUCCESSFUL PRACTICE
Chapter Overview
Study 1: Explore
Study 2: Traceability
Study 3: Successful
Application of STDD

Problem: Why do people
practice Story Test
Driven Development?
Objective:
Investigate the
traceability
from stories to
defects

Study 4: Failed
Application of STDD

Study: Production
Accounting Software
Development Team
Outcome: STDD is used
to communicate domain
knowledge; Use the
formats of the domain for
writing the story tests

6.1 Problem Statement8
We wanted to find an Agile team that believes that they absolutely cannot work
without Story Test Driven Development and also successfully adopted and practiced
Story Test Driven Development for the project. We need to discover aspects about the
team and the project that are fundamentally different enough that simply introducing a
tool such as Jazz cannot replace Story Test Driven Development. By observing their
project and the team, we want to find out why they stuck to Story Test Driven
Development even though others did not.
This Chapter describes the case study done on a company that practiced Story
Test Driven Development successfully. We define successful adoption to mean that Story
Test Driven Development is an integral part of their development process and the

8

This Chapter appeared in the following paper: Park, S., Maurer, F., Communicating Requirements
Domain Knowledge in Executable Acceptance Test Driven Development, Proc. 10th International
Conference on Agile Processes and eXtreme Programming, Pula, Sardinia, Italy, pp. 23-32. The copyright
release form is attached in Appendix II.
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company practiced Story Test Driven Development for the entire duration of their
development project. Moreover, the team embraces Story Test Driven Development as an
integral part of their development process. We analyzed our observation about the team
and interpreted what aspect of Story Test Driven Development was the key to their
success. In doing so, we can find real benefits and real issues involved in practicing Story
Test Driven Development.

6.2 Research Design
In this section, we describe our research methodology and our research design.
Human factors are difficult to measure because it is impossible to measure the software
engineering process independently of the practitioners. When we investigate a real-life
software development project, we can’t always measure, control or identify all of the
factors that influence the development process [RPT+08]. Therefore, to facilitate our
qualitative research in such settings, we decided to leverage a case study research strategy,
Our case study is done at a local company, which we will refer in the dissertation as
company C. While we were collaborating with company C for an extended period of time
[Y03], the fieldwork for the current study was done over two additional days during
which we conducted in depth interviews with members of the company C team. Our
results are based on newly collected data as well as insights from previous collaboration.
The new data represents over four years of development practice. We interviewed three
additional software developers and one project manager for detailed data collection. In
addition, we interacted with five additional software developers to corroborate our
findings. We did not record the interviews, because recording the interviews was seen as
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to be too intrusive in the company environment. However, any interesting remarks made
by the developers were carefully written down during the interviews along with any
observation we made. The length of the interview varied greatly depending on how much
information the developers were providing for our research. We also participated in one
daily scrum meeting and observed three other daily scrum meetings. Our empirical data
also includes direct observation of a developer who was engaged in a debugging process
of a failing story test, which lasted about one hour. We wanted to understand how story
tests were used to fix the failing code.
Our analysis of the collected data involved open coding and code categorization
using our field notes [GM07]. During open coding, we identified a set of codes that could
provide most insights into the data from our field notes. Then we categorized the codes to
determine the relationships among the identified codes and a list of themes was generated.

6.3 The PAS Project
A case study assumes that contextual condition is important in the phenomenon
under study. Therefore, in this section, we are going to briefly describe the PAS
development project. PAS is production accounting software for the petroleum industry.
The purpose of oil and gas production accounting software is to keep track of oil and gas
production and calculate various capital interests invested in the oil and gas wells.
Company C already had an existing production accounting software called Triangle, but
the system needed to be rewritten due to the obsolescence of technologies used for its
development.
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The PAS project was sponsored by four of the largest oil and gas companies in
Canada. An oil and gas production accounting system is an extremely critical software
system for oil and gas exploration companies, because engineers and production
accountants not only have to keep track of their oil and gas productions, but they need to
be able to calculate tax and various interests9 being represented in their oil and gas wells.
Because each country and province has their own unique set of regulations on tax and
interest calculations, it is important for the oil and gas companies to use software that
reflects the regulations for the political jurisdiction where the well exists. The
engineering and accounting knowledge involved in the petroleum industry in order to
build PAS is so complex that it is absolutely impossible to build the software without
having someone with the expertise who can lay out the information properly to the
software developers. While all software development requires business domain experts,
the problem with PAS is that production accountants need years of training before they
understand the domain. The knowledge is not easy to be picked up by developers on the
side. The team also needs someone who can keep track of the changing set of government
regulations in the oil and gas industry.
The number of software developers in PAS project fluctuated over the last four
years of its development; therefore, the amount of knowledge about the project
development within the team fluctuated. At the time of the fieldwork, PAS is already
deployed and operational in the client’s work environment. Our contacts in the company
told us that there are about 80 software developers, testers and clerks at the time of the

9

Interest: how costs and revenues are shared by stakeholders
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fieldwork. For an Agile development team, it is quite a large team. The team is split up
into several subteams (one for each major component).
The development area is a large open space. Each subteam had, what they called,
a SPOC (Single point of contact) and an SME (subject matter expert). A SPOC
communicates the progress of the team and addresses any concerns that other teams
might have on the component they are building. The SME is the person who has the
domain expertise to define the requirements, answer any domain-related questions from
the developers and test the end products to ensure that the requirements were correctly
understood and implemented by the developers.
Each subteam had 2 to 8 developers and they stay as a team only for the duration
of building the specific business component. Each team holds a daily scrum meeting in
the morning. Due to the size of the team, each team had separate scrum meetings and
each team sent a team representative to inter-team daily scrum meetings. In addition, they
kept track of bug lists using Jira [Ji11]. There were 927 ‘GUI Smoketests’ that test the
user interface layer, 93 report regression tests and numerous unit tests and other types of
tests that we did not look into carefully for this research.

6.4 Observation
In this section, we present our observations by describing the company C’s story
test-driven development process. We first describe our observation and then we
summarize the implications of our findings.
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6.3.1 Choose the Requirements Specification Tool from the Customer’s Domain
The requirements specification is defined using the language and formats of the
business domain. This can reduce the extra overhead of learning the specification tool by
the domain experts (customer representatives). Our case study shows that the domain
experts chose Microsoft Excel as their requirements specification tool, which is a
standard tool for communicating production accounting data in the oil and gas industry.
The standards for the data formatting are regulated by the provincial energy regulatory
boards [ER11] and production accountants generally use Microsoft Excel to facilitate
their business communication. Although production accountants are not required to use
Microsoft Excel, it is a common practice to do so in the oil and gas industry.
Microsoft Excel became a preferred tool for requirements specification, because
Excel was familiar to the domain experts. Excel has features such as Visual Basic macro
programming and pivot tables. The domain experts understood and used these Microsoft
Excel features proficiently. A story test file has 12 macros, which are used to create these
table templates and help with the test automation process.
One Excel file contained many requirements and the developers considered one
Excel file as one story test. Each story test is composed of many calculation worksheets,
which are represented using Excel worksheets. Each worksheet can contain 20 to 650
rows of test data and about 3 to 30 columns. Each row can return more than one expected
output result.
There are a total of 17 business components in the PAS project. Each business
component had multiple story tests and each story tests had multiple worksheets (or the
developers called them ‘views’). There are a total of 321 story tests for the PAS project.
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The domain experts were able to write and maintain these tests whenever a feature is
added or changed in the software.
The use of Excel was motivated by the ease of transferring and codifying the
domain knowledge via this medium by the domain experts, especially because Excel is
the conventional tool in the business domain. It is easier to codify tacit knowledge to
explicit knowledge if the tool is already utilized to facilitate communication in the
customer’s domain. In addition, (1) domain experts who are familiar with the
specification tool are more likely to create and maintain story tests for the developers and
(2) the tool can communicate the domain knowledge best because it can represent the
domain data appropriately. What makes Microsoft Excel interesting is that this tool is
universally well known and easy to learn by both the customers and developers. Finding
a common tool that can be used and understood by business experts as well as the
development team is a crucial and important condition for a successful STDD process.
Excel not only allowed the production accountants to leverage their existing computer
skills for writing the requirements, but it also provided the contents in a form that
developers can easily turn into story tests.

6.3.2 Communicating the Business Domain Knowledge
In this section, we are going to analyze the kind of knowledge their story tests are
conveying to the developers. Table 8 shows only a very small snapshot of a large story
test that has 644 rows and 14 columns, which is a typical example set of scenarios
required to test for real-life production accounting. Table 8 is testing for a contract
allocation. The last three columns show the sum of the expected share of the energy for
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everyone who has a stake in the reserves profit. We found that most of the tests are
transaction style calculations. Generally the tests identify where (a physical entity such as
reserves or a facility), who the transaction is for, what values should be assigned and
optionally when the transaction occurs. The format is typical of any production
accounting spreadsheets. The test data is created by the domain experts using similar
production data, but the data is so realistic that it could be the real production accounting
data.
In the following paragraph, we will explain how this table is used as story tests.
These spreadsheets are test values. Therefore, the spreadsheet may serve many stories
and it may contain many features that will be developed in software. Therefore, there is
no one-to-one relationship between stories and these examples. Like Fit tables, the
spreadsheet shows the input values and output values. It also contains formulas on how
these numbers are derived.
Therefore, for example, if the developer needs to write a function that produces
“Sum of PRICE”, he would refer to this spreadsheet example, analyze how the inputs are
translated into the final output value. The developer would then write the automated story
tests that extracts input and output values out of the spreadsheet automatically. Much like
Test Driven Development, he needs to setup the test fixtures before he writes the code.
After he writes the actual code, he would test his code against the story test that he wrote
before. The customers are told how to to execute these story tests. Because the values are
automatically extracted from the spreadsheet, the customers can now change the values in
the spreadsheet to test whether the code written by the developer produces the right
results even with different numbers.
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Table 8: An Example Snapshot of Story Test Definition
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Figure 5: A diagram explaining the business process involved in a battery facility

The domain experts also provided workflow diagrams that are not executable, but
they complement the executable specification. They were designed to inform the
developers about the business workflow for the story test. Figure 5 shows a workflow
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diagram of a battery facility10. Our analysis shows that the domain experts need to
provide two types of documents: testable requirements specifications and an overview
document to put the specification into context. The overview document can be used by
the developers to point at something to ask for more information about the domain.

Making the Requirements Specification Executable
The testing framework is based on Excel, Ruby and JUnit. Ruby is used to
automate the user interface layer testing. JUnit is used to execute the script file and to
compare the test output values. Executing one story test can take up to 1 hour or more,
because it simulates real-life production data and calculations and it runs against the UI
layer. A production data file contains months or even years of production data. The
largest Excel file is about 32 megabytes in size.
Scenario Stats
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Figure 6: A time-series graph showing the percentage of story tests succeeding at the
end of each sprint. 0% success rate was due to a test automation problem at the time
rather than any serious software malfunction.

10

Battery facility: a plant where raw petroleum is separated into different types of hydrocarbons
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Figure 6 shows a time-series analysis graph of percentages of succeeding story tests
captured at the end of each sprint. Notice that over time, the developers became much
more conscience about passing the story tests. But we cannot make a definite conclusion
about the quality of the software from the graph.
We wanted to get a better understanding whether the graph reflected the amount
of domain knowledge that was transferred to the developers. To do so, we asked
developers to explain what happened in the development stage by looking at some of
these points in the graphs. We asked the developers to explain specific parts of the story
test that were failing. They explained it in terms of how they can fix the problem
technically, but they could not explain the domain knowledge behind these tests by
putting it into context of the industry. However, they knew enough to explain why the
test would fail for the specific story test that they worked on. Based on our interview data,
we can assume that the team’s understanding of the business domain is fragmented across
many developers. It also meant the story tests provide enough information for the
developers to implement the code even if they have limited understanding about the
domain in which it will be used. The regression tests using story tests were important
because they highlighted this knowledge gap among the developers. Different teams were
responsible for developing different parts of the workflow process. Therefore, these story
tests made the knowledge gap transparent to everyone, because it allows them to measure
what story tests they understood and passed. More importantly, it allowed them to
identify who they should talk to for specific story tests (requirements and domain
knowledge). Therefore, they knew who and when to seek out help when these tests failed.
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Unlike unit tests, failure in story tests meant they misunderstood domain knowledge, thus
it signalled possible problems in delivering business value to the customer.
They did not need in-depth production accounting training to fix the software
problem, because executable acceptance tests usually gave enough information to
identify the problematic code and also provided the expected answer. However, a more
in-depth empirical study is required to understand the developer’s cognitive processes
involved in going from failing executable acceptance tests to fixing the code.

6.5 Discussion
We discovered that the purpose of having story tests is to communicate the
domain knowledge to the software developers that are pertinent in understanding the
software requirements. The story tests were a feedback system for the developers to
confirm their understanding about the requirements and the business domain. Previous
research also validates our finding [M07, MMC06]. More than any other types of
development artifacts, story tests are utilized to fill the knowledge gap between the
domain experts and the software developers. The failing tests from the automated
regression tests are a good starting point for developers to question their understanding
about the domain. Without such feedback system, the developers would not know how to
validate their understanding about the requirements. However, no one previously looked
at how specific types of domain knowledge are written in executable acceptance tests.
The medium used for acceptance test specification is important for an successful
STDD process. Previous papers found that tools are important [MMC06]. However, we
discovered that tools are important for the domain experts more than the developers. The
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team discovered that production accounting knowledge is very well organized using
Microsoft Excel. We hypothesize that Microsoft Excel made the test specification easier
for the domain experts. By giving more power to the domain experts, the developers were
able to gain valuable acceptance tests that became critical artifacts for their success. We
believe that directly utilizing the language and formalism of the business domain (instead
of development oriented languages and formalisms) will improve communication
between the business side and the development side of a software project.
We also discovered that the context is also important. First, we discovered that the
acceptance tests not only provided testable example data, but we also need to provide
overview documentation about the domain knowledge and business workflow diagrams.
The extra information helped communicate the necessary domain knowledge needed to
understand the acceptance test specifications.

6.6 Threats to Validity
For external validity, we believe our case study can be generalized to very large
software development projects where the software developers do not have complete
understanding of the domain knowledge. However, our case study only supports
transactional style domain data. For threats to internal validity, the observation was
collected and analyzed by the author of the thesis, which may have introduced some
unintended bias. Our interview data also mostly reflect the perspectives of the developers.
To ensure construct validity, we performed a detailed inspection of the tool and the
requirements. We are confident about our findings, because our observation and test data
represents over four years of development practice.
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6.7 Summary
Our study shows that the main reason for the success of Story Test Driven
Development is to communicate domain knowledge that is pertinent in understanding the
software requirements. Knowledge held by the domain experts was not something that
developers can easily learn through simple questions and answers with customers. It is
also not something that can easily be communicated with simple stories. The story tests
were part of a learning tool for the developers. The story tests were important in making
sure that the software developers understood all of the different scenarios that exist, so
they can implement domain knowledge into software functionalities. The automation of
the story tests against the code was to make sure that no other developers broke the
existing functionalities and end up returning different results. Not all of the developers
need to become experts in production accounting to build software for production
accounting. However, all of the developers must ensure that the story tests were passing
after their implementation was added. Even if they do not know all of domain knowledge
in other aspects of the software, passing the entire story tests meant that they know their
code did not mistakenly negatively impact any other parts of the code. The story tests
were an important backbone of communicating the correct domain knowledge to the
developers without too much training cost. Therefore, we believe the key aspect that
Story Test Driven Development actually serves in Agile context is communicating the
domain knowledge to the developers.
In addition, what worked so well for this team was that the domain experts used
the tools that they were familiar with – Microsoft Excel. The customers did not have to
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learn a new tool or worry about the test automations. The developers were the ones who
figured out how to extract data from the examples that were provided by the domain
experts and automated them for their development needs. Therefore, there is no
additional overhead for the customers to participate in the Story Test Driven
Development. Based on this research, we propose example-driven story testing – using
the examples of the domain for story testing for the purpose of teaching, communicating
and learning about the domain specific knowledge. In the next Chapter, we explore the
obstacles in eliciting examples from the customers.
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CHAPTER 7: WHAT IS THE BIGGEST OBSTACLE? A CASE STUDY
Chapter Overview

Problem: Why do people
practice Story Test
Driven Development?

Study 1: Explore
Study 2: Traceability
Study 3: Successful
Application of STDD
Study 4: Failed
Application of STDD

Objective:
Investigate the
factors that
lead to
adoption failure
of Story Test
Driven
Development

Study: Economic
Reserve Analysis
Software Development
Team
Outcome: STDD requires
a community of story test
contributors and personal
motivations

7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 6, we discovered that Story Test Driven Development is particularly
useful for communicating domain knowledge between customers (domain experts) and
the developers. The automated testing aspect of the story tests allows developers to
implicitly learn and directly test their knowledge about their understanding of the domain
knowledge and find out how it is implemented in software. Story tests were not a quality
assurance tool, but a validation tool about how domain knowledge should be
implemented in software. Especially in a large software team such as the team in Chapter
6, the automated story tests are a vital part of validating everyone’s implementation.
We also discovered that using the tools and formats of the domain is important in
their success. Knowledge transfer is something that no other Agile techniques can replace
and it is a purpose that only example-driven story testing can fulfill. Story Tests are used
particularly for the purpose of transferring and communicating domain knowledge to the
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team members. As mentioned in Chapter 6, we call this use of Story Test Driven
Development “Example Driven Story Testing”. However, could a team also encounter a
problem with example driven story testing? If so, what could it be?
In the following, we present a case study of a team that also used Example-driven
Story Test Driven Development in a very similar way as the team in Chapter 6, but
STDD did not work out for the team. The team in this Chapter is also building software
that is similar to the team in Chapter 6, but the team is much smaller. The organizational
arrangement is different than the team in Chapter 6. The team also brings interesting
insights into the way Example-based Story Test Driven Development works, because it
allows the researcher to see the problems better than only examining successful cases. As
mentioned in Chapter 6, we cannot make any definite conclusion based on one case study,
but a single case study can provide very rich insights into the problem under study. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, qualitative research is not always about finding the definite laws
of the universe, but to provide insights into the phenomenon under study. The case study
in Chapter 7 is presented for a comparison purpose in order to gather more rich evidence
about Example-driven story testing.

7.2 Background
This section describes the background of the team and the project that we used for
our case study. The purpose of this section is to provide the context in which the case
study is done. A case study assumes that contextual condition is important in the
phenomenon under study. Therefore, in this section, we are going to briefly describe their
software development project.
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This case study is done at a small local software company that is building
software for oil and gas industry. The case study was done in March 2008. Unlike the
team in Chapter 6, the company and the employees want to stay anonymous for our
research, especially considering this is a failed attempt. Software they were building was
petroleum reserves economic risk analysis software. Their practice of Story Test Driven
Development came to an abrupt end due to personnel shifts and unforeseen
reorganization of the company. We will explain further in the chapter, but their main
reason for the failure is the lack of ownership and the lack of community of story tests
contributors. However, they were able to practice Story Test Driven Development for
roughly about 6 months (although the project lasted two or three years) and this case
study covers their practice during that short time period.
At the end, we interviewed the team to gather their retrospectives on the project.
We recorded the interviews and any interesting remarks made by the developers were
carefully written down during the interviews along with any observation we made. Each
interview lasted about 2 hours. Our analysis of the collected data involved open coding
and code categorization using our field notes [SC98]11. During open coding, we identified
a set of codes that could provide most insights into the data from our field notes. Then we
categorized the codes to determine the relationships among the identified codes and a list
of themes was generated.
Their software is economic risk analysis software for petroleum reserves. The
purpose of economic risk analysis software is to analyze whether development of chosen

11

The two transcripts that were recorded and transcribed are available in the Appendix III in verbatim for
the examination purposes only as well as their codes. In accordance with the conditions of the ethics
approval, the transcripts are not included in the final version of the dissertation to protect the privacy of the
people we interviewed.
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reserve is economical enough to purchase, drill or extract oil and gas from either proven
or unproven reserves. Unlike the team in Chapter 6, the software they were building is
interested in future viability of a well rather than accounting what is already produced.
Their software allows the engineers to predict how profitable the reserves will become
given production rates and capital interests to make the reserve active. Software may also
be used for the purpose of predicting profitable reserves for the exploration purposes as
well. Much like the case study in Chapter 6, this company also has an existing product
that is already being licensed to their clients. However, the team was trying to add
additional experimental functionalities to enhance the prediction capability of their
software.
The team that practiced Story Test Driven Development was a five-member subteam within the organization with about 30+ members (although the original team was
three people). The company was not practicing Agile methodologies and the management
did not believe in its usefulness. However, this particular sub-team was practicing Agile
methodologies within their team and was trying to spread its usage to the rest of the
company. Therefore, the main difference between the team in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 is
that the team in Chapter 7 is also battling the overall Agile adoption as well.
The developers did not know about Story Test Driven Development (or any of the
many other names it is called), because they did not know about its existence. They felt
that this was uniquely their invention. However, their invention was remarkably similar to
how the team in Chapter 6 was practicing, which is why this particular team made an
interesting case study. We did not tell them about the existence of story testing in order to
not interfere with their view of how the team should practice their version of story testing.
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An economic prediction software is an extremely critical software system for oil
and gas exploration companies, because engineers not only need to keep track of their
past production rate, but also use them in conjunction with financial data, government tax
rates and other various capital interests12 that are reflected on the particular reserves. In
addition, because each country and province has their own unique set of regulations on
tax and interest calculations, it is important for the oil and gas companies to use software
that reflects the regulations for the political jurisdiction where the well exists. The
amount of engineering and financial knowledge involved in the petroleum industry in
order to build economic risk analysis software is so complex that it is absolutely
impossible to build such software without having someone with the expertise who can lay
out the information properly to the software developers. While all software development
requires business domain experts, the problem with economic reserves is that developers
would need years of training before they understand the domain. Like the project in
Chapter 6, the knowledge is not easy to be picked up by developers on the side. The team
also needs someone who can keep track of the changing set of government regulations,
the latest news on oil and gas plays13 and production rates of nearby reserves.
The team under study is made up of four developers and one project manager.
This particular organization put their employees into teams based on their job
functionalities. For example, developers all belong to the developer team and the project
managers belong to the project manager team. These developers and project managers are
assigned to the project only for the duration of a particular assignment and then they are
broken up again. Therefore, the five member team is only going to work together for the

12
13

Interest: how costs and revenues are shared by stakeholders
Buying and selling of reserves
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duration of their project. The project manager may even have to manage multiple projects
at a time if they were lacking project managers and even share the responsibilities with
someone else. It is also possible that the project manager may be reassigned to another
project in the middle of the project. Based on the interviews, it did not seem like the
project managers had much say in what project they want to work on. The developers,
however, usually stayed with their project until it is finished or abandoned. One
developer mentioned how he was happy to be assigned to work with a particular person,
but regretted that he could not work with the person again in the next assignment. It also
meant there is a testing team where the project gets transferred to after the development is
done.
The domain knowledge would have to come from the business analyst team
(sometimes also called Project champions but developers and project managers used
different terminologies for them) or the project manager team depending on who had the
expert knowledge. It is often just a guess as to who may have the domain knowledge, but
usually the developers knew who would have the domain knowledge (or even have
preferences on who was better). But generally, the team can only get one business analyst.
Not every business analysts and project managers were hired with the domain knowledge.
Therefore, one developer mentioned if they were assigned a project manager without the
domain knowledge, it was really painful to work together. In addition, they had to find
the domain experts outside of the project team. The developers mentioned that asking
someone for their knowledge was not always an easy request, because these people may
be juggling multiple projects. If the project is not assigned to an analysts’ list of projects
to manage and analyze, the requests do not always get handled efficiently. Project
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managers sometimes fulfilled the role of analysts, but analysts did not manage projects.
In addition, if the person is managing multiple projects, projects that are not high on their
priority list may fall short of help. In situations where the right kind of domain experts is
not assigned to their projects, they mentioned that asking the knowledge from the fellow
developers may be easier. Some developers already had decades of experience in making
this type of software and these developers knew enough to be domain experts in some
areas. Sometimes asking fellow developers might just be the faster way to get the
necessary domain knowledge.

7.3 Observation
In this section, we present our observations by describing the pitfalls of how the
team practiced story test-driven development process. We first describe our observation
and then we summarize the implications of our findings.

7.3.1 Ownership of the Story Tests
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the standard tool for communicating production
knowledge is Microsoft Excel. It is also reflected in this company and the team used
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for writing their story tests. The developers created
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets with the necessary formulas. One developer was
particularly proud of his work on how he managed to automate the nightly regression
tests based on this Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
He said:
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Excel is a cell-based calculator. So it’s extremely flexible. It doesn’t have any
structure. The calculations that we want are, ah, basically time based
calculations, and, not only time-based variable, time-based variable calculations.
So you want to be able to have variables and relationships between variables, but
not cells. And Excel, you know, you have to repeat formulas. You have poor data
handling.

Therefore, the developer created a template in which the numbers would be
generated randomly by Microsoft Excel and were feed into the automated tests. The
developers asked the business analyst to fill in the spreadsheet with some examples and
formulas. For example, one of the developers said, “what we found through this was it
was a really good way to get business people to express requirements in a concrete way
and that was a big challenge.” However, despite the usage of the domain tools and the
automation tests based on the Excel spreadsheets, eventually only the developer who
invented the tool ended up using it.
The problem was the ownership. The benefit of using the domain tool is to allow
the customers (the business analysts or the project managers in this case) to explicitly
write out their knowledge in a form and with the tool that they were familiar with.
However, in this case, the spreadsheet had specific rows and columns where a specific
type of information must go into. The template was created by the developer, not by the
domain experts. Although not spoken, the impression we got was that the ownership of
the spreadsheet was that of one particularly person, the developer who invented it, and
neither the team nor the domain experts.
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In addition, there was a lack of freedom in how much more information the
domain experts can provide based on the rigid templates provided by the developer. If the
domain experts provided more information, then the developers had to automate them,
which would add more time to already busy schedules. However, the developer
mentioned how it would not be too hard to accommodate adding additional lines in the
automation code to handle extra rows and columns. One of the participants said, “it
turned out that, ah, the business person was changing the Excel spreadsheets and
constantly saying that they were done. You know, within a day or two days, changing
them again and trying to sneek it in and. Ah, the automated tests will catch the stuffs
were failing because things have been changed in the spreadsheet.” In addition, if they
added additional lines into the story tests and the regression tests failed, the domain
experts would have cranky developers the next day. In other words, the story tests
belonged to the developers. The domain experts did not have the ownership of these
artefacts. They were perceived to be merely guest contributors.
However, eventually the ownership problem propagated even to the developers.
The main problem was the other developers did not really know how data was laid out on
the story tests and were just afraid that they would break something. In addition, there
was no real advantage for the developers to spend their time to work on these story tests
when they had a pretty good set of automated tests based on unit tests. The developers
did not really feel the need to write out their knowledge in both unit tests and story tests.
If the business analysts were not going to update these story tests, then they also did not
see the point of updating these story tests themselves.
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Therefore, it is not only important to use the tools and format of the domain, but
also that the customers (domain experts) must own these story tests. However, in order
for the domain experts to have the ownership of the story tests, the story tests need to be
flexible enough for them to write, change and maintain them comfortably using their
knowledge and background.

7.3.2 Community of Contributors
Writing and maintaining the story tests take time. The project manager said that
he simply did not have the time to write the story tests. He was juggling many projects.
He was reassigned to another project before the end of the project and another project
manager was substituted into the project. The previous project manager said that he liked
the idea of story tests, but he said that he did not have the time to help the developers to
write them. The project manager did not foresee his role to be a permanent part of the
project. Therefore, he wanted the developers to be self-sufficient. Leaving behind story
tests would mean that he would needed to be contacted even after he left the project.
A developer said that the idea of story testing met its demise after the first project
manager was reassigned to another project. He said, “now after the project got going a
while, we switched business analyst to somebody else who wasn’t quite as detail oriented
and not as good at expressing requirements and, you know to the level of details that you
could nail it down and actually program something to do it.” With the new analyst, it was
hard to pick up the momentum again. The developer asked a business analyst, but she
was usually too busy to get an answer. What the project lacked was the person who could
fill the domain expert position.
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In addition, the business analysts and project managers were not evaluated based
on writing and maintaining the story tests. The project manager said that the developer
who built the story testing tool was working in this industry for decades along with
another developer. He believed that the developers had the knowledge to write software
themselves. He hoped that they would write and maintain the story tests and just ask him
for more information when they needed a little bit of additional information. Because
story testing was entirely the developers’ initiative and their invention, the domain
experts still saw story testing as developers’ tasks, not the customers’ tasks. Story testing
was not seen as something they would get personally rewarded. In our view, what lacked
in this company was a community of contributors who can maintain these story tests
regardless of the team and the projects. It was viewed as a task that was assigned to a
specific person and people did not want extra experimental task on their to-do list,
especially when the company was not fully onboard the idea of story testing.

7.4 Discussion
In Chapter 6, we described that the purpose of having story is to communicate the
domain knowledge to the software developers for software functionalities. The story tests
were a feedback system for the developers to confirm their understanding about the
requirements and the business domain. However, we discovered that practicing
successful story testing requires additional factors that we did not readily see from the
study in Chapter 6 alone. Simply using the tools of the domain does not guarantee
success. The study in Chapter 7 shows that ownership and community matters in its
overall success as well.
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The tools and formats both need to be organized by the domain experts, because it
gives the customers the feeling of ownership of these story tests. Asking the domain
experts to simply fill out existing templates or forms does not foster the sense of
ownership by the domain experts. Perhaps the format of the story tests need to be
discussed by both the developers and the domain experts to figure out what formats and
tools may help both parties.
In addition, we discovered that there needs to be a community of contributors for
the story tests. In an organization where you do not know how long you will end up
working on the project, the project managers and business analysts were not easily
accepting new responsibilities that may tie them to the project. Unless the entire
organization was practicing Story Test Driven Development, like we have seen in the
team in Chapter 6, the domain experts were not ready to spend time implementing story
tests for a single project that they did not even know how long they will eventually work
on. The team also felt that the practice will not last once they move onto the next project.
In the end, Story Test Driven Development is a practice that requires a community of
contributors. It is not just a one person assignment.
In addition, an alternative answer to why the team failed to practice Story Test
Driven Development is the lack of a process in using story tests. We suspect that the
process did not emerge like the other teams, because the customers were not motivated to
engage in the process and the lack of community that can provide the story tests.
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7.5 Threats to Validity
For external validity, we believe our case study can be generalized to software
development projects where the software developers do not have complete understanding
of the domain knowledge. However, our case study again only supports transactional
style domain data. For threats to internal validity, the observation was collected and
analyzed mainly by me, which may have introduced some unintended bias. Our interview
data also mostly reflect the perspectives of the developers. To ensure construct validity,
we performed a detailed inspection of the tool and the requirements. The case study
provides an additional case study for the comparison purpose in addition to Chapter 6.

7.6 Summary
In this study, we have presented another case study for the comparison purpose.
This case study is a failed attempt at Story Test Driven Development despite using the
tools of the domain for communicating domain knowledge to the developers. It shows
that adoption of Story Test Driven Development requires customer ownership and a
community of contributors.
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CHAPTER 8: SYNTHESIS OF FINDINGS
The main goal for my research is to investigate why people use Story Test Driven
Development in Agile software development. We explored three research questions in the
dissertation. 1) What problems are faced by Agile teams in practicing Story Test Driven
Development? 2) Investigate the relationship between stories, teams and defects. 3) What
are the factors that lead to successful adoption of Story Test Driven Development? In
Chapter 4 and 5, we discovered that the technical (programming/coding/testing) aspect of
the software development is not the main usage of Story Test Driven Development.
Chapter 6 and 7 presented two industry case studies of how Agile teams implemented
Story Test Driven Development for communicating domain knowledge. In addition, we
discovered that customers require not only a community of contributors.
Throughout all of our empirical evaluations, we addressed how and why Agile
teams adopt Story Test Driven Development and what works in real life settings. We
synthesize the findings and make generalizations on the uses of Story Test Driven
Development. We synthesize the findings based on the empirical evidence from the
studies and corroborate our findings with existing literatures.

8.1 Main Themes
We identified the following four main themes emerging from our empirical
evidence.
•

Examples of the Domain: Our observation suggests that story tests should be
the examples from the domain. It encourages the domain experts to provide
examples in the format that is comfortable to them.
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•

Story Tests as Knowledge Repository: We observed that the developers use
the story tests to learn and test their domain knowledge by testing their code
against the story tests.

•

Rewards and Motivations: The customers require a personal reward in order
to be motivated to provide these domain examples.

•

Community of Contributors: Story tests should not be generated by one
person. We discovered that it is easier to build the knowledge repository of
story tests if there is a community of contributors. It spreads the burden of
maintaining the story tests to the team rather than to one person.

In the following sections, we will summarize each of the main themes more thoroughly
with supporting evidence from our studies. We also corroborate our findings with studies
done by other researchers in the similar research areas.

8.2 Examples of the Domain
Story Test Driven Development is a communication technique rather than a
software testing technique. In this section, we will discuss the potential adoption
problems that a new technique, such as Story Test Driven Development, may need to
overcome in order for Agile teams to adopt it into their development process effectively.
Why are some software engineering techniques adopted more readily than others?
Story Test Driven Development is an innovation within the tools and techniques that
make up Agile software engineering. According to the literature on Diffusion of
Innovation (DOI), an adoption process is not an individual or an organizational decision,
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but it needs to be analyzed from the community’s perspective [FK93]. The benefits of the
adoption must be evaluated in terms of the community, because the adoption usually
depends on the size of the current and future adopters and it will have a strong impact on
the inherent economic value of the innovation [FK93]. Widely accepted technologies will
have faster innovation, more experts and better complementary and compatible tools.
From these perspectives, Story Test Driven Development must solve problems that other
techniques either cannot solve or are too costly to solve. It should not try to solve
software engineering problems that other techniques can already solve at a significantly
lower adoption overhead and cost. What Chapter 5 is suggesting is that there are other
techniques and tools that are much more readily available than Story Test Driven
Development that can solve specific software designs and testing problems that were
discussed in the mailing list from Chapter 4.
In Chapter 6 and 7, we observed that Story Test Driven Development is used as a
communication tool. The domain knowledge that the software developers need to learn is
very complex. The story tests were used as a way to validate one’s knowledge about their
software implementation. Story tests are also a way to safeguard other people’s code
against unintended code changes from the new code, because developers only knew
enough domain knowledge to build their own functionalities. Without the story tests,
most people in the large software team would not know how their code changed other
people’s code and their functionalities.
Similar findings are observed in the previous studies [HH08, M08, OP09, HK06,
SP04, ARS07, GBGP07, KNR09, CD07, PM08]. They stated that there is better
communication with the stakeholders. [GHHW05, TKHD06] stated that they had better
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understanding of what has been developed. [HH08, CHW01, St09, K06, HK06, R04,
ARS07, MLSM04, ABL09] stated that they had better confidence about the progress and
deliverables. However, our study adds to the existing body of knowledge that story
testing is a process for communicating knowledge rather than a process to inform
stakeholders about the development progress. It can solve the crucial bottleneck in
communicating knowledge to the developers who do not have previous training in the
domain.
We also observed that using the format of the domain worked well for the team in
Chapter 6. A communication tool should embody as much of the essential information
and business context as possible. There are two reasons for the use of the formats of the
domain. The first reason is the motivation. Our research shows that the best way for
domain experts to participate in Story Test Driven Development is if the domain experts
use formats and tools of the domain. The story tests should be examples, possibly even
examples right out of the domain as they are used. The domain experts and the end-users
are familiar with these notations and the tools, thus there is less overhead in terms of
providing the example for the purpose of story testing. Removing the barriers such as
training cost for tools is important in order to encourage faster adoption.
Another reason is the communication of the business context. The story tests
using examples of the domain provides better context for the developers to understand
and learn about the domain. It should not be written and produced using software testing
tools, because it not only loses the business context of the domain, but it is also harder for
domain experts to help the developers if they have to use the tools and formats that are
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not familiar to them. This finding is a new addition to the academic body of knowledge
for Agile software engineering.
From the economical standpoint of the adoption diffusion, story testing needs to
be looked at from both the developers’ perspective as well as the customers’ perspective.
It is important to find the tools and techniques that can satisfy both of these groups with
the least amount of initial training and cost. The use of software testing tools has a high
training overhead for non-developers. On the other hand, we discovered that automating
story tests is usually not too difficult for the developers once data becomes available. The
bottleneck in the adoption process is the willingness of the customers to provide these
story tests. We discovered that using the examples from the domain is a good way to
alleviate this particular adoption problem.
The domain experts usually have their own standards of tools and formats that
guide their discipline. These formats and tools have long traditions within the domain
expert’s field and sometimes there are very good reasons for their choice of formats and
tools. Staying with the domain’s standard tools and formats may encourage many
domain experts to contribute, which also may help the developers in recruiting several
domain experts to work together rather than having just one domain expert.

8.3 Story Tests as Knowledge Repository
The story tests can serve as the knowledge repository of the domain. Much the
same way stories and a storyboard behave as information radiator for Agile teams [B99],
the story tests are information radiator for domain knowledge. The examples used for
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story tests bring contextual information into the discussion, which would help the
developers understand better what the end-users want.
Cockburn states that a good information radiator should have the following
attributes [C04]:
•

Easily visible to the casual and interested observers

•

Understandable at a glance

•

Changes periodically

•

Kept up to date

Many Agile studies emphasize the importance of the information radiator in the
overall success of the project [RP08, EW06, Sh07, B08, SRSF06]. Sharp et al. state that
much of the knowledge in Agile teams are tacit, except for the two tangible artefacts:
story cards and the wall where the story cards are hung [SRSF06]. They discovered that
the key mechanism for moving information is face-to-face interactions. The stories were
artefacts for mediating, creating scaffolding, goal setting and coordinating resources. The
information transformation occurred when these stories were turned into executable code.
However, most of the transformation occurred implicitly between people, cards and the
wall. In order for story tests to act as information radiators within this model for Agile
communication, story tests also need to be the mediator and help with goal settings and
coordinating resources.
Chapter 6 suggests that story tests do work in conjunction with stories and they
also act as a type of information radiator. The story tests can provide additional
information on top of the stories by providing information that is hard to convey with
conversations only. For example, some of the difficult calculations are best
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communicated with worksheets and verified using automated tests. However, much like
stories and the wall, these story tests still require face-to-face communication in order for
the experts to explain the main concepts behind the calculations.
In order for story tests to become the information radiator, it needs to be easily
visible, understandable and kept updated, which is why using the examples of the domain
is important. It is the universally common notation for both the customers and the
developers. The visibility comes from the execution of the automated story tests. The
results of the story tests against the code would provide a red or green light on how the
information is being translated into software. Therefore, story tests can act as a much
more concrete information radiator than stories because they provide an up-to-date status
against the live code.
In addition, story tests should be seen as documentation for software. As seen in
Chapter 6, when tests link the code to the examples, it not only provides documentation
of how the calculation works, but also the business context in which software results will
be used. Because of the traceability between the code and the examples through
automated tests, story testing provides a great way to leave behind documentation about
how the software works using examples and executable tests for validation. These story
tests are valuable documentation artefacts about the software that customers can read and
understand. Therefore, creating these story tests should be treated as a documentation and
knowledge building process rather than tasks that only help the developers. In addition,
the management should see the value in building such knowledge repositories, which will
become valuable resources for the company even for other future uses.
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Previous studies suggest that story testing can help everyone to understand
quickly what has been developed [GHHW05, TKHD06]. Our studies suggest that story
testing can further help the team by providing an information repository that can be
valuable even after the software development is completed. It also suggests that Story
Test Driven Development is meant for building knowledge-intensive type of software –
ones that require a great deal of domain expertise knowledge and where software
developers do not have much training in the domain.

8.4 Rewards and Motivation
The most influential theory on motivation is the Herzberg’s two-factory theory of
satisfaction and motivation [HMS59]. The theory states that employee satisfaction can be
divided into intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors. The intrinsic factors are related to the
work that is being done, such as recognition, achievement, responsibility, advancement,
and personal growth. On the other hand, the extrinsic factors, such as company policies,
supervisory practices, pay plans and working conditions do not have a high influence on
motivations, because they are not directly related to the task at hand. Therefore,
organizational changes that deal with extrinsic factors do not necessarily increase in the
employee satisfaction.
In terms of the studies done in software engineering, Hall et al. published a study
on what motivates software developers [HSB+08]. They identified 21 factors and
categorized them into intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The intrinsic factors include
identifying with the task, career paths, variety of work, recognition for work done,
addressing development needs, technically challenging work, making a contribution,
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trust/respect, equity and employee participation. The extrinsic factors were good
management, sense of belonging, rewards and incentives, feedback, job security, good
work/life balance, appropriate working conditions, successful company and sufficient
resources. Extrinsic motivators are general working conditions and general good
management, but these factors have less influence on the motivation of software
developers. Therefore, the study concludes that task-based management may be better for
software developers, because it itemizes the challenges into a list of problems that the
developers must solve.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no research done on what motivates
customers to participate in the software development process, particularly on Story Test
Driven Development. The people who fill the role of the ‘customers’ in Agile teams may
not be the employees of the company. These people also could come from diverse
backgrounds. Therefore, it is difficult to categorize their motivating factors.
Based on Chapter 6 and 7, we only witnessed 3 of the 21 motivating factors from
the domain experts. They are 1) identifying with the task 2) recognition and 3) sufficient
resources. The other motivators were not readily observable. Borrowing the term from
Hall et al.’s work, “identifying with the task” means having clear goals, having a personal
interest in the problem, knowing the task’s purpose and how they fit with the whole
work. In addition, the worker needs to be able to produce an identifiable piece of quality
work [HSB+08]. In Chapter 6, the domain experts had a clear role in the software
development process. They also created and maintained the story tests. The artefacts that
they produced, which are used as story tests, are clearly identifiable pieces of work. Their
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work is also integrated into the whole software through the automated tests. Therefore,
the impact of their work is clearly identifiable every time the automated tests are run.
We also observed that the domain experts require a clear set of measurable goals
on what is needed of them, which was observable in both Chapter 6 and 7. Eg. How
many story tests are required from them or how many examples are required? It allows
the domain experts to count down how many they need to produce and gives them the
motivation to finish their work. In addition, they would be rewarded with the feeling of
accomplishments. However, having these goals was not enough as seen in Chapter 7. The
domain experts knew what was expected of them, but they needed recognition for their
work.
In Chapter 7, we observed the importance of recognition. Creating, collecting and
maintaining story tests was not an organizational initiative. Therefore, the work that the
domain experts had to put in for creating story tests was extra to their assigned tasks.
From the domain experts’ point of view, the story tests not only provided little to no
personal reward, but it would become a hindrance to their other assigned tasks. The major
hindrance was the lack of time. Therefore, the domain experts did not have sufficient
resources to complete the story tests. While extrinsic factors such as having sufficient
resources does not guarantee success, the study indicates that extrinsic factors can
become a major hindrance for writing story tests.
Ahn et al. published a paper on the use of human computation for solving novel
computer problems that require human brains [ALB06, AB05, AD08]. The finding of
their work is that people are willing to contribute data for their study in exchange of
gaining personal entertainment. The studies show that there is an intrinsic motivation for
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non-employees to spend considerable amount of time providing data in exchange for
personal rewards. These intrinsic factors are related to the need to satisfy their intellectual
curiosity.
Given the right kind of rewards, we know that people will contribute as seen in
Ahn’s work. Our findings indicate that people will become an information contributor
only if they can also become the information consumer. Information contribution is
clearly a process that requires both give and take.
In addition, the rewards need to be given out systematically. Therefore, our study
suggests that customers require direct and systematic reward for a set of story tests that
they contribute. Our contribution to the academic body of knowledge is to view
customer’s involvement in Story Test Driven Development as an activity that requires
personal rewards and motivations, rather than view it as an activity that is done for the
good of the team. Even though the entire team will benefit from the technique, STDD is
hard to execute without the proper rewards and motivations for the customers to
participate.

8.5 Community of Contributors
According to Martin et al., there are eight types of customer practices [MBN09]:
Customer Boot Camp, Customer’s Apprentice, Customer Pairing, Programmer Holiday
Support, Programmer On-Site, Roadshow, Big Picture Up Front, and Recalibration.
Martin et al. discovered that customers participate in the process in varying degrees. For
example, in Customer’s Apprentice, the developers work on the customer team so that
they can understand the complexity of the customer teams’ role [MBN09]. In Big Picture
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Up-Front, the business stakeholders are only involved during the envisioning process
[MBN09]. In these situations, the customers are not directly involved in the development.
Our studies suggest that this kind of relationship with the customers do not work very
well for Story Test Driven Development.
In Customer Pairing, two members of the customer team work together to provide
a “single-voice” to the developers. We have not looked into situations such as this, but
we observed that Story Test Driven Development does provide a single-voice to the
developers no matter how many customers are involved, because the story tests can only
pass in one way.
In Customer Boot Camp, the customers are given a training event. We discovered
that more training does not necessarily improve the overall adoption. It is better to
accommodate the customers in a way that they can already reuse their existing
knowledge and skills.
In Programmer Holiday, the customers are given a think-ahead time. This is a
necessary condition in order for Story Test Driven Development to succeed, because the
story tests need to be generated before the development begins.
In another Martin et al. paper [MBN09b], they discovered that customer team
always exists in Agile teams, but their roles are different. These roles range from
“Acceptance Tester” to “Political Advisor” and “Super-Secretary”. Because of these
differences in their roles, we observed that it is important to create a community of
contributors, especially using formats and tools of the domain. It is not enough to just
assign one specialized person to be responsible for the task of writing the tests. The entire
customer group needs to be aware of the story tests and it should be understandable to all
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of them in such a way that anyone can participate in the Story Test Driven Development
process.
In Chapter 6 and 7, we observed the importance of having a community of
contributors. In the field of Open Source development research, Bekler [Be02] and
Markus et al. performed research in terms of organizational innovation and virtual
organization [MMA00]. One of the main characteristics of Open Source development is
that there is no direct monetary compensation for their participation [BL01]. Therefore,
the assumption is that their participation is based on altruism. However, some observed
that altruism may not be the motivating factor. In some open source projects, the
contributors are highly individualistic and seek to gain reputation, future career
opportunities, peer recognition, better software and even financial rewards
[FF01,HO02,T98].
We observed in Chapter 6 and 7 that having a community is an important factor,
because the personal reward would not exist without the existence of the community.
These types of rewards are different from monetary rewards given from supervisors
where the rewards are negotiated ahead of time. As we discussed before, one of the
personal rewards is a form of respect from the community, which cannot exist without
the people who form the community. Bergquist and Ljunberg used the term Gift culture
to describe such phenomenon in the open source community [BL01]. A gift culture
exists in a community where gifts are given without obligation to repay. The motivation
for the givers is to gain fame and respect from the community [BL01]. Therefore, having
a community is an important pre-requisite for gaining the reward for the giver.
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Another model is the Wikipedia type of contributions. Not everyone can
participate in the Open Source community even if they want to, because the source code
is usually controlled by a select few individuals. Therefore, the open source community is
actually quite closed and much more structured than what most people believe. On the
other hand, examples such as Wikipedia are truly open to everyone for contribution
(although some may say there is less contribution these days). The wiki community also
depends on having a community of contributors, but the limiting factors are contributors’
skill sets and their motivations.
In the wiki community, researchers have observed behaviour that they call,
“selfish altruism”, which is based on the prisoner’s dilemma. Prisoner’s dilemma refers to
situations where individuals seek to gain the most selfish payoff instead of cooperating
with others in an event when there is no coordination or communication with the others.
However, given repeated prisoner’s dilemma situations, the game theorists observed that
participants will choose the most optimal solution, which is cooperating with each other
[A84, D89]. The cooperation only lasts as well long as the other side is also willing to
cooperate. This model is referred to as “selfish altruism”, because the cooperation only
lasts as long as the participant is gaining the reward. Another model is “reciprocal
altruism” where the participant will contribute with an expectation that they will receive
their reward in the future [T79].
In Chapter 7, the original developer controlled how the story tests were generated
and maintained. We observed that the domain experts were reluctant to contribute in this
model. In this model, even though everyone, in theory, can contribute, the actual changes
are monitored by a select few individuals. This model failed to gain enough motivation
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from other contributors. On the other hand, the domain experts controlled how the story
tests were generated and maintained in Chapter 6. Even though they were both using the
same model, it seems to be more successful if the customers have the control of the story
tests writing process.
In Chapter 6, we observed that people contributed most when they are given a set
of loose structures to follow, but they were free to contribute in the format that is
comfortable to them. Therefore, we believe that the initiation into such a knowledge
building process should be low that almost anyone within the team (and even outside of
the team) would be happy to contribute to the example repository of story tests. The
success of Story Test Driven Development is not in producing better testing methods, but
in fostering the community of contributors where everyone can produce rewards and
motivations for each other.
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION
This dissertation investigated uses of Story Test Driven Development in Agile
software development teams. There are three main research questions: 1) What problems
are faced by Agile teams in practicing Story Test Driven Development? 2) Investigate the
relationship between stories, teams and defects. 3) What are the factors that lead to
successful adoption of Story Test Driven Development? We explored these questions
using four case studies.

9.1 Summary of Findings
The findings led to four themes that are important in the success of Story Test
Driven Development: Examples of the Domain, Story Test as Knowledge Repository,
Rewards and Motivations, Community of Contributors. Our analyses suggest that Story
Test Driven Development is a knowledge building process, rather than a software testing
process.
Story Test Driven Development is a way for customers to engage in software
product creation in a much more direct way than other methods. Because story tests are
examples of the domain, these artefacts can be used not just for one version of software
but used for building multiple versions of software or even multiple families of software.
The value of the creating, collecting and maintaining story tests increases if the team is
building a larger software product, especially if the product is a knowledge intensive type
of software.
We also discovered that the main problem with the practice of Story Test Driven
Development may lie in the difficulty with the customer participation. We presume that
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customers require rewards and motivations that are different than developers. We have
some evidence that the customers follow the selfish altruistic model. In order for this
model to succeed, the team may require a community of contributors. The rewards and
motivations may be directly linked to having a sizable community of contributors. In
terms of the rewards, we discovered that the customers become both information
consumer as well as the provider. Therefore, the rewards must be personal in nature
rather than altruistic. Our studies indicate that the success of Story Test Driven
Development may lie in fostering the community of contributors who are willing and
able to create and maintain the story tests, but this research still requires more evidence.

9.2 Future Work
The studies in the dissertation suggests that the Story Test Driven Development is
particularly useful in situation where the developers need to write software in customer’s
domain that is very unfamiliar and require a lot of training to understand. Our studies
suggest that the story tests can be a useful communication medium for transferring
domain knowledge, but it needs to be written in a format that is comfortable to the
customers. In order to get the customers to participate in this process, the team needs to
be building a community of contributors. It is not enough to just assign a task to one
customer to provide these story tests. In addition, our studies suggest that the ownership
of these tests must belong to the team, so that people are free and willing to contribute.
In the future work, we would need to look at the different types of customers and
see how they react to writing story tests. It would be also interesting to look at the
differences in roles and skills even within the customer group. It would be also
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interesting to look at how different domains like to write their story tests and analyze how
it influences the test automations for the developers as well as the overall adoption of
Story Test Driven Development.

9.3 Main Contribution
The main contribution of this research is to approach Story Test Driven
Development as a communication tool for conveying the domain knowledge using
examples of the domain. Story Test Driven Development is a knowledge building process
rather than a testing process. Story testing using examples is a way to spread out the
domain knowledge and the necessary requirements information to the whole team using
tests that can help confirm one’s understanding of the domain as well as ensure that
software behaves according to the examples provided. Instead of focusing on what is
right for the test automation, we need to emphasize what is right for better
communication with all stakeholders.
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APPENDIX III: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Interview Guide
Date/Time:

Purpose of the Study:
This research aims to determine how software requirements are specified in executable
specifications, discover the tool adoption process and the benefits and problems that
people encounter with the existing executable acceptance testing tools.
What Will I Be Asked To Do?
You will be asked about your experience with executable acceptance testing tool in the
current or previous projects that you worked on. You will be asked about your role in the
project, how the team used the tool and why the tool was chosen. The interview will take
about 30 minutes. The interview will be audio taped. Your participation in this research is
voluntary. If at any time you feel uncomfortable, you may withdraw from the study – the
audio recordings will be discarded and any data gathered from your participation
removed. Knowledge of your participation in the project will remain anonymous.
Questions
1. Tell me about the project that you were involved that used Fit.
a. How did you get started on the project?
b. What is your role in the team?
c. At what point of the project did you get involved?
2. Tell me about the processes involved in introducing Executable acceptance Test
Driven Development to your team
a. Who introduced executable acceptance testing in your team?
b. How did you get the other team members involved?
c. What were the obstacles in introducing the tool to your team?
d. Why did you choose to practice executable acceptance test driven
development?
e. How did you overcome the adoption problems?
3. Who writes the specifications?
4. Tell me about how the tool works.s
a. Why did you choose this tool?
b. What kind of problems did you try to solve using Fit?
c. What were the problems/shortcomings with the tool?
5. Did you notice benefits to using Fit?
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